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CMA PROFILES IN SUCCESS

Hayward L. Bell, CMA
Director of Finance and Administration
Air Products, Canada

The Hayward Bell success story ...
In an era when changes in career direction and company affiliation are often the norm,
Hayward Bell has spent his entire working career with just one employer and moved in
only one direction —up! In that time, he has progressed through a number of important
accounting assignments, on up to Assistant Controller, Chemicals Group. And, in a very
recent new move, has just been appointed Director of Finance and Administration,
Air Products, Canada.

Why he has made the Certified Management Accountant
(CMA) designation part of it ...
About the CMA, Hayward had this to say ... "Initially, it provided a very effective forum
to renew my own technical and management accounting knowledge ... The CMA
Program has been a tool I have used to fulfill one of my responsibilities as a manager to
encourage my staff's professional development."

If you're after a management title ...
Make sure you have the CMA after your name. For more information call or write to the
address below ...
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CMA: Three Letters That Spell Success
1 -800- 638 -4427
I n s t it u t e o f M a n a g e m e n t A c c o u n t a n t s
fo rme rl y

National Association of Accountants
CMA Program 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1759

CMA
Cer tified
Management
Accountant
Program

ur challenge is to evaluate the
global, national or local tax aspects of
planned business strategies; or defend
tax positions t,Aen
in government figings. You and your
staff already posr'ess ARTHUR ANDERSEN k Co., S.C.
extensive knowledge of the tax laws governing Your business. Now you need automated

Yo

ARTHUR

tools to help you present the tax im pact of
the scenarios envisionvd.
Arthur Andersen's Tax D'u•ectort" software
enables you to better meet these challenges.
Its plannin g products specifically address
your need to perform `Vhat if" calculations,
givin g; y ou th e po wer t o re com m e nd t he
best course of action for your company.
International Manager" enables you to
determine the U.S. tarot effects of repatriating

foreign earnings, evaluate the tax impact of
different corporate structures, and determine
the implications of intercorporate business
relationships, as well as other issues present
in the global tax arena.
Federal Planning Manager " provides
you with access to an unprecedented level of
tax law rules (from 1966 forward), including

comprehensive AMT support, consolidated
return capability, and autom ated carryover
of all tax attrib utes. This com p rehen sive

software solution helps you evaluate the
impact of suggested audit adjus tments
proposed by the IRS, contemplate the tax
effects of multiple business strategies, and
track the tax attributes of your corporation.
State Planning Manager" gives you the
computing; capability to evaluate the tax
im p lica t io ns o f o p e n in g n ew p lan t s in it
particular state, assistance in the course of
sta te tax ex am inat ion s, and he lp in det erm in ing th e im pa ct of dif fer ent ap por tio n-

ment and allocation strategies.
For more information, call l- 8(XM7)35-1120.
Or rerun the
coupon below.
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BY ALFRED M. KING,
CMA
Where is ABC on the path
to total implementation?
The theory is still developing, changing focus, and
spreading into new areas.
ABC pioneers Robin Cooper and Robert Kaplan, interviewed here, describe
how they continue to gain
new insights into the possibilities as ABC is adopted in
varied business environments and service organizations such as banks and insurance companies.

27
DECENTRALIZEAND
OUTSOURCE:DIAL'S
APPROACHTOMIS
IMPROVEMENT

32
ANEW VIEW OF
ACTIVITY-BASED
COSTING
BY DOUGLAS SHARP
AND LINDA F.
CHRISTENSEN
Although most texts caution against using full absorption costs to analyze a
subsegment of a business,
such as products or processes, the authors say it's
necessary for ABC. As a further precaution, they note
other cost measurements
such as attributable costing
should be used, too.
Certificate of Merit,
1990 -91.

BY DOUGLAS L.
HEEREMA AND
RICHARD L ROGERS
Using information from the
same cost accounting system for planning and for
evaluating managerial performance may allow some
employees to manipulate
the information in their own
self - interest. Sometimes efficient managers are fired,
while those who know how
to "work the system" are
promoted.
Certificate of Merit,
1990-91.

BY MICHAEL A.
ROBINSON
Dial Corporation's move to
decentralize and contract
out the MIS function led to
cost savings and flexibility.
1990 -91 Lybrand Bronze
Medal Winner.
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Take Us For A Test Ride .. .
It Leaves The "Best` ` Behind.

Q
Fixed Asset'
s -,.Ma n a ge me n t
Accounting System,
From E.F. Haskell, of course!,
tate -of -the -Art Technology changes the world of Fixed Asset
Accounting with features that give you everything you need in
one surprising system. You don't have to be content with
limited function packages.

15. Over 28 standard reports (including F.A.S.B. 96) sortable on up to
five user - selected fields plus range criteria on 16 different fields. Print
only the data you wish and in the order you wish it! 16. Built -in Reporl
Editor with search /replace and column block cut and paste allows
easy editing of completed reports for those situations when, "if this
column was just over there.'' 17. Only Fixed Asset System with built -in
industry standard -SQL- Report Writer as an option. Design your
own reports and even your own relationships between records and
fields! Export data to ASCII, DIF, or CSV files for use with
spreadsheets or databases. Even design your own "templates'' with
built -in editor. I8. Written entirely in "C" language for enhanced
speed and performance, I9. Single User and ''true" multi -user version
(optional) with transaction logging and timestomping for most popular
networks, including Novell. 20. Designed with latest "SAA"
techniques including pull -down windows and pop -up lists.
21. Unlimited capacity. 22. Store data on floppies or hard disk. Great
for accounting firms. 23. Written by CPAs, this is a continuing
evolution of our existing Fixed Asset Accounting System used
nationwide since 1978, Up to date through all tax laws.
24. Insurance Reporting System. 25. Mass changes and asset cloning
eliminate repetitive work. 26. No need to establish file sizes before
new client entry. It's all automatic! 27. Converts several popular
systems and ASCII.

S

See For Yourself Why You Should Switch:
1. Print any report, for any year, at any time. No need to
wait until after year end. 2. See all major calculations
including entire asset life history as assets are entered. No
need to print reports to correct mistakes. 3. "Real'' help screens for
every important field including examples. Most operators never need
to refer to the manual. 4. No "codes" to learn. Methods like
"MACRS ", "ACRS ", "SL are spelled out, making data entry and
reports intuitive. S. 16- character asset ID. 6. Unlimited number of short
years. 7. Up to five sets of books for each asset (no wasted disk space
if you use less!). Federal, AMT, E &P, State, Financial and many
others. 8. Instant consolidated reports with no extra steps. A must for
proper reporting of consolidated groups. 9. Uses the latest 'Al"

techniques to suggest proper useful lives and depreciation methods,
including AMT & ACE. Eliminates guesswork by less experienced
operators. 10. A comprehensive ''Tax Law For Fixed Assets" section
included at no extra cost presents all tax laws since 1971 in
chronological order. 11. Automatic application of Section 179 Expense.
12. Automatic application of MACRS "40% Rule" and mid- quarter
convention. 13. Automatic preparation of AMT & ACE figures with
totals presented for both pre -1987 and post -1986 for Form 4626 and
Form 6251 tie -in. 14. All reports print in detail or "Totals Only."
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41
AREMANAGEMENT
REPORTSONFINANCIALSTATEMENT
RESPONSIBILITY
USEFUL?
BY JONATHAN B.
SCHIFF, CMA, AND
CLAIRE B. MAY
The Committee of Sponsoring Organizations (COSO)
of the Treadway Commission has recommended that
companies publish in their
annual reports a statement
of management's responsibilities to ensure the truthfulness of company-produced financial data. How
valuable are these reports?
Should they be continued?

47
TRAININGYOURBOSS
BY WILLIAM BLAIS, CMA
How you communicate with
the boss can affect his career as well as your own. If
you study his learning style,
you can tailor your proposal
to increase ROI to fit his
unique way of accepting information —and enhance
his standing and yours.

BY MICHAEL R.
SELLENHEIM
How do you measure performance in a world -class
manufacturing environment? A manager at a J.I.
Case group describes five
key components and illustrates how such a system
can work.
Certificate of Merit,
1990 -91.

54
IMPROVE YOURBOTTOM LINE: FIXED
ASSETMANAGEMENT
BY BRIDGETTE AHOBART
Tax simplification and internal management needs
have increased the emphasis placed on fixed asset
management, creating an
often time - consuming task.
Today's sophisticated software packages allow companies to streamline procedures so they can make full
use of fixed asset management information and increase bottom -line savings.
Views expressed herein are authors'
and do not represent Institute policy
unless so stated. Publication of paid
advertising and new product and service information does not constitute
an endorsement by the Institute of the
advertiser or the product or service.
MANAGEMENTACCOUN-IINCA is indexed in the Accountants'Indesand also in the on -line database of the same
name. I'his publication is available in
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Savi'Ings are packed
and ready tO go.

AT&T Corpowe Calling Card
Essential to the business on the move.
If your company has monthly long distance phone bills of just $
you can save money on long distance calling card calls. Because
offers savings on calling card usage with the AT&T PRO' WA7S
volume discount plan. So your savings can go wherever your
business takes you.
What's more, when you use the AT&T Corporate Calling
Cara you can be sure you're using the quality AT&T network
for all your long distance ells. And you're protected from the
higher rates charged by some unfamiliar operator service
companies. Rates that can be two to three times the AT&T prioO
So you're always getting the quality AT&T service you want and
prices you expect.
Cost control. Another AT&T advantage.
Whether you're a company of one or one hundred, you can get
AMT Corporate Calling Cardsfor your company free. Call
1800 225 -6136, ext. 520.

ATis� T

*Based on a comparison of billed charges and surcharges
of alternate operator service companies.

The right choice.

®1991, AT&T.
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Take a BOLD STEP and begin the process of becoming a Certified Management Accountant if not already certified. You may ask why. The answer
is clear. The business community in which each of us earns our livelihood
is placing a growing emphasis on certification as a means of objectively evaluating an individual's competency. This is true for professionals in all areas
of the business environment. Welders as well as engineers. Management accountants as well as attorneys.
In many cases, and certainly in the case of management accountants, a certification assures an employer that the holder is required to abide by ethical
standards. Likewise, certification generally assures that the holder maintains
professional standards by meeting prescribed continuing education requirements.
I suspect that for many, the fear of not being successful at the first sitting
for the CMA examination is a principal reason for delaying a decision to take
a BOLD STEP and become a candidate for the CMA. If this is true, I assure
you that your fellow professionals will not embarrass you for not being successful at first. In fact, they will admire you for stepping forward. You should
know that it took three sittings for me to complete the examination, and I am
no less certified than the very few who were successful the first time. I was
also 40 years old when I began the process.
I also point out to you that a former IMA President, Ernie Huband, has
recently been attempting to complete the examination. He has made several
attempts and will probably be successful this time.
Ernie has set the example. Why not follow his lead? Also, another IMA leader, Alan Same, has recently announced that he is going to pursue the CMA.
Taking BOLD STEPS together will result in the IMA and the management
accounting profession becoming more widely recognized as influential participants in the global economic environment of the future.
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In the next four issues of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® I want to use this Perspectives column to focus on
one of my BOLD STEPS TOWARD THE FUTURE. By
doing so, I hope to convey to you why I feel so strongly
about the IMA taking bold steps this year.
I am convinced that the IMA is poised to significantly
increase its already influential position in the business
community. We are in the midst of a transition to a global
economic environment This transition will reach its maturity as we move inI-- the 21st century, and every Management Accountant must be prepared professionally for we will be presented
with many opportunities to display new and innovative thinking as partners
in managing the global economic environment of the future. In my opinion,
this is the case regardless of the size or nature of our employers. Therefore,
if we are to be successful as management accountants practicing in this environment, it is imperative that we take BOLD STEPS TOWARD THE
FUTURE.
The first BOLD STEP is as follows:

gpA
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Commander"' FDC:
The PC -based financial reporting software that lets you

C onsofidate
f you' re looking for a software
solution to the complex task
of collecting, consolidating and
reporting financial data for a
multidivisional, multinational
corporation, you should look at
Comshare's Commander FDC.
Unlike spreadsheets and general purpose software often used
for this task, Commander FDC
(Financial Data Consolidation)
is a PC /LAN -based software
package specifically designed to
handle the unique logistical and
accounting demands of consolidation and fimancial reporting,
so you can be confident about
the information it provides. It
works the way you do, with
financial schedules (income
statements, etc.) and includes
the accounting intelligence to
assure accuracy. It's a cost effective solution that puts you
in complete control both of the
consolidation process and of
this important financial data.
And it's from Comshare, the
market leader in financial reporting and executive information systems.

wit Confidence

I

Co m mande r F DC nut only s upp orts the
financial data ne ed s o f c orpo rate headq uarte rs , it c an me et the inf o rm ation ne ed s o f
yo u r r ep o rt in g u nits as we ll. Eas y to imp leme nt and to us e, it c an adap t to dif fe rent
o r ga n iz a tio na l s tr u c t u re s , re p o r t in g r e quire ments , and acc ounting system s, even
with in th e s am e c o m p a ny .

De s igne d fo r m axim um us er f lexib ility,
Co mm and er FD C lets you re sp ond to
c h a n g e — in y o ur o r ga niz at io n , in a c c o u nt
s t r u c tu r e s , in r ep o rt f o rm at s a nd in h ud gets. It als o hand le s the co mp le x task o f
c o mp a ra t iv e r e p o r tin g af t er c h a ng e s h av e
been made.

Cu r r e n c y t r a n s h a t i o n s , i n t e r c o mp a n y e l im i -

natio ns , res tate me nts , ad justm ents and

journal entries are performed simply and
automatically. Not only are your books
elosed mo re q uic kly, the y are m o re ac c urat e a s w ell, w ith b u ilt -in au d it t ra ils a nd
d a t a in t e gr it y r e q uir e m en t s .

C o mm a nd e r F DC in rlu d e s c a p a b ilit ies fo r
budg et p re paratio n and rm ancial analys is as
we ll as s t at ut o ry a n ti ma na g em en t r ep o rt ing. In ad d ition to p rinte d re p o rts, yo u c an
de live r ke y f inanc ial inf o rm atio n to e xc e utive s electronically o n- scre en. P o we rf ul
to o ls fo r mo d eling a nd ad -ho e inv es tiga tio n
are als o inc lude d.

Commander FDC
PC -based Software for Financial Data Consolidation
Fo r an rye o p e ning intro d uc tio n to
C o m m a n d e r FD C , and inf o rm atio n ab o ut
a C o m m a nd e r F D C S e m in a r in y o ur a r e a ,
call C hris Ke lly at C o no lhare , to ll free -

Q1
Vt•

� , �
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800-922-7979.
1

In Michigan: 313- 994 -4800
In Canada: 800 541 -1780

3CMMSI� ARCa

3001 South State Street, P.O. Box 1588,
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 -1588
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WASHINGTONREPORT

STEPHENBARLAS,EDITOR

WYDEN FACES
POTENTIAL
OBSTACLES
ep. Ron Wyden (D.-Ore.), who
was expected to introduce his financial controls reporting bill
earlier this year, is having trouble lining up Senate supporters for his legislation, which passed the House late in
1990 and undoubtedly would do so
again, if introduced. Before introducing a 1991 version of his legislation,
however, Wyden wants to make sure
his bill has a chance at Senate passage,
too. The bill would be referred to the
Senate Banking Committee where it
would be voted on initially by the securities subcommittee. Sen. Chris
Dodd (D.- Conn.), chairman of the subcommittee, is a lukewarm supporter of
the Wyden bill. Corporate reporting on
accounting standards is not one of his
prime issues. Sen. John Heinz (R.-Pa.),
the ranking Republican on that subcommittee before he was killed earlier
this year in a plane crash, was expected to give the Wyden bill more enthusiastic support, but his replacement as
ranking Republican on the subcommittee is Sen. Phil Gramm of Texas, who
is expected to vehemently oppose the
Wyden bill. Brad Belt, the top Republican staffer on the subcommittee, says
there have been no discussions among
the senators about the Wyden bill and
confirms it is a relatively low priority.
That fact has caused Wyden to delay
introduction of his bill in an effort to
find a way around Gramm's anticipated opposition. Meanwhile, the Financial Executives Institute (FED has
rounded up more than 100 corporations and associations as signatories to
a one -page statement—as yet unreleased— opposition to the Wyden bill.
That statement and the lobbying that
will accompany it will make it even
harder for Wyden to find the Senate
support he needs.

pensation paid to each director and senior executive. This would have to include a "present value" for that compensation, which would have to be
deducted from earnings. Levin's bill
(S. 1198) has been referred to the Senate Banking Committee, which has
been consumed this summer with
work on an omnibus banking reform
bill. Consequently, no progress was
expected on S. 1198 until this fall. But
Elise Bean, counsel to Levin's oversight subcommittee, says Sen. Chris
Dodd, chairman of the Banking Securities Subcommittee, which will have
to approve the Levin bill, is "very interested" in the legislation. What makes
the prognosis for the compensation
disclosure provisions of the Levin bill
particularly bright is that groups such
as the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) will not oppose them.
Brent Thompson, director of corporate finance and management at NAM,
says, however, that the NAM is hotly
opposed to other Levin provisions
such as allowing some shareholders to
nominate corporate directors.

BILL ON TAX
SIMPLIFICATION
UP AND MOVING
Sen. Phil Gramm

EXECUTIVE
COMPENSATION
BILLS INTRODUCED
Annoyed by reports of seemingly excessive corporate compensation, congressmen have introduced legislation
requiring companies to make fuller
disclosure of the compensation packages given to top executives. Sen. Carl
Levin (D.-Mich.), chairman of the Governmental Affairs Subcommittee on
Oversight, says, "The federal government is actually hindering stockholder
efforts to put the brakes on runaway
executive pay." Levin complains that
the SEC Shareholder Proposal Rule allows companies to deflect efforts by
stockholders to put pay - related issues
up for a shareholder vote. The bill introduced in June by Levin and Rep.
John Bryant (D. Tex.) would make it
easier for those proposals to be voted
on and would require companies to
make available "clear and comprehensive" information concerning the com-

The two key tax writers in Congress
have proposed a tax simplification bill
that would affect corporations. Rep.
Dan Rostenkowski (D.-Ill.) and Sen.
Lloyd Bentsen (D.-Tex.) are chairmen
of the House Ways & Means and Senate Finance Committees, respectively.
Their bill would make a number of
changes, one which deals with flow through accounting for large investment partnerships such as real estate
deals where one dominant partner
such as a financial firm doles out partnership shares to smaller investors.
The Rostenkowski /Bentsen change
would make it more difficult for partners to write off capital losses on individual returns against partnership
gains. Another provision affects calculations for the alternative minimum
corporate income tax.
IN
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 13 years of experience reporting
from Washington, D.C.
Is this article of interest
to you? If so, circle
appropriate number on
Reader Service Card.
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Now, More Successful Fixed Asset
Managers Are Getting in the Picture...
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...with the Complete Line of Fixed Asset Management
Solutions from Best.
Best Programs is putting more fixed asset managers in the
picture with the broadest range of fixed asset management
software.
Industry- leadingFAS (Fixed Asset System) has been at work
for thousands of leading tax and financial executives since 1983.
And now, with the addition of FAS2000,Best also offers a system
with extra power and versatility for organizations facing more
complex asset management challenges.

FAS and FAS2000. Best Solutions for Busy Asset Managers
Both FASand FAS2000provide the most accurate, up -todate depreciation calculations in the business (over 50
methods) — and easily handle today's toughest issues —
automatic calculation of AMT and ACE depreciation in total
compliance with FASB 96. You'll enjoy complete tax and
financial reporting for federal tax filings, financial statement
reporting, general ledger posting, and more. What's more, both
FASand FAS2000give you remarkable flexibility that lets you
customize data entry screens, rename description fields, sort
and subtotal assets however you want.
FAS2000 packs an even more powerful punch with a full
array of extra features that make it easy to get even the most
detailed asset management information... handle complex
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corporate wide asset reporting—perform on- screen depreciation projections... create custom reports with a myriad of sort
and select options... maintain additional depreciation schedules
....handle all your asset transfers and disposals (even partials)
with ease ... and more. Special FAS2000 Network Version
available too.
Put Yourself inthe Picture With Our FREE TrialOffer
Best Programs has the solution that can put you in the
picture today — FREE!
Just mail the attached postcard, or call us, and you can
tryFAS or FAS2000Risk Free for 30 days. A Representative will be happy to help you determine the best
system for you.
Call TollFree:

AA

1-800368.2405
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2700 S. Quincy Street
Arlington, Virginia 22206
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MANAGINGYOURCAREER
`HOW DO YOU RESPOND TO A BLIND AD ?'

ROBERTHALF,EDITOR
1 read with interest your advice on aiming cover letters at specific individuals (June
1991 column). How does one respond to blind advertising where no names are available? Are these worth pursuing or better to avoid? Are employers who use blind ads
serious or just on a fishing expedition? What about ads with phone numbers only?
It seems these employers are willing to hire more quickly. I would appreciate your
comments on these subjects.

nyone unemployed and
seeking a job should

IL � . I

pursue every avenue

available,
including
blind ads. Obviously, if
you're currently employed, answering such
ads can be risky. The last thing you
want is for your resume and letter to
end up on your current boss' desk. But
that consideration aside, a blind ad is
as good as any other ad. I'm not aware
of statistics, but I've known many people who have gotten jobs by responding to them.
There are two basic reasons why
companies run blind ads. One is to
channel responses through a single
source within the company, usually
the human resources department,
thus avoiding end -runs by job applicants. The other reason is to keep hidden from current employees the fact
that the company is looking to hire.
We assume a company has taken a
look first at its current employee pool,

ABC + FAR = CPE
• Activity -Based Cos ting
• Go vernment Co ntrac t Co sting
• R egulatio ns / Pric ing / Ac co unting
• S ubc ontracting / Pro pos al Preparation
• Financial S ystems / Analys is / Performance

— Fall 1991 Sem inars —
"Pric e Develo pment" Sept. 24 -26
"Prop os al P reparation" Oct. 1.3

"Financial Management" Oct. 8-10

For Brochures and Other Information:
C.E. Grubbs & Associates
P.O. Box 10334, Newport Beach, CA 92658

714. 760.9001
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"I realize that your suggestion saved the
company $16 million, Leon, but that was
six months ago. What have you done for
us lately?"
with the idea of promoting from with-

in, before deciding to go outside. Either way, a job is open, and it behooves
any unemployed person who fits the
specs to respond.
Do companies run blind ads as
"fishing expeditions "? Some undoubtedly do on occasion. I've known of a
few who've run such ads to ascertain
the loyalty of current employees. A
company or two might run blind ads
without having a specific opening to fill
simply to see the caliber of talent available to it should a job open up in the
near future. But such instances are, in
my opinion, rare. Ads cost too much
money to be used frivolously.
Let's assume an ad you answer falls
into the latter category. So what? All
you've spent is a few minutes on a letter and minimal postage. Assume all
blind ads are legitimate, and chalk up
the few that aren't to misguided management.
A blind ad does preclude the advice
I gave in my June column —to personalize letters. You're left with a couple
of perfectly acceptable options, namely

to simply leave off the salutation, or to
use "Dear Sir /Madam."
It has been my experience that ads
which include only a telephone number are generally for lower salaried positions where there is an urgency to fill
those positions quickly. It often seems
impossible to get through to such a
number, particularly in the recessionary times we've been experiencing.
When you do get through, however,
you usually reach someone low on the
hiring totem pole whose job it is to
eliminate all those who do not have the
exact background the company is
looking for. But those negatives aside,
I would recommend making the call
and persevering until you do reach
someone.
Too many people looking for a job
arbitrarily eliminate certain avenues of
search. They react to myths about selected techniques and rule them out
based upon those myths. This is a mistake. To focus upon only one or two
ways of finding a job is to considerably
reduce your odds.
Networking always has, and continues to be, perhaps the best method of
finding a job. Our studies indicate that
most jobs are not advertised, and that
the best way to find them is through a
wide and solid network of contacts.
Along with one's personal network,
the services of a good personnel services firm should be seriously considered for anyone seeking career success. Add to those two approaches ads
in newspapers and trade journals, including blind ads, and you've covered
three im portan t prim a ry base s when
seeking em ploym en t. Use every ave-

nue at your disposal. Rule out nothing,
and pursue everything.

Too many calls to someone in a network can turn that person off, which is
counterproductive. The way to get
around this is to widen your horizons
when building your own network.
Start with professional colleagues, but
be sure to include former professors
and teachers, personal friends, distant
family members, the clergy, your barber, your neighbors, and virtually anyone else with whom you've had contact, particularly those who know
you'd be a valuable addition to any
com pany.

■

Mr. Half is founder of Robert Half International, I nc., a financial and data pro-

cessing recruiting firm with 160 offices
on three continents. His latest book is
How to Get a Better Job in This Crazy
World (Crown Publishers).
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LET T ERS
TO THE EDITOR

candidates successfully complete all
parts of the C.P.A. exam.
According to Ms. Haugen, of the remaining 80%, who sit for the exam after
the first try and fail don't deserve the
certification.
This premise is ridiculous!
Manuel Hendler
Okanite Company, Inc.

ROBERT F. RANDALL, EDITOR

Letters cannot be acknowledged individually. Readers are encouraged to comment on any accounting or Association

topic even if it does not appear in the

RIDICULOUS PREMISE?
s. Amy Haugen, University of
Idaho, in her letter to the Edi-

for in the July issue states "if
a person can't pass a certification exam on the first try, it must mean that

something is lacking in their educalion and that person does not deserve

magazine. The Editor reserves the right
to editfor space orfor other reasons. Address all letters to The Editor, Management Accounting, 10 Paragon Dirve,
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760.

A NOTE TO READERS
If you don't receive your copy of MAN-

professional licen sing or certifica-

AGEMENT ACCOUNTING® at the

don."
According to statistics compiled by
the National Association of State
Boards of Accountancy, 545 Fifth
Ave., NYC NY 10017, about 20% of all

same time of the month as usual, don't
worry. To save on printing costs, the
Institute of Management Accountants
has moved to a new printer for the
monthly magazine. As part of the cost

savings negotiated, the printer agreed
that if the IMA consented to the production of the magazine during a slack
period —the beginning, not the end, of
the month—it would offer us a discount. Under our new schedule, which
we are gradually adopting, the magazine will be dropped in the mail no later than the 12th of each month of issue. The cost savings will help the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING@ staff
to continue to produce a quality, 72page magazine.

COMINGNEXTMONTH
0 LINKING THE SHOP
FLOOR TO THE TOP

FLOOR
■ AC COUNTING FOR
REMOTE LOCATIONS

■ CONTROLLING COSTS
IN THE PAYROLL

DEPARTMENT
■ HOW FDIC INSURANCE
CHANGES WILL AFFECT
YO U

As little as you need to gi
As much as you want to kel
Presenting The Platinum Series
for expandable accounting.
Start Small —
Branch Out.'rhe
modular account-'rig
and management
information software
of The Platinum`'
Series offers unequalled flexibility
and power. Use from two to 22 fully
integrated modules. Start small.
Grow. Cu sto m ize. Functions range
from basic bookkeeping to complex
�O, f

j

information
ment (in DO
and LAN vet
Superior Performance. No matter
how many modules you use and how
large the network of users becomes,
the power and capacity of Platinum
remains uncompromised.
Platinum also offers the service

In a nutshell, nothing grows
with your business like Platinum.
'1'o learn more. about Platinum,

call 1 800 IBM -7699 today.

and support of IBM's- network of

IBM and OS /2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Platinum is a registered trademark
of Advanced Business Microsystems Inc. 0}1991 IBM Corp
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TAXES

HOME OFFICE
DEDUCTION
ELIGIBILITY

BY PETER BARTON AND
CLAYTON SAGER
ore than nine million Americans
currently work at
home, and the
number is growing steadily. Many
factors, in concert
with increasing costs for office space,
significantly reduce the opportunity
costs of telecommuting from the
home.
In 1990, the Tax Court adopted a
more liberal test to determine whether
taxpayers can deduct the expenses of
a home office. In spite of strong IRS opposition, the case Soliman v. Commissioner (94 T.C. 20) was affirmed by the
4th Circuit Court of Appeals in June
1991 (1991 U.S. App. IXXIS 11355).
This new Soliman test will allow more
taxpayers to qualify for a home office
deduction.
Prior to 1976, taxpayers who did
some work at home qualified for a
home office deduction even though
they had an adequate office at their
employer's place of business. Congress responded to such abuses by enacting Section 280A. To qualify for a
deduction under this section, a home
office must be used "regularly" and
"exclusively" either to generate revenue directly (by being a place to meet
patients, clients or customers) or as
"the principal place of business" for
the taxpayer. The meaning of "the
principal place of business" has been
the source of controversy because
Congress did not define it The IRS has
argued for a very narrow definition of
this phrase, but several court cases
have expanded the meaning of "the
principal place of business."
The Tax Court first interpreted "the
principal place of business" in Baie, 74
T.C. 105 (1980). The court simply stated that Congress must have intended
"principal place of business" to mean
the "focal point' of the business. The
12

"focal point" is "the place where goods
and services are provided to customers and revenues are generated." Such
a narrow revenue - oriented test rejects
the typical image of an "office" as a location where essential administrative,
technical support, clerical, and other
tasks are performed.
The IRS issued proposed regulations under Sec. 280A (never issued in
final form) shortly after Baie. These
proposed regulations specify that the
principal place of business should be
determined by a facts and circumstance test. Important factors include
the amount of time spent working in
the home and the facilities available at
home and other locations.
Once the focal point test was adopted, both the IRS and the Tax Court ignored the proposed regulations. The
IRS resisted efforts by taxpayers to expand the narrow focal point test, and
the Tax Court consistently supported
the IRS position. However, the Court
of Appeals reversed the Tax Court in
three cases. The appellate courts thus
expanded the focal point test to recognize nonrevenue tasks which took the
majority of the taxpayer's time. The
three cases are Drucker (a concert violinist), 715 F.2d 67 (2d Cir. 1983);
Weissman (a professor), 751 F.2d 512
(2d Cir. 1984); and Meiers (an owner of
a self - service laundromat), 782 F.2d 75
(7th Cir. 1986).
TAX COURTS OPINION
IN SOLIMAN

Soliman was an anesthesiologist who
spent 30% of his work time in his home
office and 70% in hospitals providing
medical services. He did not qualify for
the home office deduction under the
focal point test because he performed
the medical services in the hospitals.
However, because none of the hospitals provided him with an office, Dr.
Soliman managed his medical practice
from his home office. There, he
phoned patients and surgeons, arranged for patients' hospitalization,
kept patient records, prepared bills, recorded payments, read medical journals, and satisfied medical education licensing requirements.
The Tax Court allowed Soliman's
home office deduction by abandoning
the focal point test and adopting a facts
and circumstances test. The Tax Court
cited four conditions that should be
used to determine if the deduction
should be allowed. Taxpayers must
satisfy all four of these conditions to
obtain the deduction under this new

Soliman test. The four conditions are:

1. Whether the taxpayer spends "substantial" time working in the home
office;
2. Whether "essential business functions" are performed in the home
office;
3. Whether the taxpayer has another
adequate office to perform the
home office functions; and
4. Whether the home office is "appropriately furnished" to perform these
functions.
In Soliman the Tax Court did not
specify the amount of time that must
be spent working in the home office.
The court ruled that the time spent
must be "substantial," but it accepted
something less than a majority of the
time. The court emphasized that because the tasks performed in the home
office were very different from those
performed in the hospital, simply comparing the number of hours worked at
each place is misleading. It is unlikely,
however, that a taxpayer could satisfy
the "substantial" requirement with a
smaller percentage of time spent working in the home office than Soliman's
30%. (See Pomerantz, a pre-Soliman
case where 15% was insufficient, Tax
Court memo 1986 -461, affirmed in
1988 by the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals 860 F.2d 960.) Also, arguing that
the home office tasks differ from those
performed elsewhere probably is necessary if less than 50% of the work time
is spent in the home office.
The Tax Court did not specify what
constitutes an "essential" business
task. Apparently the court will be quite
liberal in its interpretation of "essential." See Kahaku, a post- Soliman case,
TC Memo 1990 -34.
The Tax Court did not place much
emphasis on the adequacy of the home
office's furnishings in Soliman. Of
course, more equipment and Supplies
exclusively related to the business will
help persuade the court that the space
is used for essential job tasks.
Whether the taxpayer has an adequate office outside his or her home
may be the crucial factor in most situations. The Tax Court cannot interpret
"adequate" in such a way as to allow
the abuses that led Congress to enact
Sec. 280A. The Tax Court did not discuss what constitutes an adequate office in Soliman as Dr. Soliman had no
office other than his home office.
However, in Weissman the 2nd Circuit defined a "suitable" office as one
in which the taxpayer "can effectively
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991

$3,6 ' ' It's a lot of
moneytowaste.
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delivery by1$3.6 billion annually.
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carry out his employment duties."
Weissman was a professor whose job
included writing and research. The
university furnished Weissman with a
shared office, but the nature of this office (noise, interruptions, etc.) made
concentration difficult and prevented
the use of the site for his research.
Therefore, Weissman did his writing
and research at home. The Tax Court
denied the home office deduction. The
2nd Circuit Court of Appeals reversed
because the office provided by the employer was inadequate for the research
portion of Weissman's job.
This case shows that if taxpayers
have an office in addition to their home
office, they will need to present good
reasons why they cannot do their job
at that other office effectively.
When the taxpayer is an employee
(as opposed to a business owner or independent contractor), Sec. 280A also
requires that the home office be for the
"convenience of the employer." In Soliman, the Tax Court simply held that
this requirement was satisfied because
the home office was a "business necessity." However, in Drucker, the 2nd
Circuit provided further analysis of
"convenience of the employer." The
court held that the "convenience of the
employer" requirement is satisfied if
the employee performs essential tasks
in the home office and has no other adequate office in which to perform these
tasks. These requirements are met if
the taxpayer satisfies the second and
third of the four conditions from Soliman listed above.
On June 5, 1991, the 4th Circuit
Court of Appeals affirmed the Tax
Court's decision in Soliman. The most
important point made by the Court of
Appeals is that the focal point test is
"inflexible and potentially unjust" in
the way it focuses narrowly on only the
single location where revenue is generated. The Court of Appeals ruled that
a broader facts and circumstances test
is consistent with both the spirit of Section 280A and the proposed regulations. Also, the court rejected as "unfounded" the IRS's contention that a
broader test would lead to abuse of the
home office deduction. The court
pointed out that the taxpayer must
meet all four of the conditions listed by
the Tax Court in Soliman plus the "regularly and exclusively" test in order to
obtain the home office deduction.
While Soliman and the related cases appear to have the greatest impact
for those who are self- employed, other
taxpayers who are employees of a corporation can also qualify for a home of14

fice deduction if they meet the Soliman requirements. The taxpayer will
have to demonstrate that designated
office space in the home is used "regularly and exclusively" 1) for a substantial amount of job time 2) for essential business functions 3) when no
other adequate office is available and
4) that the office space is furnished appropriately for the functions.
Most management accountants
perform a variety of tasks, including
supervising other accountants and
clerical staff, budgeting, long -range
planning, preparing special reports,
and interacting with other managers.
Some of these tasks, such as meetings
and the supervision of employees, may
be performed better at the employer's
place of business. However, other
tasks may be performed better at a
home office where there may be fewer
interruptions. Long-range planning,
conceptual work relating to special reports, keeping professional skills current, and reviewing reports generated
by subordinates are tasks better suited
to a home office.
A controller who regularly spends
15 to 20 hours per week in his or her
home office performing some of the
above tasks could demonstrate that
the "substantial time" and "essential
business function" conditions had
been met. It would be more difficult to
prove that the office at the employer's
place of business is inadequate for performing these tasks, but the Weissman
case mentioned earlier provides support for this position.

ADDITIONAL CONSEQUENCES
There are additional consequences for
any taxpayer who qualifies for the
home office deduction. The most significant (and one with Tax Court precedent) is that obtaining the home office deduction allows the taxpayer to
deduct transportation expenses incurred going between the home office
and the employer's place of business.
Without a deductible home office,
such expenses are nondeductible commuting expenses. In both the Soliman
and Kahaku cases, the favorable rulings allowing the home office deduction also allowed the taxpayers to deduct transportation costs.
Although the home office deduction for an employee is a miscellaneous itemized deduction subject to
the "2% of AGI (adjusted gross income)" threshold, the combined deductions for the home office, transportation to and from the employer's place

of business, depreciation on the home
office equipment, and other unreimbursed business expenses should exceed 2% of AGI for most employees.
A disadvantage of taking the home
office deduction is that any gain on the
sale of the home cannot be deferred or
excluded on the home office portion
because the special gain treatment is
limited to personal residences. Also,
the depreciation deducted on the
home office reduces the basis of the
home and therefore increases the
gain. However, if a taxpayer plans to
sell his or her home, he or she may obtain the deferral or exclusion on the
entire home by ceasing to claim the
home office deduction beginning in
the tax year prior to the sale of the
home.
At the date of this writing the IRS
has not indicated any change concerning the Court of Appeals opinion affirming Soliman. Therefore taxpayers
outside the 4th Circuit should be prepared for further litigation. However,
taxpayers in the 2nd and 7th Circuit
states are less likely to have their cases
appealed by the IRS as these circuits
modified the focal point test in the
Drucker, Weissman, and Meiers cases
(1983 to 1986) mentioned.
The 2nd Circuit Court covers New
York, Vermont, and Connecticut; the
4th Circuit covers Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina, and
South Carolina; while the 7th Circuit
Court covers Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin.
If the IRS does appeal the new test
it probably will lose in most, if not all,
of the other circuits. As the Tax Court
and the Court of Appeals pointed out,
the facts and circumstances test is fairer. Also, it is supported by good reasons and compelling examples, such
as the facts in the Soliman case. Finally, it is in accord with both the proposed regulations drafted by the IRS
and the 2nd and 7th Circuit cases. If
the IRS should win an appeal in one or
two circuits, it is unlikely that the Supreme Court would hear a case on the
home office deduction. As a result, taxpayers in different circuits would be
subject to different tests (the focal
point test or the facts and circumstances test of Soliman, depending on
the taxpayers' location).
■
Peter Barton, MBA, CPA, J.D., is asso-

ciate professor of accounting at the University of Wisconsin- Whitewater.
Clayton Sager, Ph.D., is assistant
professor of accounting at the University
of Wisconsin- Mitewater.
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CIAIRE BARTH, EDITOR

THEACCOUNTING
LIBRARY
ccounting managers and consultants can improve significantly
the process of selecting a PCbased accounting system for a company by using a new software program,
The Accounting Library. This program
helps to identify PC -based accounting
systems that can fulfill a company's accounting system needs. It narrows the
field of study far more rapidly than any
other form of analysis while significantly reducing the risk of selecting
the `wrong" PC -based accounting system.
For users without PC -based accounting systems experience, 7heAccounting Library can act as a guide
through a process with which they are
unfamiliar. For persons experienced in
the field of automated accounting, The
Accounting Library can be viewed as a
means to sharpen their focus on the
tasks with which they are familiar but
that are nevertheless very time consuming.

PASS 'T.M.EXAM
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Live CMA Review
Call Now and Pass
the Next Exam!
1-800-CMA -9CPA
(in D.C., Call 244-5599)
CPA School of Washington
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This comprehensive, powerful, and
flexible program is not a template, and
that's refreshing. The PC -based accounting systems available in The Accounting Library's database range from
low -end systems such as DacEasy
light to high -end systems such as Macola and Platinum. With 78 products
currently in the database, the program
gives users the ability to examine single and multiuser products operating
under DOS, UNIX, and Macintosh. As
far as I know, this is the only multi-environment product on the market.
The beginning point for any search
for PC -based accounting systems is determining what needs of the company
the system must fulfill. To aid in determining the company's needs, The Accounting Library includes a computerized questionnaire of more than 900
questions. (Questions that do not apply can be ignored.) If you don't understand a question, a help screen is available to explain it. The help screens are
excellent.
To answer the questions, you must
assign a numerical value from 0 to 9 to
the question. After the questions that
apply to the company are answered,
Ae Accounting Library will match
your answers against the capabilities
of all 78 PC -based accounting systems
in the database and print a list of the
ones that most closely fulfill the needs
of your company. (Charles Chewning,
the author and publisher of The Accounting Library, states that he has
sent questionnaires to an additional 40
vendors and hopes to raise the database to more than 100 systems.)
The numerical value assigned to a
question is based on the importance of
the system need or report to the company. System needs of low importance
are assigned low values, and those of
high importance, high values.
For example, the first question in

7he Accounting Library's questionnaire

is "Standard Chart of Accounts ?" If a
company doesn't care whether the
vendor provides a standard chart of accounts with the PC -based accounting
system, the question can be assigned
a value of 0. Also, the question can be
skipped, because skipped questions
are assigned a value of 0 automatically.
If a company does care whether a standard chart of accounts is available, the
question can be assigned a value of 1-8,
depending on the level of importance.
A value of 9 assigned to a question
means this system need or report is
critical. If a question is assigned a value of 9 and a PC -based accounting system does not have the particular feature or report, that system is
eliminated automatically from further
consideration, regardless of how good
it is otherwise.
This program is a powerful tool because it gives users the ability to say,
"I want to look only at systems that
meet certain minimum acceptable
standards." Users must be careful not
to identify too many features as being
critical when they really are not. It is
possible to eliminate all systems without trying too hard. You also can limit
the search by specifying a maximum
price you are willing to pay for a PCbased accounting system.
The main analysis ranks each system according to a weighted average
score. From this list users pick the systems to be included in one of several
reports available from The Accounting
Library. All reports can be viewed on
screen or sent to a printer or file.
One of the most interesting reports
lists important features that are absent. Although a PC-based accounting
system may have been scored high by
7heAccounting Library, it may not contain a sufficient number of important
features to be considered further. Users need to know this information. Any
product eliminated may be analyzed to
determine the specific critical features
not present (or the price). Any product
can be compared to any other product.
The Accounting Library is a five book set containing about 800 pages of
information. Its length should not
frighten readers in the least because
each book is separate and used only if
required. The key elements of 71e Accounting Library consist of fewer than
200 easy -to-read pages.
Book I (The Accounting Machine)
is one of these key elements. It is a
very well- written 150 -page guide to the
whole process of selecting accounting
software. Companies automating for
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGSEPTEMBER 1991

the first time will want to read this
book in its entirety. Those experienced in automation might want to
look on it as a refresher course and
perhaps use some of the forms found
in its appendices.
Book IV is the other key element.
In it reside the needs analysis program
and its documentation.
Even though space does not permit
a detailed description of the other
three books, I should mention them.
Book II is a complete description of
each question asked. The entire contents of this book can be found as help
screens in the analysis program. Book
III is a printed listing of all product features. This information is also available in the analysis program. Finally,
Book V contains marketing literature
for just about every product in the database. This information can be useful
as a research tool or if a user is unfamiliar with any of the systems.
71e Accounting Library is published
by Solutions, a Richmond, Virginia,
consulting company, and currently
sells for $479. A limited edition issued
in July costs only $279. In both cases
six months of updates are provided
free of charge with a $100 subscription
beyond that Program updates are sent
on a six -week schedule, which means
that the database is always current. Interested parties can call 1- 800 -732 -1218
for further information.
The Accounting Library provides users with objective information that will
assist them to analyze and select a PCbased accounting system. 'Me text is
easy to read and follow. The large
number of systems in the database,
and the frequency with which they are
updated, provide users concrete information to identify likely PC -based accounting systems with confidence.
The pricing of either version (full or
condensed) is more than fair, especially considering the amount of research
time a manual research and analysis
process would take. In short, this is a
very good software program and an excellent investment.
Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA, Ph.D.

Arthur Andersen Alumni /Journal of
Accounting Education Professor
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, Virginia
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PLAN -PACO
LAN -PACS3 is a corporate financial planning system designed to run on Lotus 1MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991

2 -3 release 3.0 or higher. The system is
a set of menu-controlled templates designed to help the average 1 -2 -3 user create corporate financial plans and compare those plans with actual operational
results. It can support up to three separate financial plans simultaneously.
Installation of the system is quite
simple. A knowledge of how to use the
basic "make directory" and "copy"
DOS commands and the ability to load
diskettes into a floppy drive are all that
are required. The original version required installation on drive C: in sub directory P; however, a later release allows the software to be installed on any
drive or directory the user chooses.
This change is significant because the
PLAN- PACS`3 program has such large
storage requirements (16.7MB), and
many PC users partition their hard
disk and store only critical programs
on drive C. In order for me to execute
the initial installation I found it necessary to transfer several applications to
other drives to provide sufficient space
on drive C for the program and the required Lotus 1 -2 -3 release 3.0.
Execution of the program requires
a PC with at least 30MB available on
the hard drive and a minimum of 3MB
of RAM. An OS /2 installation requires
between 6 and 7MB of RAM. An 80386
CPU with a minimum of 4MB RAM
(DOS) is recommended for efficient
program execution.
The user should be familiar with Lotus 1 -2 -3 commands and the concepts of
three-dimensional files and file linking.
He or she also should be familiar with
the accounting relationships between the
balance sheet and income and cash flow
statements. The program is designed to
assist, not replace, the forecaster.
In order to evaluate the appropriateness of the application to the task, I enlisted the assistance of Wayne Weitz,
an analyst in our Mergers and Acquisitions group. After using an extremely sophisticated (and very expensive)
forecasting application written in a database format, he found that the PLAN PACS3 application offered a "wonderful level of detail" although executing
very slowly in comparison.
The Plan- Pacs\3 program consists
of three groups of files and data (departmental expense; order entry,
sales, and cost of sales; and actual and
plan financial statements) that are accessed and used together. Data entry
screens are fairly intuitive to a knowledgeable user. What is not apparent is
explained fully in the documentation.
The documentation is comprehensive
and straightforward; however, we

found several critical omissions and errors in the original draft. We were able
to overcome these issues due to
Wayne's extensive knowledge of Lotus
1 -2 -3 and the forecasting process. An
average user would have difficulty
completing the steps with only the
documentation provided to us as a resource. These discrepancies were
shared with the developer, who gave
assurance that the new documentation
addresses the concerns.
The departmental expense files include schedules for manufacturing (direct costs, materials, service, general
and administrative, sales and marketing, and research and development),
making possible complete departmental planning and reporting. The order
entry, sales, and cost of sales files are
comprehensive, providing for planning and tracking multiple product
classes. Actual financial statement files
provide for planning and reporting for
up to three separate entities.
Plan- Pacs\3 is a product of Computer Planning Corporation, 1 Aegean
Drive, Methuen, MA 01844 -1560.
Based on the flexibility available in its
use, the level of detail provided in its
reporting process, the growing popularity of Lotus 1 -2 -3 -based applications,
and a list price of $195, this product
could be a viable planning and reporting tool for the management of emerging and mid -range businesses. Additional information can be obtained by
calling 1- 800 - 628 -9387.
Barbara J. Mullins
Price Waterhouse
Atlanta, Georgia
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each employee; employee deferrals
limited to $5,000 /year. Must be only
plan offered.
401(k) test limits each highly compensated employee's current deferral
to no more than 200% of the previous
year's average deferral percentage for
the nonhighly compensated group.

ARNOLD]. CHASSEN, EDITOR

PENSION
SIMPLIFICATION:
TOUCHEVERYONE
ately there's a lot of
talk in Washington
about making changes
to qualified retirement
plans. They're talking
about the full spectrum of plans, too.
Both Congress and the Administration
are answering the call for greater access and simplicity for these tax favored plans. If it is passed, proposed
legislation will reach out and touch everyone: large employers, small employers, self- employed, and individual
retirement account holders. Here is a
rundown of the major bills.

INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT
ACCOUNTS
S. 612., the Bentsen Roth IRA bill, pro-

vides for deductible IRA contributions
for all, indexing of maximum contribution levels, and penalty-free early withdrawals for a first-time home purchase, education expense, and
medical expenses exceeding 7.5% of
adjusted gross income. The 401(k)
and 403(b) withdrawals get the same
privileges. Additionally, IRAs also
could accept nondeductible contributions that could be withdrawn without
tax or penalties after five years.
Bentsen -Roth has 82 cosponsors
and much support in the House. Supporters need to create new revenue to
offset an estimated $25 billion five -year
cost.

PENSION SIMPLIFICATION
Several bills designed to simplify pension plans recently have been introduced. Their major provisions create
simpler rules for discrimination testing, liberalize rollover and mandatory
distribution rules, and expand access
to SEP and 401(k) plans. The bills are:
■ H.R. 2730, the Pension Access
18

and Simplification Act of 1991,
introduced by Representative Rostenkowski, chairman, House Ways
and Means Committee.
■ S. 1364/H.R. 2741, the Employee Benefit Simplification
and Expansion Act of 1991, introduced by Senators Bentsen,
chairman, Senate Finance Committee; Pryor, member, Senate Finance Committee; and Representative Cardin, member, House Ways
and Means Committee, the Senate
and House bills are identical.
■ H.R. 2641, the Employee Benefit Simplification Act of 1991, introduced by Representative Chandler, member of House Ways and
Means Committee.
Here then is a rundown:
Definition of Highly Compensated
Employees
Bentsen Pryor /Cardin -5% owner,
or employees earning $50,000 (indexed). Family aggregation rules apply to 5% owners.
Chandler —As above except family
aggregation rules eliminated.
Rostenkowski -5% owner, or employees earning $65,000 (indexed).
Family aggregation rules apply to 5%
owners.
Testing
Bentsen - Pryor /Cardin, and Chandler—Design -based safe harbors: Em-

ployer matches 100% of employees'
elective deferrals up to 3% of compensation, or up to 50% of up to 6% of compensation, or contributes a minimum
of 3% of each employee's compensation— annual ADP test is passed automatically.
Participation Rules— Limited to defined benefit plans. Plan must benefit
at least 25 employees (currently set at
50) or 40% of all eligible employees. If
there are two or fewer employees, all
must be covered.
Rostenkowski —SEP plan design based test for employers with 100 or
fewer employees: Employer contribution is at least 3% of compensation for

Rollovers
Bentsen -Pryor /Cardin —Most rollovers allowed, tax free if made within

60 days. Current averaging provisions
would be repealed.

Chandler —Same rollover provisions as above.
Rostenkowski —Same rollover provisions as above and repeal of $5,000
death benefit exclusion.
Distributions
Bentsen -Pryor /Cardin— Distributions not mandatory for employees
who are still working past age 70, except for 5% owners.
Chandler —Same distribution rules
as above, and those with account balances exceeding $750,000 must begin
distribution even if still working.
Rostenkowski —Not addressed.
401(k) for Tax Exempt Employers
Permitted by all three bills.
SEP Plan Eligibility
Bentsen-Pryor/Cardin, and Chandler—Expanded from employers of 25

employees or fewer to 100 or fewer.
Rostenkowski — Expanded
under
new SEP design (see discrimination
testing above).
Passage of a bill containing some
combination of these provisions seems
likely. Strong sponsorship comes from
the House Ways and Means Committee and the House Finance Committee, the two committees that have jurisdiction over pension rules.
Additional clout comes from the Bush
Administration —the Department of
Labor is officially supporting the Rostenkowski bill. As with the Bentsen Roth IRA bill, any projected revenue
losses must be offset before legislation
can be approved. Pension simplification is gathering support in both sides
of Congress on both sides of the aisle.
It seems likely that new revenue sources will pave the way for passage.
■
Arnold J. Chassen, CLU, ChFC, is an
advanced market consultant with the
Mutual of Omaha Companies. His office
is in Voorhees, N. J., and he can be
reached at (709) 782 -0801.
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COMPANIESEXPERIENCE
RECORDDOWNSIZING
t isn't your imagination — corporate
downsizing reached record levels
this past year, according to the re-

sults of an American Management Association survey for 12 months ended
June 30. AMA said that of the 910 companies surveyed, 56% reported job
cuts. This figure was up from the
record 39% in 1988 -89 and 36% a year
ago. Despite the cuts, the percentage
of jobs eliminated was lower.
The average reduction was 9.6% of
the workers compared to 11% a year
earlier. Also, the average number of
cuts was 133, down from 195 a year
earlier. AMA said that larger companies that already had made massive
cuts let fewer people go this time
around.

over, they would choose Lawson accounting software again. h
seems they appreciate ongoing support services like our end user
and technical training, our toll -free Helpline and our Client
Satisfaction Representatives. They also appreciate being able
to migrate Lawson applications from existing to new hardware
without paying additional licensing fees.
Our mainframe -class accounting software incorporates
general ledger, project accounting, accounts payable, accounts
receivable, payroll and fixed assets. With software that runs on
BM® midrange, IBM mainframe and UNIX®
systems, including Hewlett- Packard, Unisys,
IBMWXIX Sequent and Digital.
If you need software for your growing
business, there's a 97% chance Lawson will
meet your expectations, too.
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Whereas last year 55% of the respondents cut jobs because of the recession only, this year the number was
73 %. Even though middle managers
make up about 5% to S% of the U.S.
work force, 16% of the job cuts affected
them. Approximately 11% of unionized
workers lost their jobs.
What about the future? In the next
12 months, 22% of all respondents predict they will cut jobs —and 75% of
them cut jobs already this year.

BUTACCOUNTINGJOBSARE
ONTHERISE
o grasp a bit of hope that the recession may be diminishing, or
just to add to the general assumption that no one really knows when the
situation will improve: Employment
projections for middle managers and
professional staff members in finance
and accounting indicate hiring increases in the next six months, according to the results of a recent survey by
Management Recruiters International,
Inc., the nation's largest search and recruitment group. Thirty -two percent of
the executives polled said they
planned to hire more professional staff
and /or middle management, which is
an increase over projections for the
first part of the year. Also, 54% say they
will maintain their current staff size,
and 14% plan reductions.
Alan R. Schonberg, MRI president,
explained that "The area of finance and
accounting is a good barometer of activity in the business community. The
fact that there are plans to increase
staff, coupled with a decline in downsizing, gives credibility to reports that
the recession is nearly over."

JOB SECURITYNO. 1 VALUE
ob security is now tied with money
as the primary workplace value
and concern, Challenger, Gray &
Christmas, Inc., international outplacement consulting firm, revealed. This
recent change is the result of an unsettled economy in which workers are realizing that employers, no matter what
size the company, can no longer ensure an employee's job, President
James Challenger explained. Although
workers are apprehensive in this climate, they should try to make themselves as indispensable as possible and
try to assure their bosses they are
there to advance the company's goals,
not just their own.
■
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ETHICS
ABOUT COSO
AND OTHER
TOPICS

NEILHOLMES,EDITOR
ecause this is my first opportunity to write this column for
MANAGEMENTACCOUNT
ING ®, I want to cover several different
topics before returning to a regular format in October.
The Committee of Sponsoring Organizations (COSO) released their exposure draft, Internal Control—Integrated Framework, on March 12, 1991.
The Institute of Management Accountants, formerly National Association of
Accountants, through our Management Accounting Practices Committee, has issued a formal response to
the document, which can be obtained
from Lou Bisgay at IMA headquarters
in Montvale, N.J.
Although ideally the COSO document would be read by all persons in
a business enterprise, the responsibility for summarizing and communicating the content of this document will
rest with management accountants in
many organizations.
The COSO document provides an
internal control model which has as its
foundation any system of internal control integrity, ethics, and competence.
In the cover letter transmitting this
document, COSO acknowledges that
where there have been control failures
in the past, they often have resulted
from a breakdown in one of five specific areas, one of them being a lack of integrity or ignoring ethical values on
the part of top management
In the COSO discussion of integrity, ethical values, and competence, it is
pointed out that the ethical tone for an
enterprise is set by top management
through the CEO and Board of Directors. Because of the importance of integrity, ethics, and competence in establishing a good foundation for any
internal control system, the document
further emphasizes the importance of
the management accountant's understanding and compliance with the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991

The responsibility
for communicating
ethics will rest
with management
accountants.
Standards of Ethical Conduct for Management Accountants issued by our
Management Accounting Practices
Committee in June 1983.
When I left public accounting in
1975 to join The Marley Company, I
was fortunate to have had an opportunity to observe Marley management's
attitude toward ethical values and internal control over the preceding seven-year period. The management at
Marley realized that the process of internal control involved more than a
segregation of duties in the financial
reporting process. Although not documented in as much detail as is outlined
in the COSO report, the nine interrelated components necessary for the establishment of a good internal control
system were in place, with high ethical
values being the cornerstone. Marley
had adopted a Code of Ethics, which
was communicated to all management
employees prior to the enactment of
the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of
1977. This Code of Ethics is reviewed
at least annually by all management
employees, and a system is in place to
monitor and guide employees when a
question of ethics arises.
I recognize that many members of
the IMA are not fortunate to have within their own organization the resources and support for promoting adherence to high standards of ethical
conduct To assist these members, the
IMA established the Ethics Counseling Service in 1989. This service is limited to members of the IMA on a confidential basis. Although this
counseling service does not provide
any conclusions or recommendations
to the member, the counselor can help
the member rethink and reevaluate
the ethical dilemma he is facing and relate our Standards of Ethical Conduct
for Management Accountants to the
specific situation. Any member who
wants to avail himself of this service
should call 1- 800 -6- ETHICS or write,
marked "confidential," to the Executive Director at IMA headquarters in
Montvale, N.J.
I would be remiss in not recogniz-

ing the hard work and valuable contributions of a group of individuals whose
efforts have made the IMA a leader in
setting ethical standards for the profession. Members of the 1991 -1992
committee are Catherine M. Barse
(Minneapolis Viking);James W. Brack ner, CMA (Salt Lake Area); Hartley F.
Dewey (Hampton Roads); Curtis H.
Easter, Jr., CMA (Columbia); Louise
M. Lewis (Los Angeles); L. Raymond
Metcalf (Houston); Sylvia H. Michelin
(North Alabama); Howard L Siers
(Delaware); Dr. Robert B. Sweeney
(Memphis); Dr. Curtis Verschoor,
CMA(Northwest Suburban Chicago); J.
Don Warren, Jr. (Connecticut Gateway); and Brian S. Williams (Greater
■

Youngstown Area) .

1- 800- 6ETHICS
Neil E. Holmes is the chairman ofthe
IMA Committee on Ethics.
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THECURRENTSTATUSOF
ACTIVITY-BASEDCOSTING:
AN INTERVIEW WITH
ROBINCOOPERANDROBERTS.KAPLAN
Where is ABC on the path to total implementation?
BY ALFRED M. KING, CMA
Robin Cooper and Robert S. Kaplan
have been pioneers in the field of activity-based costing (ABC) and have written numerous articles on the subject over
the past five years. Prentice -Hall has recently published their latest textbook, De-

sign of Cost Management Systems:
Text, Cases, and Readings. In this interview with Alfred King, senior vice
president of Valuation Research Corporation and formerly a managing director of IMA, they review the background
of ABC, some of the effects it has had on
business, ways in which its focus has
changed, and its future prospects.

After fiveyears of experience
with activity -based costing,
you have had real -world

Robin Cooper
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practice with a number of companies. What are some of the major
types of decisions which you feel
can he made more knowledgeably
with cost management systems that
rely upon activity -based costing
principles?
RC: Most of the early benefits we observed related to managing the mix of
products and customers. A well -designed ABC system provides managers with a better understanding of the
way profits are generated at both the
product and the customer level. Managers can take advantage of this understanding and increase profitability by
getting rid of unprofitable customers
and products or transforming them into profitable ones and attempting to
sell more to the profitable ones.
RSK We certainly started our work
with a focus on managing product and
customer mix, and that continues to be
an important strategic application of
ABC. In the last few years, however,
we have seen the numbers coming
from the activity-based cost analysis
being used in conjunction with process
improvements. By measuring the
costs of business processes such as
purchasing, taking a sales order, moving materials, and inspection, people in
some companies for the first time have
seen how costly some of these activities are. Now they are directing their
improvement efforts to reducing the
cost of performing many of these activities. Even better, they are attempting
to understand some of the fundamental drivers of these activities and perhaps eliminate the need to perform
some activities entirely.
Some people feel that companies
are trying to move into a JIT environment anyway and that they don't need

activity-based costing to do so. These
people fail to realize that many opportunities exist to apply continuous improvement activities. Without a financial model, many efforts may get
directed to areas where there is not a
lot of spending and where the gains
from improvement are not that high.
So developing an activity-based cost
model first helps managers to set priorities. It lets them see where most of
the dollars are being spent, what the
fundamental drivers of those processes are, and where, if you can make
changes, they can get big payoffs.
So ABC has turned out to be helpful
for both focusing managerial attention
and setting priorities for continuous
improvement efforts. After the fact,
ABC provides validation about the savings from successful cost reduction
programs. What are the real cost sav-

Robert S. Kaplan
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RC: When product life cycles are really short, you don't have enough time
to correct a poorly designed product
before it is replaced by a new one. ABC
gives these firms, which are selling
their design skill as much as their
products, the ability to fine tune that
skill, to become proficient at designing
low -cost, high -quality products that
meet their customers' needs.
What are some of the significant decisions or actions
you have seen in the companies you have worked with? In other words, what are some of the real
"bottom line" dollars-and -cents results that companies have achieved
with this kind of ABC analysis?
What have been some of the appropriate actions that companies have
taken?
RSK:We have seen firms eliminate
some of their low- volume customers
from whom they can't get price increases. Sometimes they are able to
put surcharges on small orders. We
are seeing ABC provide theclimate for
these improvement activities. It is still
early, though. Most firms haven't yet
gotten large benefits that are easy to
measure because it is still early in the
process.
ABC is not just getting the numbers. For an ABC program to be successful, organizations have to get people to buy into the actions, and that
takes time. Then they have to implement the actions, and that takes time.
Then they have to take the next stage
of action, either to use the excess capacity that has been created or to manage the excess capacity out of the system. To go from an ABC analysis to
bottom line profit improvement requires a whole set of linked steps.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991

RC: It's important to realize that ABC
triggers actions but by itself does not
cause savings to occur. If the ABC system is well designed it adds to managerial intuition, enabling people to put
energy where previously they may not
have put it. The new actions are really
a mixture of the economic insights
provided by the activity-based system,
plus managerial intuition.

ABC triggers
actions but by itself
does not cause
savings to occur:
RSK: I have asked managers to attempt to quantify the hard, tangible
benefits. In two companies that have
had activity-based cost systems for
several years, I didn't get a dollars -andcents answer. The managers said that
the activity-based cost information provided a much better language for everybody to use in their everyday discussions. Everybody now was talking
from the same page. Before, there was
tremendous conflict. Manufacturing
people blamed the cost accounting
system, and the cost accounting people became defensive, saying "you
don't understand the system," and the
marketing people were not even part
of the discussion.
Now everybody agrees on what the
underlying economics of the firm are.
The managers I interviewed said this
agreement has been tremendously
helpful to them as they go ahead and
try to manage for the medium to long
term. Everybody is reading from the
same page and not squabbling about
the underlying economics of their
business.
RC: Some of the benefits will be almost impossible to identify. For example, a well- designed ABC system will
warn against a strategy of introducing
custom products with a selling price
below reported ABC cost. However,
because the firm never introduces a
large number of custom products, the
detrimental effects of adopting such a
strategy are never observed. ABC has
had a profound but invisible effect on
the profitability of the firm.
You mentioned your presentation, and in a recent article in Harvard Business Rein

ings from reducing setup time or inspection activities or from shortening
material- handling distances? We have
found that activity-based costing and
continuous improvement programs
work extremely well together and are
highly compatible.
ABC also promotes improved design for manufacturability programs.
The ABC analysis reveals that complex and unique product designs can
lead to high manufacturing and support expenses. Several companies, particularly those with relatively short
product life cycles, are using results
from the activity-based costing analysis to influence design decisions of
their engineers.

view, that there is a difference between usage of resources and
spending on resources. Would you
elaborate on that distinction?
RC:The distinction between resource
usage and resource spending is the latest insight in the development of ABC
theory. Fundamentally, you can think
of spending as acquiring the capacity
to perform activities. If you hire an inspector who can perform 5,000 inspections a month, you have created a capacity, on which you are spending
money, to perform 5,000 inspections.
Usage, on the other hand, has to do
with how many inspections that inspector actually performs. Let's say in
this month, the inspector performs only 4,000.inspections. ABC calculates
the expense of the activity actually performed. If each inspection costs, say,
$5, and we have used up 4,000 of them,
we used $20,000 of inspection resources. But we are spending at a
$25,000 level. Therefore, this month
we had excess capacity of $5,000 for
the inspection activity. By carefully
identifying usage versus spending,
ABC allows managers to see both how
much of available resources they are
using and the economics of excess capacity.
RSK: Basically, products and services
are continually using resources. The
supply of resources, machines, and
people, however, comes in lumpy
amounts. We used to say that all costs
are variable in the long run, not realizing that is the wrong way to think
about it The correct way of expressing
this phenomenon is to say that in the
long run spending on resources will
tend to follow their usage. If you want
to find out where spending will be in
the future, you would be better off
looking at usage today and modeling
usage in the future. You may not
change spending in the short run, but
eventually, if management acts, spending will come into alignment with usage.
Cost systems can model resource
usage, but except for a very few types
of resources they can't model spending. The only exceptions are those resources acquired from outside the
firm, such as material and energy, for
which, if you don't use the resource,
you don't have to pay. But for resources acquired and controlled internally, spending tends to be fixed in the
short run. It is effectively independent
of usage. Over time, as usage changes,
the spending will align with it, at least
23

if managers are paying attention.
We can't predict spending because
that is a managerial decision. We can
predict resource usage. We can show
managers where spending likely will
change based on changes in resources
being used. If excess capacity exists
and they don't want to get rid of that
capacity, managers can use it to generate more throughput, thus earning
more revenues without increasing
spending. So the resource usage model turns out to be critically important.
It should be a good predictor of future
spending.
Putting it a differentway, if
you cut your usage of resources but don't reduce
your spending on people and other
overhead elements, then in the
short run you will not have any improvement in bottom line profitability. Is that a fair way of putting
it?
RSK Absolutely. In effect, your products will cost less because they are using fewer resources, but you will have
a lot more excess capacity that is not
being used by existing products or
customers.
Authors Cooper and Kaplan plan next joint project.

In your recent joint textbook, Design ojCost Management Systems,you have a
chap on capacity costing. You
have some very interesting concepts on what you believe is the
most appropriate method of calculating capacity cost.

L

RSICAt first we thought that the cost
of excess capacity was a side issue to
ABC but one that we still needed to get
straight. We now realize that excess
capacity costing is not a side issue —it's a central issue. Excess capacity provides the link between resource
usage and resource spending. Spending on capacity-type resources gives
you a supply of available time or available number of transactions that can
be handled. If you don't use all that capacity, you should charge to the products and customers only the portion of
the capacity that actually is used. The
remaining amount, which is not used,
is considered part of the cost of being
in business for that period or, specifically, the cost of unused or idle capacity. Many companies make the mistake of taking their total spending on
resources and dividing by actual output. By doing that the unit cost of
product output fluctuates significantly,
24

period by period, depending upon volume fluctuations. That makes the
whole picture difficult to interpret.
RC: Activity-based costing changes
our view of capacity. In a traditional
unit -based system, capacity is defined
by the volume of production —the
number of units produced. In ABC, capacity is defined as the ability to perform activities, therefore, every activity identified in ABC has the potential
of going into an excess capacity position. A well- designed ABC system
should identify the practical capacity
to perform each activity and use that
capacity to generate the costs of performing the activity.
There has been a lot of emphasis on cost management
for manufacturing organizations. An even larger part of our
gross national product is devoted to
service operations of one sort or another. Bring us up to date on where
activity -based costing stands in this
major arena.
RSK Banks, particularly the money
center banks, have been doing some-

thing like activity-based costing for 20
years. That work continues, and it is
migrating out to more and more
banks. The recent trend in banks is to
get out of their "factory," which is
where they do transactions processing, and to look at their customer profitability. This focus mirrors some of
the issues that we are seeing in manufacturing companies. In our book we
wrote a case that describes the early
development of a large bank's customer profitability report. As in manufacturing companies, the bank is using
the customer profitability analysis to
share its economics with its customers, trying to change customers' behavior, perhaps by repricing some of
the services it is providing or getting
the customers to use its service in different ways. The customer profitability
application in the bank is very similar
to what we find in manufacturing companies.
We are starting to work with insurance companies to examine their cost
structures. We have been successful in
understanding the operating expenses
of insurance companies, again by type
of product as well as by type of customer. We are working with a telecomMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991

munications company to look at the
cost and use of the network. Other applications are with airline companies,
looking at flight route profitability, and
airline information systems departments, examining the reservation systems and the billing systems. ABC is
migrating very naturally to all of these
service organizations.
People in service organizations, in the broad sense,
shouldn't hesitate to look at
activity-based costing as a technique and a tool for continuous improvement.
RSK:Service companies have exactly
the same set of issues as manufacturing concerns in analyzing their operating expenses, in finding out what activities are being performed by their
resources, and in learning which products, services, and customers are demanding those activities. This information enables them to take actions to
transform losses into profits and increase the profits from existing services and customers even further.
RC: The fascinating aspect of service
industries is that the definition of their
"product" is somewhat plastic. In manufacturing you have a widget that you
can kick around, and therefore everybody accepts the product as a widget.
The resources consumed by widgets
tend to be fairly consistent over time.
When you look at the products in service companies, the customer defines
to a much greater extent the resources
that are consumed.
In a service business, when you
view products as consuming activities,
you can partition the "standard products" in numerous ways. For example,
a passbook savings account that is
used once a month and has a balance
of more than $5,000 differs greatly
from one that is being used continuously and has near -zero balances. In an
ABC analysis those two accounts, even
though they are the same standard
passbook product on the surface, can
be treated as very different products.
Let's switch gears. How
does activity -based costing
help justify the major investmen that companies are making
in continuous improvement, such
as design for manufacturability, total quality control, JIT, and other
techniques?
RSK:With the hierarchical model of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991

operating cost expenses that Robin developed, we now see that a lot of support resources are going to perform
batch and product-sustaining types of
activities. We never focused on these
kinds of activities before. When we
look at where the continuous improvement activities — including total quality
management, just -in -time, and design
for manufacturability—are being applied, they are revealed, under an activity-based cost analysis, to be batch
and product - sustaining activities. The
reason why there is so much interest
in working on those activities is that
we spent 40 or 50 years studying and
improving the unit -level activities of direct labor time, machine hour time,
and material content of products.

The distinction
between resource
consumption and
resource spending is
the latest insight in
the development of
ABC theory.
We probably have obtained most of
the benefits from trying to improve activities that are performed each time
we make a unit of a product. We have
not focused on the activities necessary
to produce a batch of a product such
as setting up a machine, moving materials, writing purchase orders, or handling customer orders; or to do product- sustaining activities such as
designing products, initiating engineering change notices, and the like.
The ABC hierarchical model signals
the tremendous buckets of opportunity in batch and product - sustaining activities that can be improved by Kaizen
or continuous improvement activities.
RC: We can see this effect by revisiting the capacity, spending, and resource usage issues we talked about
earlier. ABC allows you to take snapshots at regular intervals to see how
well the JIT, DFM (design for manufacturing), and TQC programs have reduced resource usage. This resource
usage decrease should be well captured by the ABC analysis. Simultaneously, ABC identifies excess capac-

ity. It tells how well the firm has managed to find alternative uses for the resources that now have been freed up.
Thus it shows how effectively companies are implementing continuous improvement and whether they have successfully achieved bottom line benefits
from their efforts by reducing the
spending on resources to the now lower demands for resources.
You have been working in
activity -based costing about
five years. Where do you
thi we will be over the next five
years in the cost-management ABC
area?
RSK:One direction will be to attack
corporate and general overhead to find
out the activities performed by corporate overhead resources and what the
drivers of those activities are. I suspect
that many of those activities are done
not for individual products or individual customers but for regions or lines
of business.
A second direction will be to look
more closely at the research and development activity, the resources going
into R &D, and what types of activities
are being performed there. If we can
monitor R &D and help that whole
product and technology management
activity, we should be able to develop
improved financial measures for product and process development.
RC: I see activity-based systems being
applied to understand the life cycle
cost of a product ABC can capture the
introduction phases of a product—all
the chaos required to educate the customer, make prototypes of new products, and so on. All those costs will be
captured. As the product matures,
these early costs disappear to be replaced by straight manufacturing
costs. The improved insights on total
life cycle costs will allow us to begin
thinking about better design methods
and how to market and price products
so that over their lives they can be
more profitable.
RSK:We also will understand better
how to link the information from an activity-based cost analysis to performance measures. We must target the
areas where improvements are necessary and provide feedback on how well
people are doing. We can improve
those critically important measures.
RC: Many firms today are pointed in
the right direction: reduce defects, re25

duce cycle time, improve design. Rapidly those firms are going to reach a
point at which there is a tradeoff between introducing new products
quickly versus a decrease in cycle
time. I think at that point ABC can play
a critical role and help healthy firms to
manage those tradeoffs.
A lot of people today are preaching
that you don't need cost information— that all you need to know is in
which direction to jump. I think that is
a shallow analysis. Perhaps there are
times when a cost /benefit tradeoff is
so obvious you don't need to run the
financial numbers. Once you get rid of
those glaring inefficiencies, however,
the financial numbers will be very important to guide companies' efforts.
RS& In the 1980s, there was a lot of
slack rope in organizations that had
not been managing their processes
well. Now that they have made continuous improvements, the rope is starting to get tight. When the slack is reduced, companies will need an
economic model —based on financial
numbers —to help them understand
the nature of the tradeoffs needed.
As you are designing an ABC
system, is there any conflict
X X between an emphasis on
performance measurement and an
emphasis on product costing?
RSK:There is no conflict. If you are interested mostly in understanding
products and customer profitability,
then you can design a comparatively
simple ABC system to give you the major insights on product and customer
profitability. If you want to go inside
processes, improve them, and make
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them more efficient —in effect, the activity management story—then companies need to understand activities at
a more detailed level. They have to do
a deeper and more comprehensive
analysis of the underlying activities.
RC: We have learned during the last
few years that the appropriate way to
design an ABC system depends on
what you want the system to do. You
can't use a cookie cutter approach to
ABC, even in the same firm. One division may need a customer orientation,
another division a product orientation,
and a third a cost reduction orientation, while a fourth might have a product design orientation. All of these systems will be different. Not only will the
ABCs differ across the facilities, but
within the same facility over time they
have got to evolve and adapt to changing conditions.
Let me wrap up this interview with a final question on
cost management and ABC.
Wha is the most important role
ahead for the management accountant in this exciting process?
RSK: Increasingly, the financial person will create value in the organization because he or she really understands the operations and is able to
develop a customized system that has
the highest payoff at the least cost for
that organization. That role will require continual involvement in management-level activities and an understanding of the critical success factors
in the business, the technology of the
business, the nature of the outside
product, and customer markets. Systems must be kept appropriate and up
to date for that environment to meet
management objectives. It's a more
challenging — perhaps a more frightening —task. Certainly it is going to be
a much more exciting and interesting
time for management accountants.
We now have the tools the management accountant can use to provide a
common language for managers in operations, in engineering, in product design, and in marketing, to talk about
the economics of their business. This
requires that the management accountant be involved with all those groups,
making sure that everybody is reading
from the same page and fully understands the economics of the business.
The management accountant is not a
decision maker by herself or himself
but is in a position to provide information to focus management's attention

so that management will make the decisions that will increase value.
RC: In the really successful implementations we see the ABC system owned
by everybody. It has become a business
system, not an accounting or financial
system. That moves the management
accountant's role from being a record
keeper on the sidelines to being one of
the active players. One of the implications is that the modern management
accountant has to have a very broad
business education. It is good for the
profession to make the management
accountant more of a generalist.
RSK:To reinforce that some new accreditation standards recently were
passed for business schools in general
and accounting departments in particular. If you look closely you will see
that there is now a requirement that
accounting students get some exposure to operations and technology
management. This is part of the recognition that accountants have to understand the businesses in which they are
operating.
If they do, will they be able to
play on the top management
team?
RSK:We hope that they eventually become top management!
■
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DECENTRALIZEANDOUTSOURCE,
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Dial's Approach to
MIS Improvement
Empowering business units paidofffor this corporation.
BY MICHAEL A. ROBINSON

of Dial's management information system (MIS).
The Dial Corporation is a wholly owned subsidiary of The
Dial Corp. that manufactures and markets Dial Soap, Armour Star canned meats, Purex detergents and bleaches,
and other personal care, canned food, and household and
laundry products. The product lines not only are diverse, but
they are growing rapidly; revenues from new products increased from $20 million in 1987 to $133 million in 1989.
Dial's manufacturing plants, sales offices, distribution centers, and accounting centers are scattered widely throughout the United States, with primary locations in Phoenix and
Scottsdale, Ariz.; Aurora, Ill.; Ft. Madison, Iowa; and St Louis, Mo. (See Figure 1.) In addition, the company recently has
developed plans to expand into the international market

1990.91 Bronze Medal Winner

n 1988, Dial Corporation's top management recognized
that the company's highly centralized management
structure no longer met the needs of its diverse and
growing organization. It undertook a seven -month
"rightsizing" project that reduced the number of management levels and dramatically decentralized decision - making
authority and accountability. The new strategy of decentralization included a commitment to empower business unit
work groups and individuals to continually improve their
functions, which in turn led to a comprehensive assessment
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The findings of Dial's organizational study led the controllership and information systems management to make
two separate but related decisions: (1) to change the company's MIS from a centralized IBM mainframe environment
to a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) -based system of
mid -range computers and networked
microprocessors distributed among
the various operating locations and (2)
to outsource its mainframe operations
with Andersen Consulting during transition from the mainframe to distributed processing platforms.
The manner in which Dial's management made these two decisions
can serve as a model for managers
who are pursuing strategies of substantial decentralization and who not only are aware of the
general shortcomings of their mainframe -based information
systems but also are contemplating changes to new systems
that complement their decentralized operations. Dial's decision- making process demonstrates that considerations of
strategy and operational effectiveness in a system -change
setting can outweigh the quantifiable financial factors of traditional cost /benefit analysis, especially when the features
of prospective new systems are difficult to predict. It also illustrates the types of substantial cost savings and benefits
of increased flexibility that a company may realize by having
an outside organization perform its mainframe operations
during the transition period.

plications to run on their mid -range machines and microprocessors. Because different programming languages are
used for the IBM mainframe and smaller computers, applications could not be shared without separate programming
efforts on each type of machine. Also, Dial's application systems interfaces were (and are) numerous and complex. With its mainframebased
software
development
methodology, the process of modify ing applications to respond to changing business requirements was costly
and slow, and the integration of new
applications with the existing portfolio
was a major task.
The management team found that
Dial had an experienced staff of 78
MIS professionals based at the Phoenix headquarters, 38 of
whom worked in the applications area. Applications programmers were not assigned to particular business units
( manufacturing, sales, customer service, or accounting) but
were organized by application development and application
support functions. The majority of these technicians were
dedicated to modifying existing mainframe programs. In
general, they lacked mid -range computer and microprocessor skills and were not trained on state- of -the-art application
design and development tools.

Bustsess unit

managerswerenot
sufficienttly involved
insoftware design.

DIAL MAINFRAME ENVIRONMENT
he Dial management team began its investigation by
documenting three major aspects of the company's
management information system: (1) the hardware
and location of data processing activities, (2) the development process and focus of applications software,' and (3)
MIS personnel and organization structure. The managers
found that their system was neither serving its users effectively nor using the firm's limited MIS resources efficiently.
The focal point of the information system environment
was an IBM 3081G mainframe located at Dial's Phoenix
headquarters. All major applications affecting more than one
operating location were designed to run on this machine.
The company deployed 27 IBM System /36 mid -range computers, mainly at manufacturing plants and distribution centers, and more than 100 IBM and compatible PCs at sales
offices and other locations. These minicomputers and micros were used primarily for data collection to feed mainframe batch processing, although the System /36s also were
used for some purely local applications. The mainframe
needed a major and expensive capacity upgrade. All hardware, from mainframe through micros, was a generation behind the latest equipment.
The investigators found that the applications inventory
was heavily oriented toward finance, cost accounting, and
other corporate staff functions. Most application systems
were batch oriented, with no database foundation. Output
was geared to after- the -fact reporting of transactions or summary reporting for analysis purposes. On -line access to operational data generally was inadequate. Also, many applications were more than 10 years old. Several key systems
supporting the sales and marketing, manufacturing, and
transportation and distribution functions needed extensive
modification to serve Dial effectively in the future.
Company personnel had little flexibility in selecting apZg

END-USER PROBLEMS
ial's business unit managers were experiencing several problems typical for end -users in highly centralized mainframe environments. First, with the firm's
traditional application system development process, they often did not see the results of software design efforts until
the implementation stage, when it was too late to make major adjustments.
Second, the managers had insufficient interaction in general with MIS professionals, resulting in "us vs. them" feelings between the two groups. Third, with limited productivity tools, the MIS staff was unable to respond quickly to
users' application development and modification requests.
There was a long backlog of requests involving major systems.
Fourth, end -users had little input regarding priorities assigned to their requests. Because the bulk of existing applications were financial and historical in nature, maintenance
work on financial reporting systems of no strategic importance to Dial frequently took precedence over work that
might have been initiated on strategic business applications.
Fifth, data processing was more of a discrete than a continuous function for the managers, who had to wait for mainframe availability for their routine requests to be processed.
Sixth, with mainframe capacity shared by all business units,
it was difficult for end -users to understand their MIS charges
and relate them to benefits received. Seventh, managers
were unable to take advantage of powerful new packaged
software programs designed to run on mid -range computers
and microprocessors.

NEED FOR CHANGE
fter investigating their management information system and documenting its shortcomings, the senior
controllership and MIS management decided to
change the environment so that it would meet the strategic
business needs of operating unit managers effectively. To
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Materials to guide you through
the CMA certification exam ination
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TWO FREQUENTLYASKED QUESTIONS:

CMA is a professional certification program for
management accountants. Why should you
become a CMA? Here's why!
The CMA designation:
• marks you as a professional management
accountant. Success on the CMA exam
demonstrates that you are prepared to
succeed in today's competitive business
world.
• shows that you possess the specialized skills
and professional expertise necessary to be
an influential member of a management
team.
• demonstrates that you understand the entire
range of business activities important to
your company.
• confirms that you are able to meet
increasing responsibilities and helps you to

The CMA examination is a comprehensive
four -part exam that covers the topics
important to success in the practices of
management accounting and financial
management.
P a r t I — E c o no mi cs , F i na nc e a nd
M a n a g e m e n t . Covers microeconomics,

macroeconomics, international economics,
institutional environment of business,
working capital management, long -term
finance and capital structure, organization and
management theory, and communication.
Pa r t 2 — Fi n a n c i a l A c c o u n t i n g a n d

achieve your career goals, making the CMA
both personally and professionally
rewarding.
can mean earning a higher salary than
non -CMAs, according to recent surveys. A
recent study done by the Institute of
Management Accountants reveals that, on
average, CMAs earn $8,300 more annually
than those not holding a professional
certification.
• is recognized by corporations across the
country. These organizations actively look
for CMAs when hiring and encourage their
employees to become Certified Management
Accountants.
• is the best certification for individuals who
are serious about a career in corporate
accounting. The CMA is the best
certificati on for you.

financial statements, reporting requirements,
analysis of accounts and statements, and
external auditing.
Pa rt 3 -M a na g eme nt Re p ort ing , A na l ysi s
and Behavio ral Issues: Encompasses cost
measurement, planning, control and
performance evaluation, and behavioral issues.
Pa r t 4 — De c i s i o n A n a l y s i s a n d
In f o r m a t i o n S ys t e m s : Includes decision

theory and operational decision analysis,
investment decision analysis, quantitative
methods for decision analysis, information
systems, and internal auditing.

Reporting: Tests your understanding of
An important part of a management accountant's and financial manager's
professional obligation is an understanding of e thical responsibilities as described
in Statement on Management Accounting No. 1C, "Standards of Ethical Conduct for
Management Accountants" published by the IMA. This topic can appear on any of the
four parts of the CMA Exam.

CIVIA Examination Review
by Gleim and Flesher, Gleim Publications, Inc.
CMA Examination Review is a two- volume,
comprehensive study program to prepare you to pass
the CMA exam. It contains all you should need to
obtain the knowledge and confidence to pass the CMA
exam. Each volume is an 8 -1/2' by 11' paperback,
printed in easy -to -read type styles and spacing. They
may be used with or without any other CMA study
materials or review courses.
This completely revised fourth edition provides careful
organization of the material tested on the CMA exam
into 32 modules, which are arranged into 4 chapters
(one for each part of the exam). It is the most easy -touse and effective study method available.
If you are a CPA, you can earn CPE credit with your
state board of accountancy and the AICPA Division of
Firms while you study for the CMA exam. For details,
call Gleim Publications, Inc., at:

(800)87 -GLEIM
Volume 1 (784 pp.) contains outlines, study guides, and
discussion including:

Volume II (816 pp,) contains problems and solutions,
including:

Over 1500 multiple- choice questions from recent
examinations.
Over 200 essay questions and computational
problems from recent examinations.
ICMA Unofficial Answers for all multiple- choice
questions.

Assistance in planning your study program
A discussion of a systematic method of
answering individual questions. This enhances
your ability to analyze and understand questions
and enables you to maximize your points.
Detailed outlines and /or summaries of CASB
Standards, Statements on Management Accounting, SEC Financial Reporting Releases, FASB,
and APB Pronouncements.
Explanation and illustration of exam - taking
strategies.

Authors' commentary on how to answer each of
the essay questions /computational problems.
ICMA Unofficial Answers are updated to reflect
current tax laws, FASB Pronouncements, etc., in
the explanation of answers.
Up -to -date coverage, including the June 1990
CMA examination.

Pricing for individuals:
Volume I: Outlines & Study Guides $23.95 each

Clear and concise phraseology to help you
understand and remember.

Volume II: Problems & Solutions

$23.95 each

Examples and illustrations supplementing the
outlines of material.

Pricing for chapters ordering 12 or more:

Indepth analysis of the ICMA Board of Regents
exam grading procedures.

Volume II: Problems & Solutions

Volume I: Outlines & Study Guides $16.95 each
$16.95 each

We guarantee you'll
pass the CMA Exam.
The MicroMash 100% Money -Back
Guarantee.`
Complete the MicroMash CMA REVIEW. Answer
every question correctly at least once. And you will pass
the CMA Exam or we'll refund your money.
That's our 100% money -back guarantee. No other
CMA review we know has one like it.
We believe our MicroMash CMA REVIEW is the
fastest, most effective, and most efficient CMA review
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So you can review with books, audio tapes, video
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Or use the MicroMash CMA REVIEW. And definitely
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The Shortest Path To Passing Your Exam.
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Along with most CMA candidates, you have a
resp onsible jo b p lus fam ily and professio nal
obligations. So, you share a common problem:
not enough time to study for the Exam. Coping
with that time problem, making the best use of
your study time, is wh y our materials are
concise and tightly focused
You start with THE ORI GI NAL CMA CRAM
COURSE For each topic you learn the kinds of
questions the Exam asks — and the standard of
performance that you must meet

(Som e topics are tough, but others merely
expect you to know general concepts.) Result:
you know your weak topics, and you avoid
wasting time on topics you already can
handle.
You finish with the CMA REVI EW ON
VI DEOTAPV packages on your weak topics.
These packages give intensive, from -theground- up tutoring. With your prior background in the topic, you get back into shape.
Over all four parts of the Exam, most candidates need tutoring on just a few topics.

VIDEOTAPE COURSES:

LIVE SEMINARS:

Key features:

Key features:

• Save time: expressly designed for
candidates with little study time.

• 21 cities nationwide — small seminar
classes.

• Better test- taking skills: you learn how to
score with what you know.

• Personal attention from an instructor who
is a nationally recognized CMA Exam
expert.

• Free! A guide to " Ethics and the CMA
Exam" with each order.
• Free! Special transition exam : Yes! We
have REVIEW packages just for the special
transition exam.
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$89 each
80 each
75 each
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qualify for a 15% discount from our
corporate rates.

• Score better on the Exam with improved
test-taking skills.
• Exam Tune- Up on Sunday afternoon. No
matter how you study for the Exam, do the
Tune- Up and see how well prepared you
really are.
Pricing for individuals:
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1 -3 parts
$ 99 each
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339
Tune- Up
49

late
$129 each
339
69
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help them assess the future needs of the organization and
BENEFITS OF DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
to guide them on the general direction of change, the managers investigated general and industry- specific trends in
enior controllership and MIS managers rejected the
hardware, applications software, MIS resource allocation,
mainframe alternative to gain the benefits of distributmanufacturing, logistics, and wholesale distribution. Several
ed processing. Distributed systems put more control
key findings of the study are shown in Table 1.
and computing power into the hands of end - users, compleThe investigators concluded that Dial's high - volume cusmenting Dial's strategy of pushing accountability outward
tomers would implement JIT logistics systems and pressure
geographically and downward organizationally. With these
Dial to support them. The company's MIS, therefore,
systems, users feel they "own" their hardware and support
should enable business
tools, which encourages
units to respond rapidly to
the to search for creative
changes in the way these
ways to use their resources,
TABLE 1/TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY
customers want to do busienabling them to compete
ness, including a greater
more effectively. Also, data
AND MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
number of orders and
processing becomes more
SYSTEMS
shipments processed, reof a continuous function
■ Intense competition in midrange and low -end
1
duced order lead times,
from the perspective of ussystems is leading to dramatic improvements in the
heavier use of electronic
ers. They are free to operareas of price /performance, communications, and
communications, increased
ate their systems when it is
user productivity.
reliance on electronic idenmost convenient for them,
■ Distributed processing systems are used increasingly,
tification techniques, imand capacity is available
resulting in greater flexibility and control at
proved delivery service levmore often when it is needlower organization levels and heightened feelings of
els, and on -line access to
ed.
"ownership" of systems in user departments.
order status information.
Powerful new applica•
Purchased
software packages are used increasingly.
The senior managers also
tion development and mainPackaged software offers fast relief for specific
expected Dial to implement
tenance tools for mid -range
application needs, and availability continues to
automated manufacturing
computers and microproimprove.
technology to a much
cessors enable MIS profes•
End
-user involvement throughout the application
greater extent in the future.
sionals to be highly producsystem development cycle is increasing.
The information system
tive in the analysis, design,
would have to be flexible to
• Emphasis on computer -to- computer communications
construction, documentais increasing in the form of local area networks
provide effective support in
tion, and modification of
(LANs) at the department level, wide area networks
this setting of continual
systems. The software de(WANs) connecting remote locations, and electronic
change.
velopment cycle is much
data interchange (EDI) between companies.
Dial's MIS management,
shorter with these tools
• Telecommunications is the fastest growing element of
working with outside conthan with older traditional
management information systems (MIS) budgets.
sultants, identified three
techniques, in many cases
Links to remote operating locations and links to
alternatives for its new inenabling complex systems
customers and suppliers are involved.
formation system environto be developed in months
• Just -in -time (JIT) concepts increasingly are affecting
ment. The first alternative
rather than years. Similar
business relationships in both manufacturing and
was to upgrade the IBM
tools for use on the mainwholesale distribution.
mainframe substantially, inframe are much more ex• The use of automated purchasing systems to process
stall a relational database
pensive.
nondurable goods orders is growing rapidly.
on it and purchase addiIf MIS staff personnel
Computers increasingly are performing routine buying
tional IBM software prodare assigned to business
functions, with purchasers managing exceptions.
ucts for developing on -line
units (as is appropriate in a
• Automated manufacturing technologies such as
applications and accessing
distributed environment),
computer -aided design and manufacturing (CAD nondatabase (old applicadistribution facilitates diaCAM) systems, process monitor /process control
tions) files. Several IBM
logue between those indisystems, automated material handling systems,
AS /400 mid -range computviduals and business manautomated data collection systems, and robotics
ers would be purchased to
agers.
This dialogue
increasingly are used to improve performance with
replace aging System /36
reduces
feelings
of distrust
respect to cost, quality, flexibility, and customer
machines. However, develbetween
the
two
groups
service.
opment and application sysand increases the likelitem maintenance activities
hood that development and
would remain focused primodification of strategic
marily on the mainframe.
business application systems are accomplished in a timely
Alternatives two and three were to implement a distribmanner. Interaction also increases the probability that interuted system of mid -range computers and networked micronally developed systems meet the needs of their users.
processors based on the product lines of IBM or DEC, reIn addition to these benefits, distributed systems are
spectively. Either IBM AS /400s or DEC VAX mid -range
more flexible than mainframe -based systems— capacity admachines would form the backbone of the information proditions can be made in smaller, less expensive increments.
cessing network. In either case, development activity would
Routine data processing typically is faster because computshift from mainframe-based applications to distributed appli- ing capacity is shared with fewer users. Finally, control over
cations, and the IBM mainframe would remain as is until matheir systems and responsibility for their budgets combine
jor systems could be moved to distributed processors.
to make it easier for business unit managers to understand
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991
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what they are getting for their MIS charges.

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
o evaluate the IBM and DEC -based distributed network alternatives for Dial's management information
system for the 1990s, MIS managers established the
appropriately named Gemini /90 project team. Dial personnel on the team were supplemented by two consultants from
Andersen Consulting who had work experience on both the
IBM AS /400 and DEC VAX machines. The project team rated each system on 90 measurable evaluation criteria reflecting the strategic direction of the information system. Criteria
were grouped in the following 10 categories:
• Application development and maintenance tools,
• Database,
• System administration,
• Communications,
• Hardware and systems software,
• Security,
• Office products and end -user tools,
• Training for technical staff and end - users,
• Vendor, and
• Conversion /migration path.
The Gemini /90 team assigned scores to the IBM and
DEC systems to indicate how well each alternative satisfied
each criterion. To assign the scores, the team conducted indepth, hands -on tests using hardware and software provided
by the two vendors. They evaluated employee training conducted by IBM, DEC, software vendors, and consultants; results of test cases derived from a pilot application and actual
data processing requirements; research reports and articles
in professional journals; site visits with Phoenix IBM and
DEC customers; telephone interviews with other IBM and
DEC users; and executive briefings at vendor sites.
Each of the 10 evaluation categories was weighted according
to its relative importance to the effectiveness of Dial's information systems function. Each criterion also was weighted to reflect its importance within its category. The project team's recommendation was based on the relative merits of the two
alternatives as indicated both by their weighted scores for each
category of criteria and their overall weighted scores.
The investigators concluded that both the IBM AS /400
and DEC VAX mid -range computer lines were viable platforms for Dial's distributed processing strategy. Prior to the
evaluation, the inclination of MIS staff personnel had been
to adopt the IBM alternative because of experience with the
vendor and familiarity with its products. However, DEC outscored IBM in the overall evaluation of criteria. In addition,
the DEC VAX outperformed the IBM AS /400 in several critical areas of Dial's strategic direction for information processing, including availability and flexibility of application
development and maintenance tools as well as capability to
transmit information to end -users from both internal and external databases. For these reasons, the project team recommended that the corporation adopt the DEC option for its
distributed management information system. The recommendation was accepted in December 1989.
COST CONSIDERATIONS
onspicuously absent from the formal mid -range system evaluation was the issue of system cost The 90
criteria emphasized quality, availability, flexibility,
30

and functionality of various aspects of the proposed system
environments. However, the Gemini /90 team did conduct a
cost comparison based on a model system of one large midrange processor, six medium -sized processors, and 35 small
processors distributed throughout the company. Estimated
workloads for each processor were given to the two vendors,
who recommended configurations (processors, operating
systems, disks, tapes, basic communications, and office software) to support the workloads. The configurations were
verified with Andersen Consulting to ensure that they were
able to process the specified volume of work. The total cost
difference between the IBM and DEC solutions was negligible.
The cost difference between the distributed processing
alternatives and the mainframe -based option was more difficult to estimate. Dial MIS managers projected savings of
approximately $3 million in avoided mainframe upgrades,
mainframe database and development tools, MIS personnel
salaries, and system maintenance expenditures over the
five -year decision period. They expected this savings, however, to be offset to a large extent by the additional costs of
distributed processors, software, training, and other network-related items. Distributed processing systems in general are less costly than equivalent mainframe systems ; but
the new Dial system will be substantially more functional
than the one it replaces. Any net savings from distributed
processing will depend on the totality of features demanded
by operating unit managers and decisions made by MIS
managers as they gain experience with the new environment

OUTSOURCING MAINFRAME OPERATIONS
hen Dial's managers adopted the distributed processing strategy, they realized that the three-tofive-year period required to implement it fully
would be a time of considerable uncertainty and risk. MIS
personnel would have to maintain and operate existing applications on the mainframe until those applications could be
distributed. In addition to meeting the changing needs of
business units, managers also would have to select appropriate machine sizes for various locations and functions, design and install communications networks, decide on the order in which applications would be shifted to distributed
machines, establish new application system interfaces, and
make and implement numerous other decisions regarding
hardware, software, operations, and personnel. Failures in
this trial - and -error setting, particularly those affecting such
company -wide applications as Accounts Payable or General
Ledger, would be both highly visible and costly.
Recognizing an opportunity for a mutually beneficial relationship, management consultants from Andersen Consulting proposed to Dial's senior controllership and MIS
management that they "outsource" the company's mainframe operations with Andersen during the period of transition from the old to the new environment Outsourcing is
an emerging trend in which an outside organization performs some portion of a company's data processing function,
either at the company's facilities or at a remote location. The
terms of such relationships vary greatly.
In the Andersen Consulting proposal Andersen would
provide ongoing mainframe computer operations, systems
software maintenance, and telecommunications support of
Dial's operating locations; schedule batch processing to
meet the corporation's production requirements; assume
Dial's financial obligations for third -party lease and mainteMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991

Savings fseveral
Saving
million dolla rs are
expected dur2'nbor
transition.

nance contracts for specified systems
software and equipment; and purchase
the company's mainframe and other
assets in its hardware inventory. Andersen also would provide a "help
desk" function to assist Dial end -users
with "how to" questions and would
help keep the company's MIS personnel informed of new technologies and
packaged applications software.
The responsibilities of Dial personnel would include per
forming applications software maintenance, performing data
input for applications, and determining production schedule
requirements. Application system processing would be executed on Andersen's IBM 3090 mainframe located in Dal.
las, Tex. Dial personnel would access the mainframe with
terminals in Phoenix connected to the Dallas facility by a
high - speed, high - capacity communication channel provided
by Andersen.
Dial's management accepted the Andersen Consulting
proposal at the same time it formally adopted the DEC plat
form recommendation of the Gemini /90 project team. The
primary reasons were to reduce overall costs substantially
during the transition period and to free MIS personnel to fo,
cus on implementing the corporation's distributed process
ing strategy.

COST SAVINGS
ndersen Consulting's charges for services rendered
include a set rate per Central Processing Unit (CPU)
hour of processing time and a rate per gigabyte per
month for storage of Dial Corporation files on disk packs at
Andersen's Dallas facility. These rates will be adjusted annually for inflation, but they are not subject to renegotiation
during the contract period. Andersen charges Dial on a costplus basis both for telecommunications between Dallas and
Dial's end -user facilities and for systems software acquired
after the effective date of the contract.
Andersen's fees for processing time and file storage are
based on equivalent pricing benchmarks developed jointly
by the two parties. The rates were computed to save Dial 10%
of the out -of- pocket costs that the company would incur to
provide the services internally, based on expected processing volumes. (Included are such items as operators' salaries,
overtime charges, utility costs, repair and maintenance expenditures, and office supplies, among others.) Dial's managers also expect telecommunications costs to be lower due
to Andersen's use of state- of- the-art technology in configuring channels from Dallas to Dial business unit locations.
During the early stages of transition to distributed processing environments, growing companies may require additional mainframe capacity despite their commitment to
mid -range machines and microprocessors. Dial's managers
had postponed a major mainframe upgrade because of its expected cost of approximately $500,000. This upgrade would
have been required in 1990 in the absence of outsourcing.
An additional major cost avoided was facility related. Dial
moved its information systems staff from a leased building
in Phoenix to the company's Technical and Accounting Center in suburban Scottsdale in May 1990, shortly after the outsourcing agreement was implemented. The company would
have had to incur a cost of about $300,000 to construct a new
raised -floor hardware room to house the mainframe and to
relocate the machine and related equipment
Dial's management expects overall savings of several milMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991

lion dollars from outsourcing during
transition. Expected savings in main frame processing and file storage costs
increase annually due to the decreasing level of activity as applications are
moved to distributed processors. The
arrangement with Andersen Consulting converted the structure of those
costs from primarily fixed to variable.
When the outsourcing agreement was reached, Dial's senior MIS managers anticipated gradually transferring all applications from Andersen Consulting's mainframe to midrange processors. These included both strategic
applications such as Dial's Consumer Information System,
with which the company differentiates itself from its competitors, and so- called commodity applications, which are
common to all businesses and represent no strategic advantage to Dial.
Information system managers now believe that it may be
desirable to retain indefinitely some large commodity applications, including Accounts Payable and General Ledger, in
the mainframe environment. They question whether they
should devote scarce resources to systems which are not
specific to Dial's businesses and which can be maintained
by outside organizations. For example, Dial would have to
purchase a large mid -range processor, construct a larger
computer room at the Technical and Accounting Center, and
hire and manage a staff of operators to support all accounting applications in the DEC system. Outsourcing gives MIS
professionals the freedom to focus their attention initially on
transferring to mid -range processors those strategic applications which represent the greatest potential increase in
functionality and then eventually to transfer only those commodity systems for which there are expected cost savings
or other benefits from doing so.
The recent experience of the Dial Corporation reflects
three general trends in U.S. industrial firms:
• Greater decentralization of decision- making authority,
• Downsizing of corporate staffs and assignment of previous central staff functions to operating units with profit
responsibility, and
• Movement away from mainframe processing toward distributed systems of smaller computers.
Dial's innovative arrangement with Andersen Consulting
demonstrates how outsourcing may not only facilitate the effective implementation of a company's distributed processing strategy but also substantially reduce or eliminate elements of information system cost.
■
Michael A. Robinson, Ph.D., is associate professor of account-

ing at the Hankamer School of Business, Baylor University,
and is a member of the Central Texas Chapter. This article was
submitted through the Lubbock Area Chapter.
,"Applications software" refers to user -oriented programs that perform specific data processing tasks, such as processing a firm's payroll. "Systems software" refers
to machine-oriented programs that perform essential tasks in the operation of a
computer or in the development and execution of applications software.
'See David P. Douglass, ed., "Computer Downsizing: Giving Big Iron the Boot,"
Access 2, November 1989, pp. 1 -12.
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A New View of

Activity -Based Costing
orrico

What costs would be eliminatedifa product weren't made?
tivity-based costs are advocated for many managerial
decision - making situations,
such as product profitability, pricing, and the like, do
Certificate of Merit, 1990 -91.
they represent those costs
that could be avoided if the
ost information
product, service, or segthat helps management were eliminated? If
ment assess the
not, what refinements are
profitability, effecnecessary to make them
tiveness, and efficiency of
better
decision- making
subsegments of the busicosts?
ness— products, processes,
Answers to these quesdepartments —is critical in
tions are extremely imporplanning, directing, and
tant For example, when
controlling operations. Immanagement is assessing
portant decisions impacting
product profitability, relethe strategic position and
vant costs are those costs
direction of the company
that could be eliminated if
emanate from these analythe product is not produced
ses. Accordingly, great care
and sold. If activity-based
must be exercised to encosts do not provide a reasure that the cost informaABC is an accurate measure of resources consumed by a
sonable approximation of
tion provided does not give
such as these let engine parts.
product
relevant costs, manage incorrect signals.
ment accountants will not
Most management acenhance their credibility through the provision of such data.
counting text and reference books recommend against the
Activity-based costs are an attempt to determine the full
use of full absorption costswhenever an analysis of a subsegcost of a cost object As such, they suffer a deficiency comment is attempted. Although such costs may approximate
mon to all full cost approximations: Not all resources conthe resources consumed by a particular segment, depending
sumed by a cost object are avoidable in the absence of the
on the accuracy of the allocations involved, they may not repparticular object. If the distortions are significant, use of
resent the resources that would cease to exist were the segsuch data in decision making can lead to incorrect decisions.
ment not to exist. Accordingly, the argument is advanced
The thesis advanced here is that for managerial decision
that any such analysis should focus on those costs (and revmaking, activity-based costs need to incorporate the concept
enues where appropriate) that are avoidable in the absence
of attributable cost. Cost measurements representing reof the particular segment
sources consumed are needed, but the management accountProponents of activity-based costing (ABC) have chaling system also must be capable of alternative cost measurelenged the idea that full absorption costs are inappropriate
ments if it is to be of maximum benefit to management.
for managerial decision making. Contending that all costs
are variable in the long run —and thus subject to management action —ABC proponents argue that our problem has THE CONCEPT OF ATTRIBUTABLE COST
not been the concept of full cost but the methods used to
lmost invariably a measurement of "resources conallocate costs to a particular cost object. Better measuresumed" (i.e., full cost) of a business segment will not
ments of resources consumed are achieved if we identify
be the same as the resources that would not exist
correctly the factors that cause a particular cost to change
if the segment were eliminated. For example: The plant manand use these cost drivers as our allocation base. This apager's salary is part of the resources consumed in manufacproach, if valid, should be applicable to any segment analyturing a product; it is doubtful that this cost would be elimsis.
inated if the product were not produced and sold (assuming
Activity-based costing is the most appropriate basis for ala multiple- product manufacturing operation).
locating costs to products and segments and results in a
The example is illustrative of a well - developed, valid cost
more accurate measurement of resources consumed by a
phenomenon in many business organizations: There are
particular product, service, or business segment. When ac-
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$

'
'

$

1, 40 0

Proportionately variable with volume.
Salary of department head.
Straight -line amortization of equipment; would remain for
other products produced if "X" were eliminated.

TABLE 2 /NORMAL MONTHLY
OPERATING STATISTICS
Normal monthly
operating volume/
basis for allocating
overhead
Normal monthly
consumption of
Department S
services

Department
25,000 lbs.

of output

300 service

hours

1

Department 2
10,000 direct
labor hours

200 service
hours

Consumption of Department S services varies in direct
proportion to changes in operating volume.
One unit of Product X weighs 10 pounds and requires
five direct labor hours in Department 2.

TABLE 3 /COST AND OPERATING DATA,
UTILITY, INC.

"

'

$

$

$

$

$

$

Advanced Basic
Product Data:
Selling price
5.00
2.00
Manufacturing cost:
Direct material
.50
.30
Direct labor
1,00
.50
Overhead
1.50
.75
Total
3,00
1.55
Overhead Rate Each Product:
Variable
.75
.30
Traceable fixed
.30
.60
Allocated fixed
.15
.15
Total
1. 50
.75
Sales discounts and allowances
(percent of gross sales)
5%
1
Sales commission per unit
.25
.05
Advertising and other direct
selling costs (per month)
$20,000 $4 0 ,0 0 0
Sales promotion, general company
administration, etc.
$78,000"
%

$
$

$

Department S Costing Rate:
$10,140/1,400 - $7.25 per hour of service.

280
1,750 "'
70
13,300

$

Thus a unit of Product X would be allocated the following
Department S costs: Department 1 (10 pounds @ $114 =
$1.14) and Department 2 (five hours ® $.19 = $.95). The unit
cost impact on Product X under full absorption costing
would be $2.09.
Attributable Costing—Given that this is a multiple- product
plant, it is doubtful that either supervision or depreciation
costs would be affected significantly by the elimination of
Product X. Accordingly, these costs would not be allocated
under attributable costing. The unit cost for Product X under
attributable costing would be:

9,800 ,
1,400

$

Department 2:
$1,900 /10,000 hours = $.19 per direct labor hour (DLH).

Service labor
Supervision
Supplies
Depreciation
Other costs
Total
Normal volume in service hours

$

Department 1:
$2,850/25,000 pounds = $114 per pound.

TABLE 1 /MONTHLY BUDGET,
DEPARTMENT S

"

true "common" or "joint" costs incurred, and the further you
subdivide the business, the more significant these costs become. These costs are considered "resources consumed,"
but they are not "attributable" to a particular segment.
An attributable cost, as used here, refers to any cost that
could be eliminated if a particular activity were discontinued.
Attributable costs would include all costs, whether fixed or
variable, associated directly with the particular activity and
the activity's share of allocated costs which could, in time,
be eliminated if the activity were discontinued and capacity
reduced accordingly., Some authors have called these costs
avoidable; we prefer the concept of attributable cost.
Management accountants often use full cost (either traditionally determined or activity- based) as a surrogate for attributable cost. Does full cost represent attributable cost accurately? If not is the difference sufficiently immaterial to
permit use of full cost as a surrogate? By means of three examples, we shall attempt to demonstrate that the answers
to these questions appear to be "no."
Example One: Service Department Cost Allocation. The
Wichita Plant of the Kansas Company has seven production
departments and four service departments. Product X is processed in Department 1 and finished in Department 2. Product X is one of many products these two production departments work on every month. This example evaluates the
cost of Product X under different allocation methods for Service Department S. Relevant information concerning departments S, 1, and 2 are presented in Tables 1 and 2.
Full Absorption Costing —The costing rate for Department
S services would be $9.50 per service hour ($13,300/1,400). Assuming "normal" conditions, $2,850 (300 hours ® $9.50) of Department S costs would be allocated to Department 1 and $1,900
(200 service hours ® $9.50) to Department 2. Allocation to individual products in both departments would be:

Department 1 Allocation Rate:
(300 x $7.25) /25,000 = $.087 per pound.

Unit Cost Impact on Product M
(10 x $.087) + (5 x $.145) = $1.595.
Example Two: Alternative Service Sourcing. Department 3
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Department 2 Allocation Rate:
(200 x $7.25)/10,000 = $.145 per direct labor hour.

$4,000 of nontraceable fixed costs would be eliminated if
either product is dropped.
These costs could be reduced by $10,000 per month if
either product line is dropped. Now they are allocated on
the basis of gross sales dollars

:3:3

DOES ABC CHANGE THIS ANALYSIS?
reasonably convincing argument can be advanced
that the answer is no. The costs being incurred by
a company do not change with activity-based costing.
ABC only changes how we allocate these costs, not the fundamental nature of costs. Costs which are or are not "attributable" do not change their colors magically by adopting activity-based costing. Therefore it appears reasonable to
expect that distortions similar to those illustrated would continue to exist
A convincing case can be advanced that ABC should be
modified to allocate only those costs that can be eliminated
over time if that activity were discontinued and capacity
were to be reduced accordingly. Perhaps activity-based cost
34

TABLE 4 /PRODUCT PROFITABILITY
ANALYSIS, FULL ABSORPTION
COSTING

$

$

$

&

$

Advanced
Basic
50,000
200,000
Sales (units)
Gross sales revenue
$ 250,000 $ 400,000
12,500
4,000
Less: sales returns & discounts
Net sales revenue
$ 237,500 $ 396,000
Cost of sales
$150,000
310,000
(@ normal cost /unit)
Volume variance (attributed to
22,500
Basic product)
12,500
10,000
Sales commissions
40,000
Advertising other direct selling 20,000
Sales promotion, general
48,000
administrative, etc.
30,000
212,500
430,500
Total costs and expenses
25,000 ($ 34,500 )
Net income per product

TABLE 5 /PRODUCT PROFITABILITY
ANALYSIS, ATTRIBUTABLE COSTING
Advanced
Basic
$ 250,000 $ 400,000
12,500

4,000

$142,500

$

$ 237,500 $ 396,000
280,000
15,000

4,000

4,000

12,500
20,000

10,000
40,000
$

10 , 00 0

359,000
37,000

$

10 , 00 0

$189,000
48,500

$

Gross sales revenue
Less: sales returns & discounts
Net sales revenue
Cost of sales
(traceable costs only)
Volume variance (traceable
fixed)
Attributable fixed costs
Sales commissions
Advertising other direct costs
Attributable general costs
Total costs
Contribution per product
&

is another production department in the Wichita factory, and
it uses a good deal of Department S service (100 service
hours each month for routine work plus one service hour
for each 100 direct labor hours in Department 3). Normal
value in Department 3 is 10,000 DLHs per month, on which
a departmental overhead rate is computed.
Department 3 uses an outside company, Missouri, Inc., to
do some work the Wichita plant's own service departments are
not equipped to do. Missouri has offered to expand its service
by doing the work now done by Department S but for a flat fee
of $1,400 a month. The decision is to be made by the manager
of the Wichita plant. Department S will continue to service the
factory's other departments in any case.
Full Absorption Costing -Under normal conditions, Department 3 would be allocated $1,900 of Department S cost
(200 hours ® $9.50). This cost compares most unfavorably
with the $1,400 bid price from Missouri, Inc., and would indicate that acceptance of the contract would be profitable.
Attributable Costing -Assuming the same definition of
"attributable cost" as previously, the cost allocated to Department 3 would be $1,450 (200 hours @ $7.25). Now the
case for acceptance of the contract is not so clear.
Example Three: Product Profitability. Utility, Inc., has two
products, known by the trade namesBasic and Advanced. Basic was introduced several years ago to compete on a price basis
in a mass market Advanced serves customers interested in a
product of high quality and who are willing to pay for it
The original forecasts called for Basic's sales to reach
300,000 units a month this year. This year's budget established a more modest objective of 250,000 units a month.
Volume was only 200,000 units last month, while sales ofAdvanced were at their budgeted level of 50,000 units. At this
volume, revenues don't even cover costs.
Management questions the desirability of keeping Basic. If
Basic is dropped, Utility, Inc., will become a one - product company again. Cost and operating data for the analysis are presented in Table 3. In order to emphasize the concept being presented, we will assume that except for volume, no other cost
variances occurred. Similarly, we assume that the Table 3 data
are typical of what can be expected for the foreseeable future.
Full Absorption Costing -A profitability analysis of the
two products, in which all costs are allocated to the products,
is presented in Table 4. Indicating a monthly loss of $34,500,
it would suggest that Basic should be dropped.
Attributable Costing -Aprofitability analysis using attributable costing is presented in Table 5. This analysis suggests that a decision to drop the Basic product would increase the firm's loss by $37,000. Clearly, a decision to
eliminate a particular segment should be made only if its revenues do not exceed the costs "attributable" to that segment

ing should be modified to obtain direct activity-based costs
for the majority of decision - making purposes and full absorption activity-based costs for special- purpose reports desirous
of identifying total resources consumed.
■
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lour definition of attributable cost is broader than the one advanced originally.
The concept itself was coined by Gordon Shilling1aw. See Gordon Shillinglaw,
Managerial Cost Accounting,Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1977.(Examples we used are
based on problems included in Chapters 8 and 9.)
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Is Your Cost Accounting
System Benching Your
Team Players?
Itcouldbeifors
used to evaluate
managerial
performance.

.. — --•.,

BYDOUGLASL.HEEREMA
ANDRICHARDL.ROGERS
Certificate of Merit, 1990 -91.
an agem en t

ac-

counting literature
recently has featured attacks on
conventional cost accounting
systems.' These articles are
correct in their diagnosis of a
current malady: Cost accounting systems do distort information. The attacks are wrong,
however, in their prescriptions.
They argue that the problem
lies with the method by which
overhead costs are allocated.
We contend, conversely,
When professional basketball players' salaries have included individual incentives, the players have
that simply changing the methplayed to maximize their own self- interest rather than the goals of the team.
od of allocating overhead costs
will not eliminate the distortion
of information. We feel the distortion occurs because of the
systems, upper -level managers then started to believe that
com mon practice o f using cost accoun ting system s to serve
the same system could be used to evaluate and /or reward
a dual p urp ose: (1) to pro vid e in formation relevant fo r planemployees. In this way managers who had costs under conning and control and (2) to evaluate and reward managerial
trol and who were reducing costs could be identified and reperformance. As long as cost accounting systems serve this
warded. Individual incentives thus would be created to endual role, individual behavior will result in a manipulation of
courage managers to pursue the organizational goal of
any cost allocation system, even a good one, for self - serving
increasing profits.
reasons. This manipulation will frustrate an organization's
Unfortunately, while cost accounting systems can pro"team players" while rewarding individual self- servers.
duce information useful for planning and control, no cost accounting system can measure adequately which individual
THE PROBLEM
units of an organization have their costs under control because no cost allocation system can deal properly with the
he use of the same cost accounting system to accomexistence of fixed costs. Given human nature, this flaw in
modate these two purposes produces a contradiction in
cost allocation means that the individual incentives have enthe enterprise. The original function of a cost accountcouraged managers to displace organizational goals for their
ing system was to provide information for making intelligent
own self - interest. If managers realize the information gendecisions in the planning and control of scarce resources.
erated by their organization's cost accounting system will be
(An example of a properly functioning cost accounting sysused to evaluate and reward their performance, many will
tem would be timely notification about production costs that
use the information flow to determine and pursue individual
are out of control.) Noting the success of cost accounting
rewards. Instead of making decisions that will promote the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991
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Their own employees don't have a thing to
worry about, but the employees at the payroll
service bureau do.
That's because with D &B Software's PC -based
Payroll Resource, companies don't have to
pay nearly as much to
process their payroll.
They're able to realize
all the cost efficiencies
of using their own PC's.
And their own personnel. To do all the things they
used to have to do on the outside. Like running payroll and producing special reports.
In fact, our software can actually pay for itself in
eighteen to twenty -four months from the time you start
using it. As opposed to using an outside service, which
means you never stop paying for payroll processing.
And cost isn't the only advantage. Payroll
Resource allows for greater control and greater flexibility. Now, if errors are made, the payroll can be
rerun without making a special request of a service
bureau. You can create customized reports when you
need them, not at someone else's convenience.
With our built -in accounting controls, you can
be sure your payroll will be processed accurately
and on time. So it will be almost as gratifying for you
to generate paychecks as it is for your people to
receive them.
As part of the complete Human Resource package, Payroll Resource can either be used as a standalone or readily integrated with D &B Software's
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goals of their organization,
resulting in a more efficient
allocation of scarce resources, some managers
will make decisions that will
benefit themselves by improving their performance

rating. Conversely, those
who pursue organizational
goals may receive lower
performance ratings and
lower rewards. The following example illustrates such
a result.
THECASE

TABLE 1 /BUSINESS PLANNING
INFORMATION
Budgeted production for next period
Direct materials required
Direct material cost per lb.
Direct labor required
Direct labor cost per hour
Machine hours required
Machine cost per hour
Predetermined overhead application rate
(applied per machine hour)

$0.20

DIRECTCOSTING
ALTERNATIVE
n argument has been
made that the problem lies in the method of cost allocation. For example, proponents of a
direct
costing system

No cost account2 ng syy stem can
m e a s u r e a d e quately which
individual
o ro� a n iza ti on have their
costs
under

avid Middle, manager of a manufacturing
division in a highly
capital- intensive business
firm, is engaged in planning
for the next production period. The information relevant to his planning is
shown in Table 1.
Given this information,
David can calculate the total production costs of his department at $300,000 of direct costs and $200,000 of allocated
costs, a total of $500,000 ($50 per unit of output). David also
knows that, within a limit of 100,000 hours, he can run his
machines at a slower or faster pace. The tradeoff is that for
every 50 additional or fewer hours a machine operates, a reduction in one direct labor hour occurs. Thus, if David decides to run his machines 100,000 fewer hours, he will increase his department's direct costs to $310,000. Because
overhead is allocated on a machine -hour basis, allocated

overhead costs will be red uced to $180,000. Th e to tal costs
assigned to h is d ep artm en t then will b e $490,000 ($49 per
unit of output), implyin g an app arent 2% increase in produc-

tivity.
On the other hand, David could increase his machine
hours by 100,000, which would reduce his direct costs to
$290,000 but increase his allocated overhead costs to
$220,000. The total costs assigned to his department now
will be $510,000 ($51 per unit of output), implying a 2% decrease in productivity.
David realizes that the $20,000 change in allocated costs
has not been saved to the firm in the first case but, rather,
reallocated elsewhere. Neither was it incurred in the second
case but, rather, redistributed to his department from elsewhere. David knows he can save the company $10,000 by
increasing the machine utilization in his department to the
maximum. This decision, however, would make his department appear less efficient because of the increased overhead
allocation.
The question is —which decision will David make? If the
evaluation of David's performance as a manager is based at
least partially on the total costs of his department or if incentives exist to increase productivity (and disincentives to
reduce productivity), then David probably will reduce his
machine hours. This decision will be made even though the
result will be lower profits for the firm. David has chosen
to adapt his behavior to the evaluation or incentive system,
not to what is best for the organization. As a result, resources
are allocated in a way that is less than desirable for the com38

10,000 units
20,000 lbs.
$5
10,000 hrs.
$10
1,000,000 hrs.
$0.10

pany. This type of situation
may arise any time a cost information system is coupled with performance evaluations.

(where no fixed overhead is
allocated to the product)

would argue that the result

would be different if only direct costs are considered!
The result, however, would
differ

only in form, not in

substance. Simply allocat-

ing according to a different

method merely would shift
David's self- interested behavior to another behavior
inconsistent with the goals of the organization. Given the nature of people, direct costing permits managers to ignore the
impact of their decisions on the entire organization. Any cost
not allocated becomes a "free good" to the consumer of this
cost. In our example, if repair and maintenance on the machines were considered an unallocated overhead cost, David
might decide to eliminate routine maintenance in his department during the operation of the machines. He would do so
to produce an increase in his department's output, even if
the result were an unacceptable increase in machine malfunctions. In addition, fixed -cost items — larger offices, luxury cars, expensive clerical and com puter support—that are

absorbed by the whole organization without any allocated
chargeback would be overconsumed.
Such overhead costs are becoming more meaningful in
business enterprises. By not allocating such costs to any one
department, companies may lose control over them. The extent to which this scenario is occurring was revealed in a
Wall Street Journal article.' Chrysler Corporation was experiencing a continuing problem of large organizations: an insensitivity to controlling fixed costs. Chrysler reportedly
was creating financial incentives for middle managers to cut
these costs. Some theories of management behavior' assert
that perks such as opulent offices, automobiles, and lavish
travel and entertainment are becoming unaccountable forms
of compensation.
One of our Executive MBA students provided an Blustration of the problem. He recounted the experience of two
managers in his business. One came to the company from
the U.S. Coast Guard. He was characterized by the student
as a "lean and mean" manager who was very careful about
increasing the fixed costs of his department. The other manager, characterized as a "fat cat," was just the opposite. Because fixed costs were not allocated to the division, he encouraged their expansion. Subsequently, when the central
office, responding to a drastic increase in the fixed costs of
the organization, ordered a 20% reduction in these costs for
every department, the "fat cat" easily conformed (even exceeding the target) while the "lean and mean" manager
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991

If a worker does not take the time to align the cutters carefully more cookies can be produced in a shorter throughput time, but the amount
of dough used increases. Is this result really in the best interest of the firm?

could not comply. Not surprisingly, the next promotion to
corporate headquarters went to the "fat cat" while the "lean"
manager was fired.
Thus a direct costing system that eliminates the allocation of costs to individual departments again incurs the dual
problem. Fwst, individuals operating in their own self- interest will perceive no incentives to reduce fixed costs but will
perceive incentives to increase them. Second, the information is distorted because managers inefficiently will substitute fixed costs for variable costs while appearing to be more
efficient. To illustrate, because depreciation normally is
treated as a fixed cost, managers will be pressing continually
for more and larger machines than is efficient. An example
is the increasing demand for more and larger computers
than needed.
BACKTOSQUARE ONE
ome type of full cost allocation system is essential to
avoid encouraging individuals to make decisions that
ignore the interests of the total organization. The mistake contemporary cost accountants make is believing that
a method of cost allocation can be found that can both inform
decision makers of organizational goals and provide individual incentives to pursue these goals. Suggestions claiming
to do so base the proper allocation system on throughput
time or allocate costs on the basis of the life cycle of the product. Again, both allocation techniques miss the point.° Employees will adapt to these changes and distort the system
by changing their behavior to further their own self - interest,
which seldom parallels the organization's interest.
An example of such self-interested behavior would be the
willingness to sacrifice quality to reduce the throughput
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991

time of their area of activity. The response by those favoring
a throughput allocation system would be to establish parameters, such as the maintenance of a certain standard of quality. Self - interest, however, will motivate the discovery of
means that distort the system to individual advantage.
Return to our example of David Middle. David's department produces baked goods such as cookies. Each unit of
production is 100 cookies, and two pounds of dough are required to produce each unit. David now is being evaluated
and rewarded on the basis of throughput time within a given
quality standard. David knows that with careful placing of
the dough cutters, he can get 50 quality cookies out of each
pound of dough traveling down the assembly line. Yet, it
takes time to align the cutters. By not aligning them carefully, he can send more than two pounds of dough through
in the same amount of time, but he gets only 25 cookies out
of each pound. The amount of material used now is doubled,
and the costs of production have increased by $100,000 ($.10
per cookie). Throughput time, however, has been decreased, resulting both in a bonus for David and higher costs
for the firm.
No individual incentive system can be constructed that
will make persons who are determined to protect their own
self - interest also pursue the interests of their organization.
Professional sports teams have been frustrated for years in
their attempt to discover just such an individual incentive
system. When professional basketball players' salaries have
included individual incentives such as total points scored,
the players have played to maximize their own self - interest
rather than the goals of the team.
During the regular season many players with such incentive clauses play primarily to maximize their individual statistics. The team goal, which is to win games, is not their
39

primary goal.
Observing this behavior, general managers, owners, anti
coaches have attempted to tinker with the incentive or eval.
uation system in order to encourage team play. One tech
nique, for example, is to pay for producing triple double:
(the achievement of double figures in points, rebounds, and
assists in a game). In such cases, we have observed player,,
attempting to maximize the statistic they are short on in the
fourth quarter rather than doing what the team needs to win
Observers of professional basketball long have noted the dif.
ferent play, especially among key players, in the playoffs
where the bonuses are earned solely from winning as
team. The phenomenon of people adapting their behavior tc
the evaluation /incentive system is readily discernible in oth•
er professional sports as well. Note the current rules on free
agency and arbitration are
intensifying this self -serving behavior.
We can draw two conclusions from this reality:
(1) Individual, selfish behavior will negate the usefulness of any cost allocation system in contributing
to planning and control decisions, and (2) the behav
ioral style rewarded will be
that of individual self - serving, not team, play.

ment wherein employees pursue organizational goals, then
an individual reward /evaluation system cannot be used. In
other words, if you want rugged individualism out and team
participation in, rewards cannot flow from personal performance evaluations.
We believe the best means of achieving this goal is to focus on the entry point. Business enterprises should concentrate on trying to identify team players during the process
of hiring and not attempt to convert them through personal
performance rewards, once hired. An article in Business
Week' revealed how two Japanese firms had their job applicants pass through a five -step screening process, spending
about $13,000 per employee hired, to staff their U.S. plants.
These firms recognized that the optimal means to secure
team players for their organization is to recruit team players.
Recommendation No. 3.

Management needs to recognize that any alteration
of the allocation system
will be a costly transition
period. Whatever allocalion system is selected,
people will adjust their behavior to that system just
as they already have institutionalized their lives to
conform to the system now
being used. Adopting a new activity base will produce disorder as people attempt to figure out how they should adjust
their lives to conform to the new reality. 'Thus uncertainty,
insecurity, apprehension, resentment, and even anger
emerge. The larger the organization, the longer this process
will take.
A new system, therefore, should be adopted only if the
organization is determined to be committed to the revised
system over the long run. A change never should be implemented as an experiment. Before considering a change in
allocation system, every organization should consider the
following modification of an old adage seriously: "The best
allocation system is an old allocation system."
■

RECOMMENDATIONS
he use of cost accounting to evaluate or generate individual incentives has caused the information provided
by the cost accounting system to lose some of its usefulness for planning and control purposes. Also, such an individual incentive system is not very effective in the promotion of organizational goals. These observations lead to the
following recommendations:
Recommendation No. 1: Business enterprises must decouple performance evaluation /reward from their cost accounting system. The cost accounting system should be free
of everything except the purpose it originally was designed
to accomplish. In turn, the evaluation /reward system must
be based on everyone's impact on the organization, not on
their personal performance. For example, reward personnel
through profit-sharing bonuses, base evaluation of those in
production on whether the productivity of the entire enterprise was improved, and structure top management's rewards on whether the market value of the corporation's
stock did better or worse than the market as a whole.
Of course there are costs associated with adopting such
a course of action. The primary cost is that "free riders"— persons who accept the benefits of others without
contributing much of their own —will be rewarded along
with individuals making contributions to the organization.
Many of these people may be screened out at the point of
entry, but even the best recruiting practices cannot prevent
some from being hired. This limitation must be recognized
and accepted prior to adopting this recommendation. Adopting this course of action requires a commitment to the belief
that the cost of benching one's team players is significantly
higher than the cost of rewarding free riders.
Recommendation No. 2.- Management must accept the
fact that no individual reward /evaluation system is going to
succeed in getting the individual's self - interest to parallel organizational goals. If the objective is to create an environ40

i

Direct costing perm its managers
to ignore the in
of their
deeisions on the entire
organization.
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' For example, see Dennis E. Peavey, "It's Time for a Change," MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING®, February 1990, pp. 31 -35.
'Such a system would assign only variable costs. All fixed costs would be treated
as period costs and not assigned to any production unit
'7&e Wall Street Journal,November 1989.
'Michael C. Jenson and William H. Meckling, "Theory of the Firm: Managerial
Behavior, Agency Costs and Ownership Stnrcture. "JournalofFinancial Economics, 3, 1976, pp. 305 -360.
'A throughput, or life cycle, allocation system would assign costs based on the
length of time taken from the initiation of the production process to its conclusion.
See Roger Schmenner, "Escaping the Slack Holes of Cost Accounting,"Business
Horizons,January-February 1988. pp. 66.72.
' "How Does Japan Inc. Pick Its American Workers ? ", Business Week.October 3.
1988, pp. 84-88.
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AREMANAGEMENTREPORTS
ONFINANCIALSTATEMENT
RESPONSIBILITYUSEFUL?
Yes, if companiesare notconstrained by new rules and `boiler plate'
language requirements.
BY JONATHAN B- SCHIFF, CMA,
AND CLAIRE B. MAY
he management report included
voluntarily in many corporate
annual reports soon may become a requirement under a
new Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) rule. Management responsibilities for the content of financial
statements as well as the effectiveness
of the internal controls system are two
features most likely to be addressed.
This management report also is a focal
point of the March 12, 1991, exposure
draft, Internal Control—Integrated
Guidance, published by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the
Treadway Commission (COSO).
The companies that have issued management reports voluntarily have done
so in response to an earlier SEC request.
Our analysis of this voluntary compliance
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 191

over the last six years suggests these
companies have used the management
report to improve communication with
the financial statement user and corporate stakeholder communities.
We will examine the annual reports
of 25 large industrial companies for
1985.90. Well see which of these companies have included management reports voluntarily and analyze the
strengths and weaknesses of those reports. The experiences of these companies can demonstrate how management reports can be more useful so
that if the SEC does require their inclusion, the result will be better information for financial statement users.

PREVENTINGABUSE
nterest in the management report
began around 1977 when Congress
passed the Foreign Corrupt Prac-

tices Act (FCPA) to control questionable or illegal foreign payments by
U.S. companies. To improve the veracity of financial reporting and to prevent
abuses from occurring, the FCPA also
required that all public companies
keep adequate records of their financial activities and maintain a system of
internal accounting controls.
To further these goals, in 1979 the
SEC proposed a rule that would have
required management of publicly traded firms to include a "Report of Management's Responsibilities" in the annual reports to stockholders. in this
report, management would have acknowledged its responsibility for internal accounting control. This proposed
rule was withdrawn, however, because
of opposition to a requirement that this
statement be examined and reported
on by an independent accountant. The
management report's costs versus
41

benefits were questioned.
The SEC was willing to withdraw its
proposal because it felt that "private
sector initiatives for public reporting
on internal accounting control had
been significant and should be allowed
to continue. "' The SEC proposed maximum flexibility with respect to content but noted that it would monitor
the voluntary initiative. The SEC
stressed the importance of having
good internal control systems and
communicating some level of assurance to the investing public.
Beginning in the late 1970s, the private sector began to report voluntarily
on management responsibilities for
the financial information contained in
corporate annual reports. During the

1980s, however, the press began reporting a growing number of sensational financial misdeeds, several of
them tied to fraudulent reporting by
public companies such as Baldwin United and ZZ Best.' The business
community and Congress became
alarmed at these reports. As a result,
the National Commission on Fraudulent Financial Reporting was formed.
This private - sector group was headed
by Chairman James C. Treadway, Jr.,
and was called the Treadway Commission after its chairman.
The Treadway Commission Report,
issued in 1987, focused on the management report. The Commission considered this report to be important evidence of the responsibilities at the

MANAGEMENT REPORT
The Treadway Commisson recommended that the management report include
these elements:
1. Management's responsibility for the financial statements, specifically for:
• Preparing the financial statements so that they are presented fairly in
accordance with GAAP on a consistent basis and not misstated due
to material fraud or error.
• Preparing the other information in the annual report to shareholders
and ensuring that such information is correct and consistent with the
financial statements.
• Determining the estimates and judgments used in preparing the
financial statements.
2. Management's responsibility for establishing and maintaining a system 04
internal controls designed to provide reasonable assurance as to the
integrity and reliability of the financial statements, protection of assets,
and the prevention and detection of fraudulent financial reporting.
Management discussion also should include:
• Management's opinion as to the effectiveness of the company's
internal controls as of the end of the company's fiscal year or at some
other point in time during the fiscal year.
i
• Description of management's basis for its opinion of the company's I
internal controls.
• Management's statements that it has responded appropriately to the
recommendations of internal auditors and independent public
accountants concerning the company's internal control system.
In addition to these required elements, companies would have the option of
including additional information:
• Financial records, documents, and minutes of important meetings that
are made available to the independent public accountant and the
validity and accuracy of the representations that are made to the
independent public accountant.
• Change in independent public accountants during the year.
• Reporting relationship within the company of individuals with significant
.4
roles in the financial reporting process.
■ Inherent limits of internal control.
• Existence of a code of conduct that is monitored and enforced; this
discussion also could include an assurance of the company's compliance
with the code.
• Uncertainties that could have a material impact on the financial
statements.

highest level of management for preparing reliable financial information.
The management report would include statements specifying management's responsibility for the financial
statements and for the system of internal control (see Table 1). The Commission's report also proposed broadening the scope of "internal accounting
controls" to cover transactions that are
not a part of the accounting control
system but that require management
to use significant estimates and judgments.'
The Treadway Report attracted
much attention from the business
community, Congress, and the SEC. In
July 1988, the SEC issued an exposure
draft that endorsed most of the Treadway Commission recommendations
shown in Table 1 and that would require a management report to be included in annual reports and filings to
the Commission. The SEC proposed
auditor involvement with this report,
particularly with respect to the status
of the system of internal control.

ELEMENTSOFTHEMANAGEMENT
REPORT
entral to the Treadway recommendations and the SEC exposure draft are seven key elements these groups say should be
included in the management report:
• A statement of management's responsibilities,
• A discussion and assessment of internal controls,
• A description of the role of the internal auditors,
• A description of the role of the independent auditors,
• A discussion of the audit committee,
• A discussion of the ethics policy,
and
• A signature of management.
What was intended by the Treadway /SEC proposals, and what are the
issues confronting firms that are considering the inclusion of these elements in their management reports?
Internal Controls.The FCPA outfined four basic objectives of a system
of "effective internal controls ": (1)
transactions should be properly authorized and recorded so financial statements can be prepared in accordance
with generally accepted accounting
principles; (2) asset accountability
should be maintained; (3) assets
should be properly safeguarded from
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991

unauthorized use; and (4) assets on
hand should be compared with
records to identify any discrepancies.*
The five organizations that sponsored the Treadway Commission are
attempting further clarification of "effective internal controls." A task force
was set up to develop guidelines that
would bring together and reconcile
the various concepts, definitions, and
terms used to describe internal control.° This process resulted in the publication of the 332 -page exposure draft
(ED), Internal Control Integrated
Framework, which includes an entire
chapter on the topic of the management report and provides an illustrative report that is quite a departure
from the voluntary practice of most
firms to date.
Role oflnternal and IndependentAuditors.The Treadway Commission and

the SEC have urged internal auditors
to become more involved in the financial reporting process and to meet regularly with a company's audit committee. Intemal auditors should be a
major source of information about possible irregularities and should evaluate
internal control system effectiveness.
The chief internal auditor should have
a highly visible position within the organization at a top level. The internal
audit function should have upper management's complete and acknowledged support.
The independent auditor also must
play a key role in this process. Statements on Auditing Standards (SAS)
Nos. 55, 60, and 61, issued in April

1988, increased CPAs' responsibilities
for understanding the internal control
system and communicating any material weaknesses found during the audit
to management and the audit committee.
Audit Committee. Treadway /SEC
recommendations are that the management report include a section on
audit committee responsibilities. The
Treadway Commission recommended
that the SEC mandate that virtually all
registrants (except any small public
companies for which it may be too burdensome) have an audit committee
composed of a majority of independent
directors. Treadway's view was that
"an informed, diligent audit committee
represents the single most potentially
effective influence for minimizing
fraudulent financial reporting and that
audit committees are an integral part
of internal controls.
The perception has been that the
main duties of many audit committees
have been to review annual reports
with the independent auditor and receive periodic reports from internal auditors. The Treadway Commission
wants the role expanded to include reviewing the company's "code of conduct," putting a fraud "risk assessment" program in place, increasing
oversight of quarterly financial reporting, and reviewing the independence
of public accountants. It also wants to
require a letter from the chairman of
the audit committee describing committee activities. This is a separate issue that is open to much debate and

Signers of the management report in the 1989 annual reports primarily were the CEO, CFO,
and controller.
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Will the
management report
accomplish what
has been envisioned
forit by the
Treadway
Commission and
the SEC?
objected to by many parties.
The Commission also stressed the
provision of adequate corporate resources and the authorization to carry
out these duties. The pragmatic "how
to" of these points, however, has yet to
be addressed in detail by many firms.
Analysis of Management Reports.
Several public accounting firms, including Arthur Andersen, Price Waterhouse, and Coopers & Lybrand, have
questioned the need for new SEC rules
in this area. Their main objection is the
possible misinterpretation that would
be caused by the SEC's attempt to associate the outside auditor with the
management report. The SEC is proposing that management include a
statement noting that it has responded
to significant recommendations made
by the outside auditor concerning the
internal control system. Implicit in this
statement is the assumption that the
auditor has done considerable work to
provide a professional opinion on that
system. At present the auditor is required to review only certain aspects of
the company's internal controls in order to plan the audit Thus, concerns
exist that the size of the audit and auditor responsibility would increase materially. Many corporate financial executives share this concern.
If the SEC proceeds with its requirement that companies issue management reports, companies that have
not been doing so should look more
closely at the reports that companies
have issued voluntarily —what the reports have included, how they've
changed over the last several years,
and how informative or limited they
have been.
Table 2 includes the 25 largest industrial companies in the Fortune 500
for 1987. We analyzed annual reports
of these companies for six consecutive
years, 1985 -90, to see whether they in43

TABLE 2 /MANAGEMENT REPORT ON FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS RESPONSIBILITY IN THE ANNUAL
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cluded management reports and, if so,
what the reports said. Table 3 summarizes the number of annual reports to
stockholders that included management reports and shows the percentage of companies that included the elements suggested by the 1987
Treadway Commission Report and the
1988 SEC proposal.
As the tables indicate, 84% of these
top 25 companies included a management report in 1985, while in 1988 the
percentage went up to 88%. The exceptions in 1985 were Exxon, Texaco,
Shell Oil, and Tenneco. By 1988 Shell
and Texaco had added the report.
Some reports were quite detailed,
such as General Electric's in 1988 and
Chrysler's in 1990; others were quite
succinct, such as FJR Nabisco's in
1987 and Occidental's in 1990.
Table 3 also shows that all the recommended elements— except the ethics policy and the signature of manageanage44
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44°

4

1

1

16%

4%

4%

ment
were included more than 80%
ment—were
of the time by all companies from 1985
on, with the largest gain to 100% on all
these issues by 1988. (This increase
probably is a result of the Treadway /SEC proposals.) The weakest areas were a discussion of the ethics policy (from 19% in 1985 to 43% in 1990)
and the actual signature of top management (from 48% in 1985 to 86% in
1988). Adherence to or existence of an
ethics policy is the most difficult area
about which to give reasonable assurance of compliance, which may be the
reason management seems reluctant
to include it Moreover, signing the report may imply some greater degree of
personal responsibility for the points
in the management report as compared with the rest of the annual report
and the 10-K Company management,
of course, has responsibility for the entire report.
Signers of the management report

for the 1989 annual reports primarily
were the CEO, CFO, and controller.
Table 2 summarizes the signers included in these reports.
The management report does seem
to be "the voice of management" itself
rather than the voice of the external
auditors. We found no correlation
among companies sharing the same
independent accounting firms. For example, Price Waterhouse audited nine
of the 25 firms, but each company's
management report differed in the
quantity and content focus of the information disclosed.
Companies differed mostly, however, in the specific disclosures they
stressed. For example, Chrysler emphasized the role of the audit committee, whereas IBM every year described conducting its business with
the "highest ethical standards," specifically within written IBM Business
Conduct Guidelines. The findings indicate that some oil companies disclosed
the least information; in other industries, such as the auto industry, there
were no common conclusions to be
drawn among industry reports. There
also seemed to be no correlation between the amount and type of disclosures made within a company and its
profit/loss history over the six -year period.
In general, by 1985 the companies
seemed to establish their policies for
what information to disclose in the
management report, and although the
effects of the Treadway /SEC recommendations were seen by 1988, most
companies did not change their wording very much from year to year.
SOME MANAGEMENT REPORTS
DESERVEPRAISE
he following companies deserve
special mention because they
provided the most detailed management reports, adopted the most
Treadway /SEC recommendations,
and showed an evolution of their management reports over the six-year period studied.
In 1988, Chrysler Corporation presented one of the most complete and
detailed management reports. It includes statements about its "strong internal auditing program that independently assesses the effectiveness of
the internal controls and recommends
possible improvements." The report
also states that Chrysler's managers
"have considered the internal and the
independent auditors' recommendations concerning the internal control
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991

TABLE 3 /SUMMARY OF ELEMENTS IN MANAGEMENT
REPORT
25 Companies Reviewed
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1.Statement on
Management
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3. Role of Internal
Auditors
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Independent
Auditors
5. Audit Committee
Discussion
6. Mention of
Ethics Policy
7. Signature of
Management
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36%
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The management report does seem
to be `the voice ofmanagement' itself
rather than the voice ofthe external
auditors.
system, and have taken appropriate actions to respond to these recommendations." This was the only management report we reviewed that included
this statement. Chrysler also recognized its "responsibility for fostering a
strong ethical climate" through written policies and even established a
Business Practices Office to assess
compliance with these policies regarding the "necessity of ensuring open
communication, potential conflicts of
interest, compliance with laws, including those of financial disclosure, and
the confidentiality of proprietary information." This report seemed to be the
most open, with responsibility firmly
taken and with fewer "standardized"
statements.
Until 1988, Texaco did not have a
management report, only a separate,
brief discussion of the audit committee. Then in 1988 it began to include
a management report. Management
claimed a "long- established policy to
maintain a control -conscious environMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991

ment and an effective internal control
system throughout its worldwide operations." Another strong statement was
this one: "These controls are complemented by Texaco's internal auditors,
who conduct regular and extensive internal audits throughout the company."
Chevron had prepared a bare -bones
report until 1988, when it added more
precise, expanded statements on the
independent auditors' functions:
"Management has made available to
Price Waterhouse all Company financial records and related data, as well as
the minutes of stockholders' and directors' meetings." In previous years,
Chevron had not mentioned the CPA
firm's role at all. No other company
disclosed as much information in this
area.
General Electric also had a very
thorough report with language more
specific to its company situation. For
example, it included this statement in
1986: "In a few important instances,

where there is no single specified accounting principle or standard, management made a choice from reasonable, accepted alternatives, using
methods which it believes are prudent
for G.E." The report also strongly
states that G.E. has programs in place
designed "to make it clearly understood that deviation from Company
policies will not be tolerated." This
1986 report was in place before the
Treadway Commission, so there was
no need to modify the 1988 report because the company already had taken
its own initiative.
In 1987, Dow Chemical published a
basic four -point management report,
mentioning that 'The Company is responsible for the integrity and objectivity of the financial statements" and that
it had an audit committee, an internal
audit staff, and a CPA firm. In 1988,
management acknowledged more responsibility for the financial statements' being "free from material misstatement or error" and included
"amounts based on management's
best estimates and judgments." Management also took responsibility for
other information in the report and for
"fostering a strong ethical climate."
The internal control system is mentioned as one established to provide
reasonable assurance of the "prevention and detection of fraudulent financial reporting." The company's management report, however, was not
signed in any year.
When we took a wider look at management report content beyond the
largest 25 companies we found that a
few companies, notably Merck & Co.
and Quaker Oats, in 1990 characterized their systems of internal control
as "strong" as opposed to the more
standardized descriptors of "adequate" and/ or "reasonable." These
more positive innovative assertions regarding internal control probably result from an intention to communicate
their commitment to a proactive, "lead ing -edge" approach to internal control.
MANAGEMENT REPORT
WEAKNESSES
he management reports issued
voluntarily by the Fortune 500
companies appear at first to be evidence that the business accounting
community can be relied on for selfregulation and voluntary initiatives,
but some critics argue that the reports
are not as meaningful as the Treadway
Commission probably intended. The
statement of management's responsi45

• The category of controls being addressed (controls over the reliability of the entity's published financial
statements).
• A statement about the inherent limitations of internal control systems.
• A frame of reference for reporting —that is, the standard against
which the internal control system is
measured. This report can be used
to establish such a standard after
the public exposure process is complete.
• Management's conclusion on the
effectiveness of the internal control
system. If material weaknesses exist, precluding a statement that the
system is effective, a description of
the material weaknesses should be
included.
• The date management's conclusion
is made.
• The names of the report signers.
These requirements are a departure from the current content of management reports, not necessarily in
amount of information recommended
but in the style and approach of the reports. Even some of the best reports
do not satisfy these proposed requirements.
The COSO recommendation, if
adopted as is, may bolster another criticism of the published management reports. Are they going to be perceived
as just another "standardized" report
without meaningful information specific to the company that issues them?
46

It is doubtful that
any management
will admit that it
does not have a
strong internal
control system while
it is assuring
interested parties
that it has a firm
grip on its
company!

SEC? If the management report becomes a requirement in the form presently set forth by the SEC, companies
probably will confine themselves to a
standardized "boiler plate" text that
may not create value or provide incremental information to readers of financial statements.
Given the strong voluntary effort by
industry and the diversity of approaches to the management report, the SEC
should consider keeping the report as
a voluntary annual report element, one
that can be used by companies to enhance the total quality of communication with stakeholders.
■
Jonathan B. Schiff CMA, CIA, Ph.D., is

professor of accounting, Fairleigh Dickinson University, and editor of IMA's
"Controllers Update" and "Cost Management Update.' He was a member of
the Treadway Commission Internal
Controls Implementation Group. He is a

Finally, if the SEC does require
companies to issue management reports, how will smaller companies bear
the costs involved to provide the information called for by the SEC? Many
small companies already are concerned that they will be spending more
time, energy, and funds on ensuring
internal controls, much less having
them audited, than will be of benefit to
externally. We
anyone, internally
agree with their concerns.
or

bilities, for example, appears to hold
top management accountable, but in
this age of aggressive litigation, management must be cautious and not say
too much or too little in order to protect itself. It is doubtful that any management will admit that it does not
have a strong internal control system
while it is assuring interested parties
that it has a firm grip on its company!
Management also must be careful to
state that while it wants to ensure fair
presentation of the financial statements and good internal controls, the
approach should meet a cost /benefit
test.
It is difficult at this time to give even
reasonable assurance on the adequacy
(if indeed "adequacy" is an appropriate
goal) of an internal control system because internal control has not been defined nor have guidelines been formulated for companies to follow.
The COSO draft recommends that
the following items be contained in a
management report:

KEEPTHEREPORTVOLUNTARY
orporations obviously do not
want more government intervention in regulating public reporting, but there is increasing pressure
on companies and the accounting profession to ensure the prevention and
detection of fraudulent financial reporting. Highly publicized business
and audit failures in recent times are
increasing, and, although relatively
few, they still cast a shadow on the
whole issue of the adequacy of internal
controls, thereby engendering even
more concerns. As Deloitte Haskins &
Sells noted in its 1981 survey on management reports, "If the business community does not respond in a positive
manner to the SEC's call for an effective voluntary initiative, the management report issue may once again receive a high priority by the SEC." Ten
years later, we see exactly that occurrence.
Will the management report accomplish what has been envisioned for it
by the Treadway Commission and the
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TRAINING
YOURBOSS
How you communicate is as important as
what you say.

BY WILLIAM BLAIS, CMA
he two owners of a small company were presented with a forecast of working capital every
week. One of the owners was

very enthusiastic about the information and felt that it was invaluable for
short-term planning. The other owner
kept complaining that the working
capital forecast was useless because "it
had too much detail, and the individual
Uniphoto /Roger

numbers in the forecast did not seem
to tie into each other." It appeared that
the second owner had a difficult time
absorbing written material. In order to
give him a better understanding of the
information in the forecast, a bar graph
was inserted. The graph gave a quick
overview of the details in the report. It
allowed the second owner to grasp the
numbers in the report, and it helped
everyone to identify important trends.
The moral of this story is that people absorb and understand information in different ways. As managers, we
all have been involved with training
subordinates, but how much thought
goes into training the boss? Whether
you know it or not you actually are
teaching things to your boss all the
time. Whenever you present information —for example, explaining relationships among data that you compiled
and analyzed in an effort to show how
the company is performing —you and
your boss are in the roles of teacher
and learner, respectively.
How do you as an accounting professional communicate to someone
with limited formal training in accounting or someone who does not have
your particular expertise within the accounting field? You have the responsibility to teach your boss enough so
that he or she can use financial information effectively. Making sure that
the receivers of financial information
have a basic understanding of accounting concepts is an integral part of the
financial and managerial reporting
process.
Even if your boss has an accounting
background you probably still have
skills and knowledge he lacks. For example, you may have an expertise in
taxation, costing, or computer science.
A boss with a financial background
may need to be updated on current
regulations or new computer auditing
techniques. As the boss moved up the
hierarchy, technical skills may have
given way to the need to develop his
administrative skills. It is usually not
feasible for someone in upper management to know everything about your
job. Because you are a professional, he
or she can delegate the details to you
and know the work will be completed.

WNY TRAINING ISIMPORTANT

"Jab ... Jab..." You can prepare your boss just as a trainer advises his boxer.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/SEPTEMBER1951

eaching your boss can be beneficial for him or her, the company,
and yourself. Educating the boss
in accounting techniques will give him
more respect for your profession. If
the boss has experienced poor rela
47

tions with financial people in the past,
then he may harbor negative feelings
toward all financial people as bearers
of bad news, company policemen, or
just not very sympathetic to his own
objectives.
Teaching accounting techniques to
upper management is challenging and
rewarding. Chances are good that
your boss is pretty sharp. Even if he
doesn't have a financial background he
probably climbed up the company ladder by being quick with figures and always on the ball. Trying to teach a
highly motivated individual material
that may be out of his field is an enriching experience.
First, make sure your boss knows
what your duties are. Most bosses are
not aware of the numerous tasks performed by their subordinates. Getting
your boss involved in your work will
make him aware of all the work that
you perform and will bring more recognition to you. By understanding
your duties, the boss will be in a better
position to help you develop professionally. He is better able to set realistic goals for you that, in turn, will
help the company prosper.
The more the boss understands
what you are capable of doing, the
more you can offer him in the way of
reporting. It is common for a boss to
wish he had access to data, not knowing that the information already is
available. Developing an understanding of how accounting information
flows will help the boss request what
he really needs.
Anything you can do to help your
boss will benefit your career. Showing
your boss that you understand what he
needs to know will make him feel that
you are a complete professional. He
will be more comfortable delegating
responsibilities to you, and he will
keep you in mind as a candidate for future promotions.
TAILOR YOUR TEACHING
TECHNIQUES
f you tailor your teaching technique
to your boss's style, it will help
make the learning process more effective. Analyze your boss's learning
style. How does the boss absorb and
process information: through visual,
auditory, or kinesthetic or "hands -on"
learning?
If your boss needs to look at pictures and charts, or if he needs to see
something in writing before being able
to understand it he is a visual learner.
Someone who likes to hear oral re48
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Graphs often communicate trends better than written reports.

ports is an auditory learner. The last
type, a kinesthetic learner, needs to
participate actively in doing the work
while he learns.
Experts in the field of learning theory claim that 95-99% of people have
one predominant learning style. By the
same token, 10-12% of the population
are deficient in absorbing information
in at least one of the three learning
styles. These statistics strongly imply
that if you are passing along management information in the wrong form
(i.e., a written report to a hands -on
learner), then that information may become lost
There are some indications of your
boss' learning style you can spot His
office will contain many clues to his
particular style. If there are charts on
the walls, if the chalkboard is used frequently, or if there are books, reports,
and memos on his desk, then probably
he is a visual learner. Partially completed projects, prototypes, and physical
models in an office signify a hands -on
learner. An auditory learner is the
most difficult type to predict if the only
clues are the physical surroundings,
but if there is no evidence of visual or
hands -on stimuli the boss may be an
auditory learner.
Another indicator of someone's
learning style is the way he or she
presents information to others. Individuals tend to teach the same way
they learn. If your boss prefers to talk
to people in person rather than sending memos, then he may not like reading reports. Once you have a feel for
your boss's learning style, you can design management information to

match it
If you are presenting information to
the visual learner, try to use visual
aids. Multicolored graphs, a chalkboard, and overheads are easy tools to
use. Written reports and spreadsheets
should be well organized and easy to
read. Make sure your reports are concise, that they have summaries, and
that they have subheadings so the
boss can read through them quickly. It
also is important to note that visual
learners have a preference between
written reports and graphics.
Remember when you present information orally, eye contact is important.
Also, try to have the boss's undivided
attention. Do not try to explain something new while he is working on
something else. If possible, have the
secretary or assistant hold all telephone calls, and you should close the
door so that no interruptions occur. It
is more effective to sit by your boss's
side rather than across the table from
him.
When you are communicating to a
hands-on learner, use an example that
you already have worked through.
This way your attention will not be diverted toward figuring out the problem, so the logic will appear more organized. If you are talking about the
cost of a product, bring small parts to
the meeting room, or show the boss
around the production area or stockroom.
The controller of a manufacturing
company felt that he could reduce inventory carrying costs and machine
setup time significantly by standardizing one of the product lines into a sinMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991

gle product. Rather than just give management some figures to examine, the
controller brought the product into the
conference room. After the controller
demonstrated what needed to be done
with the item in hand, wrote the proposal on the chalkboard, and made an
oral presentation, everyone in the
room was able to understand the information presented regardless of his or
her individual learning styles.

WHATSHOULDYOUTEACH?
hat should you teach your
boss? You should ask him.
Many bosses feel frustrated
because they do not understand the
flow of information, so they are not
aware of the wealth of data available to
them. Think about the decisions your
boss has to make. If he is involved with
irivestment decisions, make sure he
understands the concepts of discounting cash flows and internal rates of return. If he works with budgets and
profit planning, explain the interactions of different types of variances and
how each type monitors strengths and
weaknesses within the organization.

The biggest hurdle to understanding any new discipline is learning the
terminology. Make sure that all terms
are defined clearly. If you are presenting information with new terms, do not
define the terms at the beginning and
expect your boss to recall their meanings as they are used. Terms and concepts will be remembered more easily
if you present them only as they become needed.
Use language that he understands.
A boss with an engineering background will become enthused with
quantitative analysis, but a boss with a
sales background might block out that
type of information. Do not assume
how much a boss understands. Find a
way to ask what he already knows
without appearing threatening. If you
say, "You probably know what that
means," then he may be uncomfortable admitting that he does not understand.
Do not try to explain with too much
detail. Your boss does not need to
memorize IRS codes or other trivia.
The idea is to help him understand
broad concepts. He should not be expected to learn your job.

The most important thing to model
to your boss is ethical behavior. Sometimes organizations try to curb ethical
standards if they feel those standards
are unrealistic or impractical. Accountants need to show their bosses that
they follow a strict code of ethics and
that in the long term, the company will
benefit from those standards. Make
the boss aware of your code of ethics,
and he will have more respect for you
and more faith in the information you
provide him.
Tailor your presentation carefully.
Choose an appropriate time for the
meeting, and make a firm appointment. Do not pick a time when the
boss is likely to have his mind on other
matters. A presentation scheduled
right before an important board meeting would not be wise because the
boss probably will not be able to concentrate on your subject. A pre -lunch
meeting may be a poor choice, too, if
the boss is hungry.
Be aware of your nonverbal communication. Watch your attitude and
body language. Do not look annoyed if
the boss does not catch on right away.
Always use positive reinforcement. It
will be as effective on your boss as it
is with you and your subordinates.
Make sure that your remarks are sincere rather than condescending. It is
never a good idea to appear condescending to anyone, especially your
boss. You do not want the boss to think
you are talking down to him.
Technology is forcing managers today to gain broader skills. Computers
are eliminating many clerical employees, and, as a result, upper -level managers have easier access to more data.
In his role of providing information to
help management make better decisions, the management accountant has
to ensure that the receivers of information have the basic knowledge necessary to use it properly. Effective accounting professionals will recognize
that training the boss is part of their
job. That is why it is important to approach this important role in an aggressive fashion.
■
William Blais, CMA, is employed at
Wood Structures Inc., Box 347, Biddeford, ME 04005, (207 )282 -7556. He
submitted this article through the Southern Maine Chapter.

It you sit or stand next to the boss your communication will be more effective.
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Performance
Measurement
Follow this step-by-step approach used by the J.I. Case Agricultural
Equipment Group to achieve, world -class manufacturing status.
BY MICHAEL R. SELLENHEIM
Certificate of Merit 199a91.

erformance measurements in a world -class manufacturing (WCM) environment are not new. They
have existed for years, but they have not been recognized as a reportable item. The measurements
will become useful to the management of an organization only if the data are compiled into a valuable report Management needs to know how effective its plant is by identifying

which activities are operating successfully and which activities are operating poorly.
An effective report should:
• Satisfy a specific need not met by other reports.
• Be prepared on a timely basis with relevant and objective
information.
• Be understandable to the users and useful to the organization in measuring the operation's performance.
Specific performance measurements will vary among or-

J.I. Cas e Ma gnum'" tractor in the field.
5n
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ganizations, depending upon the critical success factors established. However, the measurements can be broken down
into several categories. An in -depth look at five general categories of performance measurements that are found in a
world -class manufacturing environment follows: quality, delivery, production process time, flexibility, and finance costs.
(See Table 1.)
QUALITY
istorically, quality has been measured on the inspection approach, which is, "Build the product first,
check it over later." The product moved from the production line to the quality inspection department By contrast, WCM builds the quality control into the design and
production process. The WCM strategy is "do it right the
first time." It starts by certifying supplier quality and ensuring all purchased materials are free from defect It involves
training your production workers to perform their jobs with
an attitude of quality in mind and a sense of pride in performance. It involves the use of statistical process control— tracking variations from product specifications in the
production process.
WCM quality is driven by the attitude and actions that
generate customer satisfaction, a key quality measurement
Attention should be given to the firm's products and services, market, employees, and community in which your
firm operates. The objective is to have your employees work
together as a winning team, become creative, and contribute
toward the growth and success of their operations. In turn,
the company's image and reputation in the community
should be one of pride and respect Finally, the end product
and service should be the best in the field for your customer
market Customer satisfaction can be assessed by:
1. Surveying the market of recent customers about their satisfaction regarding the product and service quality.
2. Recording the number of complaints and letters of satisfaction received.
3. Maintaining a log on the percent of repeat sales to existing customers.
4. Surveying employees through interviews to see how they
perceive the company and obtaining feedback on their
satisfaction as a customer in the organization.

Jrr

The information gathered in the field on product performance should be relayed to the plant quickly. Types of measurements can include feedback on customer satisfaction as
well as warranty claims made on the product, including the
number of occurrences, the number of reoccurrences, the
warranty dollars, and the number of service repairs on product units compared to the age of the product
Production quality can be measured in terms of the number of good units built off the line per day. Develop a daily
rate, and track the percent of good units built to the total
units completed. The plant's goal should be 100%. A manufacturing plant's inventory control is another measurement
reflecting quality. Inventory levels on hand and the ability
to maintain accurate inventory records is critical. Does the
plant have the right parts on hand to make the product?
Case, a division of Tenneco, Inc., Houston, is in the process
of implementing just-in-time UM procedures and controls
for running plant operations. The
concept includes, but
is not limited to, the following factors:
■ Facility rationalization. (Eliminate the wasted space, and
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991

WCM strategy:
`Do it right the first time.'
develop efficient building utilization.)
• Work flow improvements. (Does the inventory material
flow efficiently with minimal material handling ?)
• Producing the right product (Does the facility have the
ability to make the product efficiently, or should the product be outsourced)?
• Material requirements planning and production scheduling. (Eliminate the production bottlenecks, and schedule
to level product flow.)
• Flexibility. (Is the plant able to produce the product just
in time? Can it switch product types quickly to meet orders and changes required in a given day ?)
• Supplier involvement (Ensure that the incoming product
is of proper quality as it enters your plant and that incoming quantities are correct for production needs and not
excessive.)
The JIT implementation helps reduce inventory levels,
better controlling inventory because there is less of it WCM
facilities achieve 95% to 100% accuracy of inventory on hand.
Finally, inventory levels in a WCM facility are measured by
the dollar amount comparisons of raw material, work in process, and finished goods to the prior period. Dollar amounts
are at standard cost How many days' supply of inventory is
on hand is important as well as control turns or the level of
inventory on hand. How many times will it turn over in a period, i.e., one year, at the current levels of production output?

DELIVERY MEASURES
he second category of performance measurements
critical in WCM is consistent on -time deliveries. The
measurement is the percent of scheduled orders delivered on time. The WCM goal is 100% on -time delivery of
100% quality product/service output The goal applies to
both deliveries coming into the plant as well as the product
deliveries leaving the plant
On products leaving the plant, the measurement is comparing the daily actual shipments against the scheduled
shipment rate. Thus, if your product's schedule calls for 45
units shipped per day, and your plant only shipped 30 units
per day, the successful delivery rate is 66%. Any unnecessary
or unplanned production schedule changes are wasted efforts and must be avoided unless they add significant value.
Unplanned, short-notice schedule changes can be most costly to operations, depending on the level of manufacturing
flexibility. Schedule changes should be well planned and
minimized. The plant can design a simple report to identify
several factors in the production process that contribute to
late delivery, including tracking the number of engineering
changes to the product design /production process and the
number of production schedule changes.
On incoming products, delivery dates on purchase orders
can be compared to the actual receipt of supplier goods. The
material receipt document could have a delivery status section listing three boxes identified as either on -time delivery,
early delivery, or late delivery.
Also, a space could be provided on the receiver to write
down the scheduled delivery date and the actual date the
goods are received. As the receipt date is compared to the
51

delivery date on the purchase order, the proper box can be
checked off. A supplier's performance can be tracked easily
on a year -to -date basis, indicating the frequency of on -time,
early, and late deliveries. It is important for the supplier to
provide deliveries on time as they play a critical role in the
plant's inventory and production performance.

PRODUCTION PROCESS TIME MEASURES
he third WCM measurement category involves the
goal of minimizing manufacturing process time —a
key factor for a plant to achieve improved quality, delivery time, flexibility, and lower cost. Process time reductions are achieved through reduction of manufacturing lot
sizes of parts on hand; establishing production cells where
like parts are produced in the same area of the plant; minimizing the physical distance material moves through the
plant; and cross training employees to enable them to complete more than one task. They also must be taught the attitude of quality and the ability to inspect the quality of their
own work.
A WCM measurement gauges the total production process time from start to finish. Total production process time
is compared to the delivery lead time offered to the market
customer to arrive at a ratio. The production process time
includes the time from ordering the necessary parts and
components from suppliers to the completion of the finished
product produced by the plant. The production process time
has to be less than the delivery lead time to provide customer satisfaction. The delivery lead time should provide you a
competitive advantage.
The primary causes for production process delays are related to part shortages in inventory. The inventory either is
not in the plant or the location of it is unknown. Good inventory control and material requirements planning are necessary to minimize costly part shortages.

FLEXIBILITY MEASURES
he fourth measurement category addresses how well
the operation can adapt to changes from ordering
parts and components to the completion and delivery
of finished products. Flexibility includes the
following objectives and measurements:

used is evidence of the manufacturer's flexibility. The
fewer the parts and processes, the greater the flexibility
and efficiency of operations. The greater the number of
common or standardized parts used in the products produced, the greater the flexibility. A report can be created
showing the average number of different end items on
which each part was used. This report could be compared
to a prior period to measure the progress on commonality
of parts.
A WCM objective is to standardize the parts and processes as early as possible in the production process. Begin with
supplier parts, component parts, and subassemblies. The
variability should be pushed as far as possible to the finished
assembly processes, which will require the most variability
depending on the types of product produced.
Another factor in establishing flexibility is the size of the
product's bill of material (BOW. The objective is to minimize the BOM. Fewer levels mean simpler processes. To
measure, one would determine the average lowest -level
number in all of the plant's BOMB, such as 2, 3, 6, etc.
Finally, the lead time required for new product introduction is critical to success. Firms that can minimize product
lead time introductions will establish a competitive advantage in the marketplace. Those that can react quickly and
meet the customer needs will be successful.

FINANCE COST MEASURES
he fifth category represents the financial reports
needed to provide useful management information on
a timely basis. The financial management reports
should be the common denominator for all areas of the manufacturing operation. The critical cost measure is the firm's
cost of production or how much it costs to run the manufacturing operation.
The Case Company has moved in the direction of measuring total cost of production, but the current report structure does not categorize the cost information in a manner
that enables management to measure the progress improvements in the operation. First, performance cannot be measured by the total cost alone because a cost increase does

f

1. Setup time reduction. How fast can a plant
convert production from one product type
to another? The shorter the time required,
the more flexible the operation. The measurement is comparing setup time as a percent of total production process time.
2. Downtime reduction. Preventive maintenance is a key requirement in WCM. Measure the production downtime (or machine
uptime, on the positive side) as a percent
of the total production process time.
3. Material handling reduction. The shop
floor layout should place like processes
and machines producing similar parts in a
common area (production cell) to minimize the distance material has to be handled in the plant. The material handling
time should be measured as a percent of
the total production process time.
4. Commonality of parts and processes. The
number of different parts and processes
52
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not necessarily mean a deterioration in performance. A cost
increase will result if production volumes are increased to
meet increases in market demand. Second, total hourly labor or total general expense does not tell you what costs are
adding value and what costs are not. Third, the current reporting places emphasis on direct labor dollars and direct
labor movement. Direct labor is one element of total cost,
but it represents less than 5% of the total Agricultural Group
cost of production, while material cost represents over 70%.
A recommended cost of production schedule would separate the firm's cost into material cost, the major cost component, and conversion cost, all other cost incurred in converting the material into your finished product. The firm's
conversion cost then can be divided into two manageable
categories —value added and nonvalue added. The goal is to
minimize (eliminate where possible) the nonvalue activity in
the production process. Installing just -in -time manufacturing attempts to reduce waste in all forms at the plant. Two
key measurements are scrap and rework. Scrap and rework
represent failure in the production process to produce high quality products. Both need to be eliminated. Other nonvalue -added activities that need to be eliminated are material
movements, after- the -fact inspection, setup time, and downtime.
Comparing the nonvalue cost as a percent of value -added
activity on a weekly, monthly, or year -to -date basis will indicate whether your operation is improving on eliminating
nonvalue waste.
Previously, labor measurements also have focused on direct labor productivity and on individual cost center performance. The WCM approach measures performance by dividing the quantity of quality finished goods produced by the
total number of production hours or total number of people
required to make those products. The time period for tracking this ratio is daily, weekly, monthly, and year to date. Total production hours or total people would reflect all those
worked by hourly and salaried employees on the associated
product lines.
When establishing financial reports geared toward world class manufacturing, the old, traditional reports should be
discarded once the new ones are in place. Otherwise, there
may be a tendency to follow the old methods, and the effectiveness and benefits of the new measurements would be
lost. In addition, actual results should be compared against
prior period actual performance. Traditional comparisons
place too much emphasis on an established budget. In
WCM, the budget remains a planning instrument. However,
the budget is nothing more than the best forecast at a point
in time. The film's budget must be flexible and must be updated periodically to reflect changes in schedules. The best
benchmark for performance measurements is the changes
from the prior period or most recent forecast.
The criteria for a good performance measurement system must:

TABLE 1 /NONFINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
A. QUALITY MEASURES
1. Customer feedback.
2. Warranty claims by product (by month).
• Model,
• Number of claims.
• Extended dollars.
3. Daily rate of good units produced (by month).
■ Total units produced.
■ Good units produced.
■ % of good units built.
4. Inventory control (by month).
• Raw material.
• Work -in- process $.
• Finished goods $.
• Control turns.
• Forward days' supply.
B. DELIVERY MEASURES
1. Current year production schedule number.
■ Tells you number of schedule changes.
2. Delivery rate.
• Current schedule rate on units per day.
• Actual units shipped per day.
• Percent of units shipped to schedule.
3. Supplier deliveries.
■ Number of early, late, on -time deliveries.
C. MFG PROCESS TIME /FLEXIBILITY MEASURES
1. Setup time.
■ Hours and percent to total hours worked.
2. Downtime.
■ Hours and percent to total hours worked.
3. Material handling time.
■ Hours and percent to total hours worked.
4. Finished goods completed per total people
(or hours) worked.
5. Average bill of material (BOM) levels
(i.e., 2, 3, 4, 6, etc.).
6. Engineering /process changes.
■ Number of ECS changes.
7. Product lead time required for completion
(i.e., two weeks, three months, etc.),
D. FINANCE —COST MEASURES
1. Cost of production.
• Material and conversion cost.
• Value- vs. nonvalue -added cost.

the WCM objective of "Kaizen" —the Japanese term meaning "continual improvement" It should focus on how the
company is performing today and indicate where the organization needs to improve.
■

• Be driven by customer (user) requirements. The system
must support the manufacturing strategy and critical success factors employed by management.
• Be flexible to change.
• Be simple and easy to understand. The "HIS" principle applies— "Keep It Simple."
• Be nonfinancial as well as financial.
• Provide for positive reinforcement

tion equipment. Case is a subsidiary of Tenneco, Inc. He is a
member of the Waukesha Chapter, through which this article
was submitted. He can be reached at (414) 636 -7336.

The measurement system is not intended to be a tool to
beat up on poor performance. It must be designed to support
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Improve Your Bottom Line:

Fixed Asset
Management
A computerized system provides the tools to do it.
BY BRIDGETTE A. HOBART
he recession has forced managers to review cost - cutting
measures and pay close attention to their company's
bottom line. One area they often overlook, however, is fixed asset management costs. Companies need to compare the cost of maintaining their
current fixed asset system with the
cost of implementing a comprehensive
system that will handle internal management needs as well as depreciation
requirements, all from one source.
SIMPLE YET COMPLEX
mess you are a fixed asset manager or responsible for gathering depreciation information,
you may think of fixed asset management as just taking the cost of an item
of property and allocating the cost to
an expense each year of the item's estimated life. Unfortunately, this area
has developed into a complex issue for
many companies. Most corporations
are burdened not only with management needs, but with maintaining at
least five separate sets of depreciation
books —book (GAAP), federal, alternative minimum tax (AMT), state, and
the new Adjusted Current Earnings
(ACE) for all corporations except Sub chapter S corporations. A company's
bottom line absorbs the cost of complying with these depreciation burdens.
It is hard to believe that an asset
must be depreciated using three different calculations (federal, AMT, ACE)
to complete a corporate tax form 1120
accurately. Multistate corporations
may require additional depreciation
Sg

records when allowable methods vary
among states. GAAP-based financial
statements often require calculations
other than federal methods, creating
yet another set of depreciation
records.
In addition to depreciation-reporting requirements, other demands are
placed on internal asset managers. Often they are required to maintain pertinent historical data on each asset, for
example, maintenance records, purchase order numbers, warranty dates,
vendor information, custodian, serial
numbers, or location. Companies also
may be subject to a tangible property
tax imposed by many states. Calculating the tax creates an additional demand on asset managers to assemble

asset values. Most important, though,
is an audit trail detailing asset activity.
As demonstrated above, fixed asset
management no longer is a simple calculation for depreciation but involves
many tasks to comply with regulations
and internal needs. Maintaining manual records for even small asset bases
is time consuming and usually results
in recording data such as description
and acquisition date more than once.
Spreadsheet templates are an improvement over manual records because they allow global changes and
reduce the risk of calculation errors,
but additional depreciation requirements (such as ACE) now make the
use of spreadsheets more cumbersome. Spreadsheets also lack sophisti-

Len Smith, a partner with Withum, Smith & Brown, and the author (standing), consulting on
fixed asset management with a client, Beverly King (seated) of Matrix Development Corp.
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cated reporting and sortielg abilities.
The importance of flexibility in a
risk of human error. Information not
The ultimate solution is to invest in
package cannot be stressed enough.
calculated automatically may be decomprehensive fixed ass( I manageWithout flexibility, users find them rived using a program's advanced rement software to develop streamlined
selves tailoring their needs around the
porting and sorting capabilities. Table
asset information reporting. A compre- system. Table 1 highlights areas that
2 details calculations often requested
hensive system should b( able to hanmay require flexibility. Automatic calby fixed asset managers.
dle pertinent managemen f information culations are an advantage but not a
Using the correct method of depreas well as all required depreciation cal rule. They assure time- saving accuraciation for each book also can become
culations. Figure 1 demoslstrates the
cy, whereas manual systems incur the
a problem with manual systems and
streamlining effect of a
comprehensive FAM
system.
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nalyzing your
company's fixed
asset management system needs is
the first step toward implementing comprehensive computerized
fixed asset software. A
user - friendly system
simplifies installation
and operation, but the
ultimate goal is to develop an effective and
efficient comprehensive system that can be
tailored to meet management needs.
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TABLE 1 1AREAS THA
REQUIRE FLEXIBIL1T
• Data entry procedures —
Ability to customize fields to
meet company's needs,
Availability of user - defined
fields,
Overriding capabilities allowing
user to bypass unrelated
field.
• Ability to define customer
depreciation methods (if
4111
commonly used depreciation
methods do not meet the user's
needs),
• Ability to adjust the system to
any year end.
• Flexible asset groupings and
subtotals for reporting.
• Ability to handle short-year
calculations.
• Availability of depreciation
reports on a monthly, quarterly,
or annual basis.
• Availability of additional
depreciation books for user to
define.
• Ability to accept prior
depreciation balances upon
conversion, allowing the user to
start with figures already
recorded on financial
statements and tax returns. 44
• Advanced sorting and reporting
options.
• Ability to calculate depreciation
for periods greater than one
year to bring an asset up to 44
date.
• Ability to add on modules to
meet all demands of fixed asset
managers.

spreadsheet templates. Some software, on the other hand, automatically
warns the user that the wrong method
was input and provides correct options
from which to select.
For companies in which data entry
employees perform system updates, it
is helpful if the software package provides a blank input sheet option. Preparing detailed input sheets that allow
data entry employees to key in data efficiently may reduce the cost of maintaining the company's fixed assets. Attaching asset - supporting documentation (invoice, purchase order number,
payment detail) to the input sheet provides valuable and easily accessible information to auditors — internal or independent —and greatly reduces the
time and cost of gathering supporting
56

documentation.
A comprehensive fixed asset management software package is a key tool
in the fixed asset segment of an audit.
Manual preparation of worksheets for
acquisition, disposals, gains /losses,
expense summary, and so on will become a thing of the past once software
is implemented. Software provides
streamlined reporting for tax filing, financial statements, general ledger
posting, and management needs. Standard reporting formats often allow a
user to group and subtotal the assets
by any fields selected. Table 3 recommends standard reports that fixed asset management software should generate to provide pertinent information.
Companies that require advanced
customized reporting should select a
software package that allows the option of obtaining sophisticated reports,
often available through an add-on module. When reviewing software package
options, do not overlook the flexibility
and ease of use of the report generator. For example, a software option
that requires no downloading of data
and is accessed from within the main
package is user friendly and creates reports simply within minutes. The ability to select data in any order defined
by the user allows incredible flexibility
in creating specialized reports.
When evaluating different software
packages, managers should review the
sorting capability of the report generator carefully. Many companies need
to be able to sort by multiple fields and
by ranges within a field. For example,
if you require a report detailing all improvements for certain locations, you
would need to be able to sort by the location field (if more than one location),
using improvements as the range.
Other aspects of fixed asset management should not be overlooked in
the selection process. Asset maintenance tracking, asset makeup detail,
special record retention needs for
leased assets, property tax filing, and
bar coding are other areas to consider.

MAINTENANCE TRACKING
fixed assets require special care
to preserve or extend their lives.
Maintaining assets on a regular
basis may reduce future asset problems that could be costly to repair.
Whether your company purchases ongoing maintenance agreements or absorbs maintenance costs when incurred, computer software can help
manage fixed asset maintenance.
Software that allows you to input in-

formation such as dates, specific maintenance items (with description detail), and dollar amounts will enable
you to create a database of information
for generating useful management reports. To eliminate duplicate record
keeping, you should be able to track
information within the software.
As discussed earlier, flexibility is a
key factor. With flexibility you can design other uses for the software. For
example, if software allows you to define categories and input detailed descriptions and dates, a maintenance
log, tickler file, or even a historical detail listing of an asset makeup could be
developed. If your company has leasehold improvements and if the overall
cost of the improvements consists of
numerous specific items, you may
elect to group all the costs together
and add only one new leasehold improvement asset.
A maintenance log or tickler file is
beneficial in tracking maintenance
agreements and required service calls.
If your company has standard maintenance jobs, you can create categories
for each job such as oil changes or
computer cleaning. Software should allow you to sort assets by the defined
categories so reports can be tailored to
meet management needs.
Asset maintenance tracking also
provides an efficient system to determine the yearly cost of maintaining a
certain asset by tracking the cost of replacement parts or providing cost reports by location if your company de-

TABLE 2 /11EQUESTED
CALCULATIONS
• Conventions — half -year, mid quarter, mid - month.
• AMT,
• Section 179.
• FAS -96 projections for IRS and
state books.
.M ACE depreciation (an automatic
calculation using data from
federal and AMT records will
eliminate additional input),
• Bonus depreciation.
• ITC (automatically adjusting
cost basis).
• ITC recapture_
■ Earnings and profits.
• Gain /loss report.
• Luxury auto limitations.
• Salvage value.
• Amortization.
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PROPERTY TAX REPORTING

TABLE 3 /COMMONLY
USED STANDARD
REPORTS
• Input forms.
• Current depreciation expense
report.
• Depreciation summary report,
FAS -96 projections (including
preferences & AMT adj.).
• Annual activity reports.
• Quarterly acquisition report (t
determine application of mid quarter convention if system
does not calculate
automatically).
• AMT.
• Gain /loss on disposals
(including ITC recapture).
• Net value report.
• Labels (may be used for
inventory tracking).
• Asset and annual depreci
projections.
• Depreciation adjustments.
• Form 3468,4562, 4797
worksheets or forms.

fines multiple locations or departments. Overall, the software should allow the fixed asset manager to track
agreements, service calls, and cost details and to categorize costs. Thus it
becomes a tool that management can
use in making plans to control or reduce asset maintenance costs and improve the company's bottom line.

LEASED ASSET MANAGEMENT
any companies are opting to
lease instead of buy new assets. As a result, the fixed asset manager is faced with the additional responsibility of maintaining
accurate leased asset records. Software is available that allows the user
extended capabilities to track leased
assets within the fixed asset software.
It will save the fixed asset manager
time and trouble in tracking leased assets. The software should allow the user to input the cost, type of lease, contract information, purchase option,
and maintenance cost information.
Reporting flexibility is important as
it will allow a company to categorize its
leases in a way that meets its needs.
Overall, leased asset tracking software
provides an efficient method of tracking the cost, terms, location, and expiration dates for all the company's
leased assets.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/SEPTEMBER 1991

ften overlooked when analyzing a fixed asset management
system is the calculation of tangible property taxes. Software that uses data already in the fixed asset database, such as depreciation, increases
the accuracy and reduces the preparation time required to file tangible property taxes by streamlining the process.
In addition to reducing the labor cost
of filing property taxes, the software
makes it possible for a user to estimate
property tax bills quickly, thus improving the accuracy of budgets and forecasts.
The only additional input required
is the depreciation and appreciation tables for each levying authority along
with assessment and taxation rates.
However, inputting tables is probably
less time consuming than calculating
the tax manually for all the assets within each state.
Reporting flexibility is very important in this category because most taxing authorities have special reporting
requirements. For example, authorities require an attached listing of asset
market values, so the ability to generate a report reduces the time required
to file the tax returns.

0

BAR CODING
ompanies with numerous fixed
assets, especially small, easily
movable assets in various locations, often spend excessive manhours tracking asset inventory and
sometimes need fixed asset managers
in various locations. As a result, the
cost of managing the company's assets
skyrockets and has a negative impact
on the bottom line, yet without effective controls assets may not be tracked
or even may disappear from company
locations. Bar coding provides a tool to
automate all phases of fixed asset inventory. Sophisticated asset management software integrates information
from bar coding into the already available database.
With bar coding technology, labeled assets are read with a bar code
reader, and collected data are transferred into the fixed asset software for
analysis. Software is available that
automatically compares data and provides reports on assets found in correct or incorrect locations, assets not
found in physical inventory, and assets
found during the physical inventory
that are not yet recorded in the fixed
asset database. Reviewing these sum-

mary reports, managers may discover
variances within their fixed asset
records that will alert them to possible
problem areas.
Implementing bar coding to manage large asset bases enables the fixed
asset manager to account for fixed assets more efficiently and effectively
and to reduce management costs. Control of assets is another major benefit
of bar coding. Improved control can
cut costs in various areas such as property insurance, intangible property taxes, and asset replacement.

COST VERSUS BENEFITS
he cost versus the benefits of
streamlining fixed asset management using a comprehensive software package is a primary concern in the decision to automate.
Microbased software packages vary in
price, with the majority costing below
$800 for the basic package. The price
varies for supplemental modules that
develop comprehensive fixed asset
management systems. Average annual
fees for support and upgrades should
not be overlooked in the cost analysis
as they also vary among packages. Labor costs to implement a comprehensive package differ among companies.
Availability of records, experience of
the input person, degree of automation, and customizing needs will affect
implementation time.
Assuming your company does not
need to purchase hardware, the costs
are not astronomical in comparison to
the benefits. "Automating our fixed assets provides management with an upto -date listing of improvements and asset costs allocated to each building,"
states Bill Krauss, controller of National Business Parks in Princeton, NJ., a
company that manages 11 commercial
buildings. Acting on the advice of its
accounting firm, Withum, Smith &
Brown CPAs, National Business Parks
implemented Best Programs' fixed asset management software with add-on
modules. The system has provided an
audit trail for auditors and a breakdown of assets by building for tax accountants. "We utilized the customizing option to allow reporting by
building and /or tenant," Bill Krauss
remarked. '"Me Maintenance Manager tracks our tenant improvements
cost detail, and the Report Manager
provides reports for management with
only the information they need and in
the way they want it."
Recognizing the special fixed asset
accounting needs of this client, With-
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SOMEFIXEDASSET
SOFTWAREPACKAGES
The Asset Depreciation System,$495
Tax and Accounting Software Corp.
8801 South Yale
Tulsa, OK 74137
(918) 493 -5900
Fax: (918) 493 -6189
Asset Keeper,$399
PRO -WARE
13930 Gold Circle
Omaha, NB 68144
(402) 330 -2517
Fax: (402) 330•2496

FAMAS Fixed Asset
Management,
$695
E.F. Haskell & Associates
1110 E. Missouri, Suite 760
Phoenix, AZ 85014-2706
(800) 732 -3688
Fax: (602) 234 -3644
FAS,
FAS2000,

$795
$1,495 single user
$1,995 network
Best Programs, Inc.
2700 South Quincy Street
Arlington, VA 22206
(800) 368 -2405
Fax: (703) 379 -7067

Asset /Pack, $395
Alpine Data, Inc.
737 South Townsend Avenue
Montrose, CO 81401
(800) 525.1040
Fax: (303) 249 -2230

Fixed Asset Management System
$995 single user
$1,495 network
BNA Software
123125th Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20037
(800) 372 -1033
Fax: (800) 253-0332

CFAAS,
$695
Comprehensive Microsystems, Inc.
609 Fifth Avenue
Safford, AZ 85546
(602) 428 -7225
Fax: (602) 4281316

Fixed Asset Manager, $700
Arthur Andersen & Co.
2803 Fruitville Road
Sarasota, FL 34237 -5318
(800) USA-1040
Fax: (813) 366 -0882

CPAid Master Fixed Asset, $450
CPAid, Inc.
1061 Fraternity Circle
Kent, OH 44240
(800) 227 -2437
Fax: (216) 6787093

Fixed Assets, $900 single user
$1,000 Novell network
$1,300 Xenix /Unix
network
Accountant's Microsystems, Inc.
3633 136th Pl, SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
(206) 643 -2050
Fax: (800) 736 -4587

dAssets,

$295 single user
$595 multiuser
SBT Corporation
Three Harbor Drive
Sausalito, CA 94965
(415) 331 -9900
Fax: (415) 331 -1951

um, Smith & Brown reviewed packages and recommended the Best Programs software because of the package's flexibility and the availability of
add-on module options. Calculating all
depreciation requirements and maintaining assets now takes the company
hours instead of days. Time and cost
were saved in accounting fees, and
fixed asset managers have more time
to perform other tasks. Most important is that management now can draw
on increased information as a result of
streamlining the company's fixed asset
management system.
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Fixed Assets, $99.95
Charterhouse Software
31324 Via Colinas
Westlake Village, CA 91362
(818) 941 -5077
Fax: (818) 879 -2410 ,a
As we have seen, a comprehensive
software package provides fixed asset
managers with an invaluable management tool to reduce the cost of tracking assets and calculating depreciation. The implementation of an
automated system provides a return
on investment through the benefits of
control, preservation, and maintenance of assets. In addition, a company
is able to save time and money with the
many automatic calculations and custom reporting options available with
sophisticated software. A computerized fixed asset management system

Fixed Assets, $595
Digital Systems
1 Pensacola Plaza
Pensacola, FL 32501
(904) 434 -2685
Fax: (904) 433 -8198
Fixed Assets, price varies
Open Systems Inc.
6477 City West Parkway
Minneapolis, MN 55344
(800) 328 -2276
Fax: (612) 829 -1493
Fixed Assets, $995 single user
$1,245 network
Prentice -Hall Professional Software
P.O. Box 723597
Atlanta, GA 30339
(404) 432 -1996
Fax: (404) 436 -9946
Easy Assets, $395 (book depreciation
only)
Fixed Assets, $695 (book and tax
depreciation)
Total Computer Solutions
P.O. Box 24900
Jacksonville, FL 32241
(904) 260-2403
Fax: (904) 260 -3641
FTI Fixed Assets Accounting System,
$2,200
Financial Technology, Inc.
70 East Lake Street, Suite 1.200
Chicago, IL 60601
(800) 541 -9537
Fax: (312) 606-0545
MBA Fixed Asset Accounting/
Depreciation Scheduling, $695
Micro Business Applications
12223 Woodlake Drive
Burnsville, MN 55337
(800) 431 -1416
Fax: (612) 894 -3617

can have a significant impact on a company's bottom line.
■
BridgetteA. Hobart, CPA, isa senior tax
specialist in the tax department ofthe
New Jersey regional accountingfirm
Withum, Smith & Brown. She is a member ofthe Princeton Chapter, through
which this article was submitted. She
can be reached at (609) 524.1188.
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CMA CORPORATE
SPONSORS TOTAL
MORE THAN 90

CATHERINE REILLY, EDITOR
inety-two companies are now
CMA Corporate Sponsors.
The rapid increase in this
number is testimony to the
growing recognition the CMA has acquired over the past few years.
The months of April, May, and June
saw 10 additions. The Institute of Certified Management Accountants and
the Institute of Management Accountants are pleased to welcome the following new Corporate Sponsors:
• Back Care, Inc. —Spirit Lake, Iowa
• Baldor Electric Company —Fort
Smith, Arkansas
• The DeMars Corporation —
Indianapolis, Indiana
• The Dow Chemical Company —
Midland, Michigan
• Furmanite America, Inc. Virginia
Beach, Virginia
• Furon Company — Laguna Niguel,
California
• Oshkosh B'Gosh— Oshkosh, Wisconsin
• The Prudential – Comptroller's—
South Plainfield, New Jersey
• Southeast Missouri State University—Cape Girardeau, Missouri
• Southern California Rapid Transit
District —Los Angeles, California
The CMA program receives active
support from a wide range of companies, large and small. What are the
benefits derived by the company that
encourages its employees to seek the
CMA?
• The CMA program provides a
"third party" evaluation of employees' skills.
• Support of the CMA program establishes and helps to maintain an appropriate level of competence in the
company's accounting and financial
staff.
• By establishing this form of profesMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991

The assistance provided by CMA
Corporate Sponsors takes many
forms. Books and materials for external review courses often are paid for
through educational program reimbursement policies. Some corporate
plans pay for self -study materials
(books, videotapes, computer software) when review courses are not
available. Still other companies offer
in -house preparation in the form of review courses or, in some cases, as part
of their financial management development programs.
Formal support of the CMA prograin can include any or all of the following suggestions:
■ Reimbursement of study materials
and review courses.
■ Reimbursement of exam fees.
■ Compensated time off to take the
exam.
■ In -house review courses.
■ Company policy encouraging all accounting and financial staff to earn
the CMA
■ Specifying "CMA Preferred" in employment advertising when filling
management accounting and financial management positions within
the company.
■ Recognition of employees who pass
the exam and become CMAs.
■ Consideration of the achievement
of the CMA designation in performance evaluation, salary adjustment, and promotion.
The amount of support (and the
cost involved) is up to the individual
company. Among the companies
strongly committed to the CMA program are:

• McDonnell Douglas Corp.
• Monsanto
• Whirlpool Corporation
Expanding awareness of the CMA
program within your own organization
not only encourages others to seek the
CMA but adds to the importance of the
designation of Certified Management
Accountant. The CMA Corporate Kit
can provide assistance to those companies who want to develop and implement internal CMA support programs.
It includes materials designed to help
promote the program to accounting
and financial personnel within the organization.
The IMA. Marketing Services Department is preparing a new CMA Corporate Kit. It includes a list of the
names of the CMA Corporate Sponsors and detailed descriptions of the
ways that sponsors support their employees' efforts to earn the Certified
Management Accountant designation.
The corporate logos of many of the
sponsors are displayed.
Companies that want to become
sponsors may request a CMA Corporate Kit by writing to Manager, Marketing Services, Institute of Management Accountants, 10 Paragon Drive,
Montvale, NJ 07645.
■
Catherine Reilly is marketing manager,
IAWCMA programs.
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Start Your
Own Praetlee!
Comprehensive makes it happen prune territories Are
available for qualified accountants to own a Comprehensive
franchise offering amounting services to the dynamic, growing
small and medium -size business marketplace.
Comprehenslve's proven system is the result of 25 years in
nationwide franchising. Training, equipment, software and
marketing support are provided. Applicants should haw net
worth of 8100,000 with S40.tYJ0liquid Write or call today:

1-800.323-9000

C0M PRF.HM 81VE'
B U S I N E S S S E RV I C E S , INC .
1925 Palma Oaks
Attre
Suite 105, Carlsbad,
CA92008
way,

CMANEWS

sional recognition, the company attracts and keeps men and women
who have a strong desire for professional excellence.
■ Formal support of the CMA prograin demonstrates to employees
the company's commitment to their
professional development. It is
viewed as an important benefit for
recruitment and retention in the accounting department that results in
an employee's increased company
loyalty.

• Air Products and Chemicals
• Anheuser -Busch Companies, Inc.
• American Cyanamid
• 3M Company
• JC Penney Company
• Johnson & Johnson
• IBM

Name:
Address:
City /State /ZIP
Telephotte:(

_)

Best time to call:
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RALPH L. BENKE, JR., CMA, AND
ROGER H. HERMANSON, EDITORS

TEACHING AND
LEARNING WITH
MICROCOMPUTERS
n article in the March 1990 issue
of Academic Computing contains
lessons that are useful to all of
us who use, or are considering using,
microcomputers in our courses. In the
article "Microcomputers in the Mathematical Sciences: Effects on Courses,
Students, and Instructors," the authors, Roger Whitney and N. Scott Urquhart, discuss their efforts to integrate microcomputers into their math
courses. The results may apply equally
well to accounting.
The two courses the authors selected were introductory statistics and
analysis of computer algorithms.
These two courses are analogous to Introductory Financial Principles and
Cost Accounting in the accounting curriculum. The authors wanted to reduce the "crank and grind" workload
of their courses and assumed using
microcomputers would allow them
and their students more time to learn
concepts.
The authors' results raise three issues relevant to teaching accounting.
1. The authors discovered that the
performance of weaker students in
the study decreased because of the
burden of learning statistics and
computers. The authors suggest
that every student take a computer
literacy course before taking courses that use the computer. The issue
from our viewpoint is, "Should accounting require a computer literacy course for all students ?"
2. The second issue is less obvious
but very important. The authors
noted that introducing computers
into their courses caused them to
change both the content and meth60

od of teaching.
3. The third issue arises from the authors' prior belief that having students use microcomputers would
allow more class time for teaching
concepts.
Faculty who have introduced computers into their classes generally have
been disappointed. It rarely is possible
to integrate computers into courses
without spending some time teaching
about them. For example, solving a
problem with a spreadsheet without
using a template requires students to
understand spreadsheets. The more
complicated the assignments, the
more time required for teaching about
computers and software.
A computer literacy course will
solve this problem only partially.
There simply is too much material to
cover in a computer literacy course to
prepare students to use computers in
accounting courses. Faculty teaching
computer literacy typically cover some
hardware information along with word
processing, spreadsheets, and database software packages. Some computer literacy.courses also cover telecommunications and graphics.
Moreover, sometimes the software
used in accounting classes is not discussed in a computer literacy course.
Examples include DacEasy Accounting and Peachtree Complete III.
About all that can be expected of a
computer literacy course is that students become familiar with the hardware and are acquainted with some of
the software. We can use the students'
knowledge from the computer literacy
course as the foundation for the expansion of their computer knowledge in
our accounting courses.
The authors of the article in Academic Computing noted that "An interesting side effect of using the computer was the tendency to change the
courses." [p. 501 An unexpected problem with introducing computers into
classes is that the computers and software tend to drive the course. The first
question for the instructor is, "Which
computers can use this software, and
where are they ?"
A less subtle aspect of this problem
is that software rarely is available to
use exactly as we now have our course
structured. Often we must change the
course at least slightly to be able to integrate the software. The cumulative
effect of answering questions such as
"What software can we use on our
computers ?" "How must we change
the course to integrate the software ?"

can impact course content greatly.
Sometimes we reform a course to
accommodate the software, usually
when we use audit software or accounting software packages. This
change particularly affects systems
courses.
None of these efforts is necessarily
undesirable. Integrating computers into accounting courses sometimes
leads us to make changes that are long
overdue. We must recognize, however, that the changes are being made
because we are integrating computers
into our courses, and we must be careful that the integration improves the
course, not just changes it
In accounting, the argument over
emphasizing concepts versus emphasizing procedures never has been resolved satisfactorily. Each side has its
advocates. Whichever side we take, it
has nothing to do with integrating
computers into accounting courses. If
concepts are important, we should cut
down on the time we spend on procedures. Then we can increase the time
devoted to concepts. It is not a matter
of deciding whether procedures or
concepts or some mix of the two is appropriate.
Ironically, introducing computers
makes the question of concepts versus
procedures more confusing. Should
we teach computer and software concepts or procedures or some combination? Should we use computers in accounting courses? The answer is,
emphatically, yes, but we must use
them for the right reasons. We should
introduce computers because students need computer knowledge in
the business environment. We are rapidly approaching the time when computer knowledge will be an essential
part of our students' success.
We must be realistic about what
computers can do for us. Rarely will
computers save us class time. Often,
we will spend more time with our students, instead of less. Further, we
probably will find it necessary to
change our class content and perhaps
even our teaching style to accommodate introducing computers into our
accounting classes.
■
Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA, Ph.D., is the
ArthurAndersenAlumni /Journal ofAccounting Education Professor at James
Madison University.

Roger H. Hermanson, Ph.D., is the
Ernst & Young Alumni professor and
Regent's professor at Georgia State University in Atlanta.
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Doyouhavewhatittakes
toimplementAdnn"tyBasedCosting?
Do you understand your business?
Sapling'sapproachtoActivityBasedCostingbuildsonthestrength
ofyourbusinessknowledge.

� Do you have a practical method to implement Activity Based Costing?
Sapling'sprocessmodellingtechniquehasbeenappliedsuccessfullyinbuilding
ActivityBasedCostingsystemsinmanufacturingandserviceindustriesforseveralyears.

� �Do�you�have�the�skills�for�implementation?
Sapling's workshopsinActivityBasedCostingareconductedbyexperienced

practitionerswhohavealreadysuccessfullytrainedhundredsofprofessionals.

� �Do�you�know�what�software�you�need?
Sapling's softwaretool,NetProphet'l , has alargeexisting user base
satisfyingtheir ActivityBasedCostingneeds.

Our Clients Include:
ArthurAndersen&Co.,Dupont,InterstateFoods,Kennametal,Parke-Davis,PeterboroughCivicHospital

Wehave!
IMA and Sapling Present

Implementing Activity Based Costing
"The Model Approach"
P� POe"'E4r

eATwo-DayPracticalSoftwareBasedTrainingWorkshop
•�A�Hands�-On�Training�format�/(oncepts�and�Software
•�Participants�Build�an�Activity�Based�Costing�System�in�the�Workshop
•�Structured�Approach�to�Implement�a�Pilot�Project
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OFFICE
TECHNOLOGY
CLAIREBARTH,EDITOR

Lotus @ FACTORY Bundle.

SOFTWARE
Lotus Development Corporation
has released @FACTORY Bundle,
software for computer - integrated manufacturing (CIM). The product integrates Lotus @FACTORY, a 1 -2 -3 add in that links a company's spreadsheet,
graphics, and database products directly to a wide variety of factory automation networks and systems, with 12-3 for DOS release 2.3. @FACTORY
Bundle allows data to flow automatically into the spreadsheet for monitoring,
analysis, and reporting. In addition, data such as recipes, machine setups,
alarms, and control functions can be
downloaded to factory devices or
transmitted to other computers. The
software communicates with programmable logic controllers, process controllers, other computers, operator terminals, robots, bar code readers,
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gauges, instruments, drives, and encoders. The package can serve both
plant floor and management information systems needs. For the plant floor,
operating and engineering applications include monitoring, statistical
process control, trending, production
scheduling, process planning, simulation, maintenance management, recipe downloading, and exception reporting. For MIS, the package is ideal for
data logging, activity -based costing,
MRP reporting, and data file sharing
with work stations, minicomputers,
and mainframes. @FACTORY Bundle
requires an IBM PC or compatible, a
hard disk, and 512K of RAM.
Circle No. 35
E.F. Haskell Software has brought
out the TKR/5 Version of Practice
Management /Time and Billing Software. TKR/5 uses drop -down menus

and pop-up lists plus built-in screen
help options. Clients can be added any
time in the billing process, and invoice
numbers and balances pop up for viewing during receipt entry. Billing lets
the user choose between on- screen or
auto-billing. User - defined templates
create bill formats using an all- purpose
text editor and can even produce cover
letters. TKR /5 compiles WIP and aging reports based on user - defined time
periods. The software integrates with
optional modules such as PACE Job
Scheduling and SQL Report Writer. It
is compatible with popular database
managers, spreadsheets, and word
processing packages. The software is
available in both single -user and network versions.
Circle No. 36
ONline Technologies has introduced
TimePiece, a memory- resident time recording system for the PC. A clock
pops up to capture time used both for
planned activities and for interruptions; interrupted activities may be resumed with one keystroke from a
work -in- progress window. Daily billable hour feedback helps users assess
their own productivity. Clients and
projects can be identified through a
rapid database search. A review option
displays an entire week's time entries
on a single screen for review or modification while allowing client summarizing for budgeting and time management. After- the -fact time may be added
to current or previous days. TimePiece
can be accessed while other software
is running. It integrates with the leading billing software or can generate an
ASCII file for database applications; it
can produce extensive reports. The
software is available in single or multiuser systems.
Circle No. 37
SunGard Planning Solutions Inc.
has introduced DP /90BANKING, a
customized planning tool to assist
banks and financial institutions in developing and maintaining a companywide business resumption program.
DP /90BANKING is part of the
DP /90PLUS series of PC-based contingency planning software. The menu- driven, integrated software provides a self - guided set of routines that
automate plan development, recovery
testing, plan maintenance, and recovery management. The software combines on -line methodology, relational
databases, hypertext, word processing
tools, and an expert system. It takes
users through each procedure needed
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991

for plan development and provides an
on -line bank of methodology knowledge. In a disaster scenario,
DP /90BANKING guides the user
through plan activation procedures
and the recovery operation. The package allows users to organize recovery
requirements by bank function. The
model plan provided includes categories for commercial banking, consumer banking, branch operations, administration, lending and mortgages, data
processing, and electronic funds transfer. System requirements are an IBM
PC or compatible computer, CGA
graphics, 640K RAM, and a LOMB
hard drive. The software is available in
ASCII and in WordPerfect 5.0 and later
versions.
Circle No. 38
Great American Software, Inc. has
released DataSave, utility software
that automatically backs up files in
Great American's One -Write Plus Accounting System and Money Matters
accounting software for small businesses. Each time users exit OneWrite Plus or Money Matters, Data Save prompts them to back up files
from the hard disk to a floppy disk by
listing the companies worked on since
the last backup. DataSave allows users
to select specific companies to back up
and then compresses the files an average of 50%. The software requires OneWrite Plus version 2.05 or higher,
Money Matters version 2.0, or Get
Paid Plus version 1.0 and also an IBM
or compatible computer with 512K
RAM and hard disk and MS-DOS 3.1
or higher.
Circle No. 39

EQUIPMENT
ECCO Business Systems Inc. has
unveiled the EBA Tamator 411E, an
extremely quiet straight-cut shredder
designed for destruction of continuous
EDP forms without funnels or folding.
This unit has an automatic electric eye,
a 16" feed width, a 5/32" shred size, a
15 -sheet capacity, a speed of 55 feet
per minute, and a front door for easy
emptying. An optional "hang -on" feed
shelf is available for use with continuous forms.
Circle No. 40
Lee Products Company has introduced Highlighter Tape, transparent
yellow tape that can be used to highlight information temporarily. It adheres securely yet removes easily. BeMAMULIVILN I AI.l, MN I INWSLYFEMBEK 1991

cause the tape is transparent, it won't
cover up the printed material underneath. It can be written on with pen or
pencil. The tape comes in 9/16" or 17/8" widths, with a desktop dispenser.
Circle No. 41

PUBLICATIONS
Users Perspective has published
"Beyond Spreadsheets... Leveraging
Print File Data Using Database Techniques," a 130-page tutorial for professionals engaged in large - volume financial analysis and reporting. The reader
is guided from data importing and processing in Lotus 1 -2 -3 to comparable
database manipulations using either
Ashton - Tate's dBASE III+ or the 100%
compatible FoxBASE Plus. The tutorial includes elementary- to-intermediate
instruction in creating a database, importing a text data file, manipulating
the captured data, and customizing re
ports. Also included are a glossary and
sections introducing selected database
concepts and sample database applications with explanatory notes.
Circle No. 42
Commerce Clearing House has issued Start -up Expenses, the latest volume in its Tax Transactions Library, a
multivolume series written by experienced tax practitioners. Start -up Expenses focuses on the tax treatment of
the various costs associated with starting a new trade or business. It provides
an overview of start-up expenses prior
to Code Sec. 195 (Start-up Expenses);
historical perspective of Code Sec.
195; the determination of when a business begins; and information on related issues such as trade or business expenses, organizational expenditures,
and continuation of partnership. Also
covered is the idea of expanding the
existing trade or business; a discussion on which expenses constitute
startup expenses, including items specifically covered, those that are not
covered by Code Sec. 195, and the possible overlap and conflict between
Code Sec. 195 and other related Code
Sections; and examination of the mechanics of the Code Sec. 195 election.
Circle No. 43
Arrow Associates has published
Managing Change in the 1990s: Strategiesfor the Operations Manager, a 136•

page book aimed at companies that are
implementing total quality management and other improvements that require managers to create and control

change in the work place. It gives examples of change - management strategies and tactics and also explains how
to analyze the nature of the change,
how to evaluate the current situation,
how to identify necessary change -management tactics, and how to create an
implementation schedule.
Circle No. 44

SERVICES
Prodigy Business Services is offering a new on -line service called EuroEdge® from Concorde Enterprises
Inc. and Lark Enterprises Inc. that
keeps users informed about developments in the European Community
and Eastern Europe. EuroEdge provides news about daily changes; indepth articles that explore topical issues and new and changed
regulations; a bulletin board so members can communicate with one another or with the EuroEdge editors; and
electronic messaging. It gives extensive country profiles; names, addresses, and telephone numbers of European officials; economic indicators; and
names of organizations that can assist
in most areas. Also available are Eurodeal, a service that pairs U.S. companies with European venture capital;
Euroexport, which provides expertise
in the growing export industry; and
Euromart, which gives access to Europe's leading barter specialists. EuroEdge works 18 hours a day, seven
days a week, on a personal computer
connected to a telephone line. For
more information call (203) 233 -1079.
Circle No. 45
Computer Task Group, Inc. (CTG),
an international consulting, professional services, and systems integration firm with U.S. and European locations, is offering its services in
planning, designing, implementing,
and maintaining new and established
information systems. It provides professional services and specialty services such as communications/network documentation services,
database consulting, information engineering, and migration services. CTG
provides systems integration to the
manufacturing and industrial areas
through CTG /Scientific Systems Services.
Circle No. 46
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ASBPROPOSESNEWGAAP
HIERARCHY
he American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants' Auditing
Standards Board (ASB) has issued a proposed Standard that would
establish two separate but parallel hierarchies of generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP): one for
state and local governmental entities
and one for nongovernmental entities.
In 1989, the Financial Accounting
Foundation decided that an entity subject to the jurisdiction of one board
should not be required to change its
accounting principles as a result of a
standard issued by the other Board. As
a result, the ASB formed a task force
to reconsider the existing GAAP hierarchy, which led to the current exposure draft. The proposed Statement
would have the Financial Accounting
Standards Board responsible for set-

NEWSMAs!
he 1991 supplement to the original volume of Statements on Management
Accounting now is available. It includes a new glossary, which also may be
purchased as a stand -alone paperback. The supplemental volume includes:
SMA No.
41,
4M
4N
40
5A
2A

Title
Control of Property, Plant, and Equipment
Understanding Financial Instruments
Management of Working Capital: Cash Resources
Accounting Classification of Real Estate Occupancy Costs
Evaluating Controllership Effectiveness
Management Accounting Glossary

Statement 41, is a sequel to 4J, "Accounting for Property, Plant, and Equipment," and deals with the management of fixed assets. SMA 4M gives much -needed assistance to anyone who needs to deal with today's bewildering variety of financing tools. Minimizing idle cash and increasing yield without sacrificing
liquidity are the subjects of SMA 4N. Statement 40 provides guidance in measuring and classifying occupancy costs in leased space or in owner -occupied buildings. Statement 5A is an SMA breakthrough, the first in the fifth category of the
framework for management accounting, Management Accounting Activities. SMA
5A offers help to the controller in measuring performance within the numerous
areas that make up the controllership function; master checklists are included.
The new glossary, SMA 2A, addresses more than 600 terms commonly encountered in management accounting practice. It supersedes SMA 2.
Statements on Management Accounting are published by Prentice Hall. IMA
members receive a 10% discount on all purchases. Orders should be placed using
a special Prentice Hall toll -free telephone number -1,800 -524 -2844. Be sure to
specify the appropriate Prentice Hall title code number(s).
The following publications are available:
Title
Code

Name

84553 -7 1991 Supplement
61156 -6 Original volume
Both of the above
54460 -1 Paperback glossary
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IMA
Member Price

Nonmember
Price

$31.46
44.96
71.96
8.96

$34.95
49.95
79.95
9.95

ting standards for those reporting entities subject to its jurisdiction with the
same applying to the Governmental
Accounting Standards Board.

BOARDADDSMARKETVALUE
PROJECT
he FASB voted to add a project to
its agenda to consider requiring
investments in marketable securities to be measured at market value.
This project accelerates a portion of
the recognition and measurement
phase of the Board's financial instruments project. The new project also
will consider the feasibility of permitting entities the option of reporting
some liabilities at market value. Subsequently, the Board will discuss which
specific assets should be included in
the scope of the project, whether the
unrealized effects of changes in market values should be reported in earnings or as a separate component of
shareholders' equity, and which liabilities could be marked to market.
FASB also issued a proposed interpretation, "Offsetting of Amounts Related to Certain Contracts." An interpretation of FASB Statement No. 105
and APB Opinion No. 10, it defines
right of setoff and specifies what conditions must be met to have that right.
The interpretation also addresses the
applicability of that general principle to
forward, interest rate swap, option, and
similar contracts and clarifies under
what circumstances it is appropriate to
offset amounts recognized for those
contracts in the statement of financial
position. In addition, it provides an exception to the general principle to permit offsetting of market value amounts
recognized for multiple forward, swap,
and similar contracts executed under
master netting arrangements.

SECPROPOSESRIGHTS
AMENDMENTS
oreign companies frequently engage in rights offerings in large
part because of legally mandated
preemptive rights. U.S. investors often
are excluded from these rights offerings because of foreign issuers' reluctance to comply with the disclosure
and accounting rules applicable to Securities Act registration statements or
to incur the obligation to file periodic
reports under the Exchange Act required of those who conduct public offerings in the United States.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /SEPTEMBER 1991

To facilitate the extension of rights
offerings to U.S. investors and to encourage foreign authorities to prohibit
discriminatory treatment of U.S. investors, the Commission is proposing a
small issue exemption for specified equity rights offerings not exceeding $5
million in the United States and a new
registration form that would allow the
use of home country disclosure rules
in the case of larger equity offerings.
Louis Bisgay, CPA, is director, management accounting practices.

cover compensation for the researcher's time and reimbursement
of expenses. The IMA welcomes
joint sponsorship from other professional associations and private
firms.
2. Guidance is provided by a project
committee of the Committee on Research. It serves as the focal point
to assist researchers in obtaining
information from the IMA. organization and its members.
3. A comprehensive review of the research report is performed by the

project committee and the Committee on Research, with feedback to
the researchers.
4. Publication and publicity is arranged by IMA to the extent determined appropriate by the Committee on Research. IMA research
publications frequently gain widespread attention.
To prioritize the subjects likely to
be of most current interest to IMA
members, the Committee on Research
has prepared the enclosed research
topic guide. The assignment of priori-

RESEARCH

Designed just for theInstituteof Management Aceountants

That'sright Thisistheonlylitreofcredit developed exclusivelyfortheInstituteofManagement
Accountants. Inotherwords, perfect foryou.

Get up to $20,000 or more withtwo little words.
Yoursignature. That'sall we need. And you'll have the flexibilitytouse the moneyforany
thingyouwant.
$20,000.Animpressiveamountthatcanhelpyoudosomeimpressivebusiness.Takeadvantage
ofthat irresistible investment. Studyeducationopportunities. Orsplutle onthat special something
that yousimplycan't resist. Just write one ofthe free checkswe'll provide, orcall ouroffice.

Our service willmake you smile.
Outdedicationtocustomerservicemeanswe'reeasytoworkwith.That'swhyyoucanapplyfor
yourcredit line bymail. And that'swhywe offera loanguarantee: Ifyou're not completelyhappy
withyourfirst cashadvance, just returnthe fundswithin30 days. There'sneveranyrisk.

The best credit line at the best rate.
Howabout aninterest rate that'sonly6.4 % overthe prime rate?Simplyput, that'sone of
the best rates forunsecured fundsyoucanfind. Plus, there are noapplicationfees, annual dues,
orprepayment penalties.

Start getting more out of life today.
Gettingstarted is M. just call us toll-free at(800) 274-6711.We'llrushanapplicationtoyou.
Thenget readytoscale the wall— and comeout ontop.

SUPPORTFORACCOUNTING
RESEARCH

S

August 15, 1991

1. Financial support is provided to
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14201 East 4th Avenue, Aurora, CO 80011
Security Pacific Executive!Professionl Services, Inc. is an equal opportunity lender. Approval of all loans. regardless of amount,
is subject to Its normal credit policies. To cover the administrative costs of arranging the national program, the Association receives
a sma(I fee. Theoffershould not be construed as an endorsement by the Association of the lender, orany other products or services
included in the Group Discount Program. Credit lines available to members residing in most of the 48 contiguous United States.
-

-

-

-

1

-

r

------------

he Institute of Management Accountants continues to support research in furtherance of the state
of the art of management accounting.
A "Bold Step" program administered by the IMA's Committee on Research emphasizes "cutting edge" research useful in providing practical
solutions to current and emerging
problems. The IMNs support is evidenced by:

SECURITYPACIFIC
.EXECUTIVE/PROFESSIONALSERVICES

-------------

he Committee on Research, at its
August 2, 1991, meeting, discussed and subsequently approved the Research Topic Guide published on the next page. A product of
the Bold Step 1991 -92 Initiatives Committee, chaired by Dick Troxel, president of Capital Accounting, this list is
a response to Chairman Dave Vogel's
charge to "help achieve a clear sense
of direction for the Bold Step initiative." The guide identifies subjects for
which the Committee is seeking research proposals. It is a list of high-priority topics as well as other subjects of
value to the general membership of
HVIA.
Please read Chairman Vogel's letter, "Support for Accounting Research," which introduces the guide.

Suddenly, it's right infront ofyou— the perfea investment. And whenWall Street calls, a
lineofcreditfromSecurityPacificHealthcareProfessionalFundinghelpsyouansweronthefirstif ng.

--

FINANCIALSUPPORT FOR
RESEARCH

Choosethelineofcreditthat
drivesyouupawall.

-

PATRICK L. ROMANO, CMA,
EDITOR

YES!Iwanttoapplyfor the mostconvenientline ofcreditever!
1
1 Namc
1
Addreas
1
1 City

1
Daytime Phone (
)
1
Nationwide, mail this coupon to Security Pacific 1
Executive/ Professional Services , 14201 Fast 4th 1
Ave., Aurora, CO 80011,or call (800) 274 -6711. 1
Stace

Zip

141449.1189(NAA)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

-

-

-

- •

Circle No. 4
65

ties reflects consideration of what will
produce information of most value to
management accountants with due regard given to projects recently completed or in process. The Committee
intends to use the guide in assessing
the merits of specific research project
proposals. However, other topics will
be given objective consideration.
You and your colleagues are invited
to submit research proposals. Please
call Mr. Patrick Romano at (201) 5736212 for additional information about
the research topic guide and for procedural instructions.
David W. Vogel, Chairman
Committee on Research

RESEARCHTOPICGUIDE
1991.92
hrough creative and applied research on the cutting edge of
knowledge, the Institute of Management Accountants will attempt to
provide practical solutions to current
and emerging problems. These research findings will be directed toward
real -world application by management
accountants in industrial and other organizational settings.
The criteria employed for financial
support of research and publications of
research reports are that they (1) meet
the tests of relevance and usefulness
for IMA members, (2) contribute to
the improvement of management accounting, and (3) enhance the professional image and stature of IMA and its
members.
The following assignment of priorities reflects the areas which the Re-

'

L

search Committee feels will produce
information of most value to management accountants.
A. How can management accounting best be used to achieve continuous productivity improvement?
1. Functional areas where management accounting information
adds value: sales and marketing,
research and development, manufacturing, administrative.
2. Unique industry applications:
e.g., banking, health care and
other service industries.
3. Strategy
formulation
and
change.
4. Use of new techniques in areas
such as life -cycle costing, target
costing, activity-based costing,
and investment analysis.
B. How does management accounting affect management behavior?
1. Interactions between management accounting information
and personal and professional
ethics.
2. What decisions or behavioral biases do particular accounting/costing techniques encourage?
3. What type of management accounting information is really
useful to the line managers?
4. What are appropriate financial
and nonfinancial measures for
individual businesses and business segments?
5. What performance measures

MA N A G EM E N T
ACC0UNT1NG\@DX`
CLASSIFIEDS
They really workfo r you!
FAX Your Classified To

(201) 573 -0639.

should be available daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, annually?
Why does the frequency of performance measurement vary?
6. What is the appropriate relationship of GAAP and managerial
performance measurement systems?
C. What are important emerging
management accounting information and cost recognition issues?
1. Environmental costs: Recognition of liabilities and disclosure,
period cost vs. inventory cost,
expense vs. capital.
2. Employee safety and health.
3. How have new management information techniques (e.g., activity-based costing) affected company performance? What
barriers exist to implementing
new management accounting applications? How are they overcome?
4. Does standard cost variance
analysis have any relevance today?
5. What is the impact of cost of
quality on management decision
making?
D. How has the increasing globalization affected management accounting?
1. What performance measures are
used to evaluate the management of foreign operations? How
should the measures change in
different cultures?
2. What are the special risks and
obstacles to investment in international areas, especially those
with unstable or rapidly changing economic systems?
3. What differences exist in U.S.
manufacturing accounting practices and those used in different
nations?
4. Creative solutions in providing
management accounting information for multinational joint
ventures and other business arrangements.
Patrick L. Romano, CMA, is director,
IMA research.
Is this article of interest
to you? If so, circle
appropriate number on
Reader Service Card.
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IMA Members:
A small change now, could mean
a big change when you retire.
There's a change you can make, right now, that can
have a significant impact on your financial future - a change more and more of your colleagues are
making every day - a change to the Association Members Retirement
Program, endorsed by the Institute of Management
Accountants and administered by The Equitable.
When you make this change, you'll find that planning for retirement is easy, rewarding and worry-free.

It's easy... because we handle the details
and the time- consuming paperwork.
You'll work with a Retirement Program Specialist
who'll help you custom- tailor a Master Plan that meets
your "comfort level" and helps you achieve your
financial goals. All you have to do is choose from
six investment options — ranging from conservative
to aggressive — and decide how much of your money
goes where.
Getting information about your plan is a snap, too.
One toll -free call, day or night, gets you up -to -date
plan balance information or puts you in touch with
a Retirement Program Specialist to answer any questions you may have about your retirement plan.

2. It's rewarding because you'll get a

DOUBLE tax break.
Whichever plan you choose, your contributions are
tax- deductible, reducing your overall taxable income.
And better yet, your earning are tax- deferred until,
hopefully, a time when you're in a lower tax bracket.
3.

Your plan is administered by The Equitable
— one ofAmerica's largest pension
managers.

The Equitable has been administering group pe
lion plans for over 25 years. So you have the co
fidence of knowing your plan is intelligently and co
petently managed.

Find out more.
Call now and talk to one of our Retirement Program

Specialists about the benefits of changing to the Association Members Retirement Program. Or return the coupon
below. We'll mail you our FRF_F. 30 -point comparison
brochure, so you can see for yourself how this program

offers more advantages —in total —than your current Plan.

1-500-523 -ll25 Ext. 57H

TELL ME MORE!
'
'

Yes! I'd like to find out what the Institute of Management
Accountants- endorsed Association Members Retirement Program can
do for me. Also, send me your FREE 30 -point comparison brochure.
Name
Address
City
Phone (

State

Zip

)

Business Phone(

1

Best time to call

Mail to: Institute of Management Accountants
'

Association Members Retirement Program
P.O. Box 20H, Secaucus, NJ 07096 -20H
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CHICAGOHOSTS
ANNUAL
CONFERENCE
Approximately 1,600 members and their families attended the Annual Conference in Chicago, June 23-26.
During the three days of the
last Conference of the National Association of Accountants, members attend-

ed professional sessions,
met NAA friends, and honored trophy and award recipients.
Donald W. Baker, CMA,
was elected president of the
Institute of Management
Accountants (IMA), formerly NAA, for 1991 -92 at the
Annual Meeting. Members
also elected vice presidents
and national directors to
serve terms of one and two

Stevenson Trophy is presented to DallasNorth Chapter by President
Pylipow (right). Others are, I. -r., Vice President Robert J. Bruns,
CMA; former President Grant U. Meyers; and Chapter President
Robert D. Mohr, CMA.

years.
In a keynote address,
John P. Imlay, Jr., chairman
of Dun & Bradstreet Software, told members, "the
challenge of the '90s is to go
from computing to compet-

President Stan Pyllpow and former IMA presidents present the Presidents' Award to the Knoxville
Chapter.

ing." In a sensational multimedia presentation combining videotaped interviews
with John Scully, Frank
Lautenberg, John Akers,
and Bill Gates, plus humorous footage of sporting
event outtakes, he explained how the high -tech
revolution will change the
working and home environments in the next 25 years.
In other plenary session
speeches, Carla O'Dell,
president of O'Dell & Associates, warned members
that quality isn't optional
anymore. Companies must
institute total quality management throughout the entire organization or face the
possibility of extinction.
O'Dell went on to say that
accountants were in the ideal position to lead their companies in the quality area by
championing and using the
quality process in financial
analysis, information processing, and other areas beyond accounting.

KNOXVILLEWINS
PRESIDENTS'
AWARD

National vice presidents present the Vice Presidents' Award to the Pacific Northwest Regional Council.
rr

The Presidents' Award was
presented to the Knoxville
Chapter at the Annual Dinner Wednesday night.
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Chapters and their presidents which won banners
in the Stevenson Division are:
4. Boston, Gary Comeletti
5. Chattanooga, Robert Daniel
6. Ann Arbor, Carol Peterson
7. Albuquerque, Dean Johnson
8. Grand Rapids, Ronald La Mange
9. Morris - Essex, Eileen Redfern
10. Redwood Empire, George Parisi
11. Mt. Rainier, Mary Minish Cabral
12. Omaha, Jim Elliston, CMA
13. Knoxville, Nancy Goodson
14. Waterloo,-Cedar Falls, Gary Wiezorek
15, Dallas, Peggy Page
16. Raritan Valley, Robert Hradil
17. Bellevue Eastside, Walter Giesen
18. Charlotte, Sandra E. Long
19. Houston, Chris G. Janda
20. Birmingham -Magic City, Randall Williamson
21. Columbia. P. Thomas Perkins
22. Atlanta, Orville Miller, Jr.
23. St_ Louis, Patrick Rohrkaste
24. Danbury Area, Philip E. Berquist
25. Southern Maine. Richard Dawson
Mter

Sponsored by the former
national presidents and
awarded each year since
1975, the Presidents' Award
is given to the chapter with
the highest point totals accumulated over a five -year
period. Nancy Goodson,
Knoxville president, accepted for the Chapter, which
has won the award for two
consecutive years.
Other trophies and
awards presented at the Annual Dinner included the

Vice Presidents' Award,
won by the Pacific Northwest Regional Council and
accepted by Earl Littrell,
CMA, Council president.
The Stevenson Trophy and
Warner Trophy, given to
the chapters with the highest point totals for the year
in the Stevenson and Warner Divisions, were presented to the Dallas North Chapter and the Permian Basin
Chapter, respectively.
Chapter President Robert

Pe rm ian B as in f o rm e r P re s id ent Murray Ham b rick ac ce p ts W arne r

Trophy. He is flanked by Mr. Bruns and Stan Pylipow.

D. Mohr, CMA, accepted
for Dallas North Chapter,
and Murray Hambrick accepted for Permian Basin
and Chapter President Eric
W. Tabb.
The Remington Rand
Trophy and J. Lee Nicholson Award, given to chapters finishing second in the
Stevenson and Warner Divisions, were presented to the
Minneapolis Northstar
Chapter and the Coosa Valley Chapter, respectively.
Chapter Presidents Elizabeth Andrews, Minneapolis
Northstar,and Angela H.

Bell, CMA, Coosa Valley,accepted.
Finishing third in the
Stevenson and Warner Divisions were the Sacramento
Chapter, represented by
President Michael Reinero,
who was presented the Stuart Cameron McLeod Society Trophy, and South Central Indiana Chapter,
whose president, Roy Templin, was presented the
Rawn Brinkley Award.
The Morris -Essex Chapter won the Carter Trophy,
given to the chapter in the
Stevenson Division show-

COOSAVALLEYCHAPTER
SECOND('

�\ � \i`PLACE
1991

Remington Rand Trophy is displayed by Minneapolis Northstar
President Elizabeth Andrews with Stan Pylipow at left and Vice
President Robert E. Bennett, CMA, at right.
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Angela Bell, CMA, president of Coosa Valley Chapter, displays J.
Lee Nicholson Award. At left is V.P. Patricia B. Underwood.
gc)

ing the greatest improvement, moving up 145 places
over a three year average to
ninth. The Keller Trophy,
for the chapter in the Warner Division showing the
greatest improvement over
the past three years, was
presented to the West Los
AngelesChapter, which advanced 86 places over a
three -year average to
eighth. Morris Essex President Eileen Redfern and
West Los AngelesPresident
Dale Vorndran accepted the
trophies.
The first place award for

an international chapter, the
Arthur B. Gunnarson
Award, was presented to the
Sao Paulo Affiliate and President Pedro L. Farah. Banner- winning chapters are
listed elsewhere in this section.

DIRECTORY
NOTICE
During the process of publishing the 1991 -92 Directory, the name and address of
James E. Meredith, Jr., was
inadvertently omitted from

Chapters and their presidents which won banners
in the Warner Division are:
4. Santa Barbara, Bruce Tarr
5. Nebraska Cornhusker, Kenneth Rouch
6. North San Diego County, Harlan Grrenstern
7. Elmira Area, William Gerow
8. West Los Angeles, Dale Vorndran
9. Central California, Joseph Mello, Jr.
10. Florence Area, Debra Steele
11. Wheeling, Sharon Sargent
12. Illinois Northeast, Robert Bosshart
13. Northwest Arkansas, Kelly Ullard
1.4. Cuyahoga Valley, Dennis Riedinger
15. Spokane Area, Sandra Krenkel
16. Niagara, Peter Milicia
17. Abilene Area, Terry Crosswhite
18. Washington Tri- Cities, Rosalind Zengerle
19. Salem Area, Clayton Pielstick
20. North Georgia, linda T. Sims
(tie) Susquehanna Valley, Fonda Stamets

Sacramento Chapter President Michael Reinero holds Stuart
Cameron McLeod Society Trophy. He is flanked by Pylipow, SCMS
President Mary Jane Sperry, and Vice President William Musser.

the list of former National
Presidents. Our deepest
apologies to Mr. Meredith
for this oversight.
Please use the following
information to update your
Directory:
JAMES E. MEREDITH, JR
(1968 -69)
517 Avenida Campo
Newport Beach, CA 92660
(714) 756-0637

EMERITUSLIFE
ASSOCIATES(ELAs)
Richard R Austin,

Morris- Essex.

SOUTH CENTRAL INDIANACHAPTER

THIRD ('

``- PLACE
1991

Rawn Brinkley Award is displayed by South Central Indiana President Roy Templin. At left is Vice President Karen S. Sharp.
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Dwight E. Baits,
San Diego.
Frank J. Bampton, Jr.,
Valley Forge.
Leo J. Barnecut, Jr.,
Memberat- Large, USA.
Julian C. Behr,
Mid - Hudson.
Robert J. Blair,
Hartford.
Leslie A. Brand,
Salt Lake Area.
John M. Broelmann,
Calumet.
Robert P. Brown, CMA,
Charlotte.
John D. Bryant,
Piedmont Winston - Salem.
Millard. A. Burton,
East Tennessee.
J.C. Caiola,

Mass. Route 128,
A. Michael Candelmo,
Boston.
Raymond C. Carnahan, Jr.,
Raritan Valley.
Theodore J. Chamberlain,
Peninsula Palo Alto.
William H. Cleary,
Cincinnati.
James W. Crowder, Jr.,
Central Arkansas.
Charles A. Franklin,
Fort Wayne.
George D. Froehlich,
Winnebagoland.
Eugene E. Gibson,
Sangamon Valley.
Julian Gorenstein,
New York.
Beverly J. Hancock,
Reno Area.
Edwin W. Hildreth,
Worcester Area.
Roger B. Holway, Jr.,
Peninsula -Palo Alto.
Katrina S. Homewood,
Richmond,
Angelo V. lannuzci,

MorrisEssex.
Richard F. Ihrig,
Bergen Rockland.
Robert S. Joslin,
Nashville.
Charles H. Lehmann,
Bergen Rockland.
Theodore G. Lieb, former
vice president, 1974 -75,
Philadelphia.
Jack. L. Logan,
Columbia.
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IV

I
NINTH

PLACE
1991

Morris -Essex Chapter former presidents stand behind 9th place
banner presented by Vice President Ray Mannion (I.) and President
Pylipow. The chapter also won the Carter Trophy.

H. Nelson Lunn,
Knoxville.
Phyllis Marshall,
Amador Valley.
Justin C. McCarthy,
Boston.
George Molnar, III,
Raritan Valley.
Saundra L. Nelson, CMA,
Louisville.
Frank T. Nelson, II,
CMA,
Louisville.
Andrew Ondish,
Delaware.
John D. Ongaro,
Lehigh Valley.
Walter C. Patten,
New Hampshire.
Richard E. Peterson,

Southern Maine.
Coeburn N. Poore,
East Tennessee.
John W. Punk,
Springfield.
Ray Raker,
Indianapolis.
E. Rangarajan,
Member -at- Large, India.
Carl G. Reichert,
Chicago.
Dean K. Rogers,
Anderson Area.
Charles W. Russell,
Nashville.
Ramon H. Sanderson,
South Central Tennessee.
Donald A. Schulte,
North San Diego County.
Frederick C. Sturm, Jr.,

West Los Angeles President Dale Vomdran holds Keller Trophy just
presented by President Pylipow and Vice President Stanley K.
Hamamoto.

Philadelphia.
Irwin S. Sugerman,
Orange County.
Jimmie R. Tibbs,
Memphis.
Jackson P. Turner, Jr.,
North Georgia.
Clyde L. Vanhorn,
Canton.
W. Wesley Vaughn,
Chattanooga.
Earl C. Wilson,
Evansville.
Paul G. Wist,
Baltimore.
Robert G. Wood, Jr.,
Chattanooga.
Edward E. Yourick,
Pittsburgh.

IN MEMORIAM
Herbert A. Bosen, 58,
Columbus, 1965.
Robert M. Bufton,
Fox River Valley, 1970.
Stephen P. Collins, 32,
Binghampton, 1983.
Glenn A. Doll, 82,
Tulsa, 1979.
Keith Dutton, 64,
Houston, 1960.
Archie D. Gordon, 57,
Sao Paulo President Pedro L. Farah holds Arthur B. Gunnarson
Award flanked by President Pylipow and Vice President Melvin R.
Harris.
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Beaver Valley,1969.
J.H. Halldorson, 54,
Minneapolis Viking, 1966.
Marvin M. Ives, 39,
Rochester, 1976.
John A. Karnosh, 57,
Ohio Mid - Eastern, 1975.
James McClain, 57,
Phoenix, 1962.
Joseph J. Monaco, 66,
Ohio Mid - Eastern, 1978.
Grace T. Perry, 89,
Boston, 1937.
C.A. Peterson, 81,
Cleveland, 1979.
Roy E. Riesenweber, 61,
Michiana, 1967.
Richard V. Rinker, 60,
East Tennessee, 1959.
Maynard P. Rissmiller,
59,
Lehigh Valley, 1961.
Edward B. Silva, 68,
Raritan Valley, 1955,
Robert W. Smith, 22,
Long Island, 1989.
Samuel J. Troncone, 58,
Morris Essex,1979.
Robert B. Whalen, 51,
Mid- Hudson,1988.
Robert C. Work, 70,
Mt. Rainer, 1954.
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STAFF ACCOUNTANTwanted
to provide a financial /control
plan using IBM PCs & compatible computers & Lotus 1 -2 -3, EXCEL & Platinum & accessing archive information using MALI.
Maintaining accounts of project
costs, working on a micro VAX -2
computer using VMS & reporting on project profitability. Responsible for all dealings with international 3rd party contractors
(in particular, India) including
billing & providing financial info.
for compliance with Indian Tax
Law, and the total revenue cycle

Start making money for YOURSELF with the company Success Magazine calls the "Number One Accounting Franchise
in America!" (March, 1991) Build
your own highly successful accounting practice with Padgett's:
• Intensive 4-week training
• Client marketing systems
• Yearly tax seminars/support
• Streamlined accounting
system
• On -going field support
• Owner manuals & much
more.
CALL 1- 800 - 323 -7292 FOR
FULL OETAILSI

)i(, ) ur

i 72

s it,ess is our success.

GROUP CHIEF ACCOUNTANT wanted to steamline company's accounting system as well
as to maintain the books of 3
companies on accrual basis including preparing necessary
journal entries; maintaining & /or
supervising the accounting system using Accpac Plus software;
preparing monthly financial
statements & schedules; preparing management reports and using ratio analysis to aid the management in making efficient use
of resources. Need a Bachelor's
degree with 24 credits in Accounting or its equivalent and 3
yrs. exp. as an Accountant. The
related exp. must include branch
accounting & reporting, computerizing & working in Accpac accounting software, prep. of
monthly financial statements &
schedules on complete accrual
basis, public accounting, particularly in auditing & tax return
prep., mgmt accounting such as
interpretation of accounts to aid
the mgmt in decision making,
sales reporting, cash flow forecasting, expense variance reporting and inventory reporting.
Must have CPA certification. Pay
is $500 /wk. 40 hr. /wk. Resumes
to 7310 Woodward Ave., Rm. 415,
Detroit, MI 48202. Ref. #54691.
Employer Paid Ad.

COMPUTERSOFTWARE
NEW
DEPRECIATION/
FIXED ASSET MANAGEMENT. Ver. 5.0 for IBM PC/XT/AT/PS2 and compatibles. Over 700 users in 5 years
from large corporations to small
CPA's, many say "best system at
any price." Six books, all normal
methods including SL, DB, DDB,
SYD, ACRS, MACRS, 40% RULE,

1913 FORM 1040. Accurate
reproduction, complete including instructions, four 8 1/2 x 11
parchment pages, $10. Deluxe
version: arranged on 22 x 28 single parchment sheet, $49.95. Offseason sale on exclusive greeting
cards for tax return preparers.
MC/VISA/AMEX
(501 -7825942) Executive Marketplace,
P.O. Box 3988, Dept, MA, Fort
Smith, AR 72913.

SUNBELTJOBS
For Accountants, Auditors
and Controllers. Call 1-900 SUNBELT from touch -tone
phone for details on specific
openings by fax /mail. $5 /min.
Employer postings welcome.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small business.
Grants /loans to $500,000. Free
recorded message: 707148 -0330.
(OR7)

FRANCHISESAVAILABLE
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNTING AND TAX FRANCHISES
AVAIIABLE IN: Mobile & Dothan, AL, Florida panhandle, Ashville, NC, Albany & Brunswick,
GA Gross from $24,500 to
$160,000. Call Padgett Business
Services 1- 800 - 323 -7292. Serving
Small Business Since 1966,

JOBHUNTINGSECRETS
Secrets of Job Hunting in the
Accounting Profession. Concise, comprehensive manual de
scribing the essentials of finding
work in the accounting field.
Sample letters and resumes in-
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19
8
1
14
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2
13
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HELPWANTED

COMPREHENSIVES
can make it happen! Prime territories available to qualified accountants with a minimum net
worth of $100,000 /$40,000 liquid.
Proven system. Training, equipment and marketing support provided. Call today 1- 800 -3239000. Comprehensive Business
Services, Inc., Attn: MA, 1925
Palomar Oaks Way, Suite 105,
Carlsbad, CA 92008.
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LOOIGNG TO EXPAND TO
Australia? Research & Reporting
offers market studies, industry/product reports, strategy
planning, commercial negotiations, other business intelligence
PLUS an informative monthly
newsletter. Full particulars via
airmail from Australian Downunder, 10 Angorra Road, Terrey
Hills, Sydney, NSW, 2084 Australia.

on Platinum. Need a Bachelor's
degree in Accounting or Bus.
Admn. concentrating in Accounting & 1 yr. exp. in job offered or
as an Accountant. The related
exp. must involve assisting the
Controller of an international
software co. in the mgmt of 3rd
party subcontractors including
those in India, accumulation of
tax info. & filing 1042S & 1042 tax
forms. Database development for
financial accounting purposes &
using MALI, Platinum, Lotus 1 -23, & EXCEL. Pay is $24,000 /yr.
40 hr. /wk. Resumes to 7310
Woodward Ave., Rm. 415, Detroit, MI 48202. Ref. #54891. Employer Paid Ad.

TAXFORMSFORSALE

READY FOR YOUROWN
ACCOUNTING
PRACTICE?

&

OPPORTUNITIES
'DOWN UNDER°

cluded. Written by a CPA who
has been there. Send $18.00 to
DWC, P.O. Box 1592, E1 Toro,
California 92630.

&

CLASSIFIED

ACE, AMT and SHORT TAX
YEARS. DO IT YOU WAY, design custom reports, split or
merge files, sort records in any
order. $195.00. MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE.
VISA/MC.
SOFTLINK, P.O. Box 2433, Stuart, FL 34995 Phone 407 -6923123.
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Is there really a difference
between one accounting system
and another?
On the surface, most accounting software appears to
perform the same functions. Offering the same bells and
whistles. But there is more to investing in a major
accounting system.
We know. We're Collier - Jackson. Seasoned veterans.
With over 5,000 installations since 1975, on Hewlett Packard's 3000 and Digital Equipment's VAX
series computers.
The product of all that experience?
World Class SeriesT" from Collier-Jackson.
General Ledger, Accounts Payable, Accounts
`
Receivable, Fixed Assets and Purchasing
software. All working individually or
together. Designed to run even the most
sophisticated company operations with
greater accuracy and increased flexibility.
Our World Class Series includes an
Executive Information System (EIS) that lets you
download key management information into your
PC for easy manipulation and analysis.
Other productivity tools include PC -to -host links and
a powerful report writer. And our World Class Series
Payroll and Human Resource software
dovetails. Perfectly.
But the biggest difference goes far beyond.
As part of CompuServe, an H &R Block company,
we have the resources to take you through
implementation and training. Right into
tomorrow. With a commitment to long -term
relationship building. That's world class, too.
When you look at it this way, it's what really
separates one accounting system from another. Call us
now at 813 - 872 -9990 and discover the difference.

Our GeneralLedger, Accour
Payable,Accounts Receivab.
FixedAssets and Purchasing
software work individually c
together. Easily. With
minimal MIS support
.

Our Collier -Jackson hotline is available
around the clock if you have questions.

EIS is a powerfultool you'l use
everyday.
Collier-Jacksonhas beendeveloping
accounting software for medium-to-large
companies for morethan14years.
A

World Class Series Personneland Payroll
software dovetails perfectly withour
acrnuntingsoftware.

Co►mpu5erv+e

Collier - Jackson

VAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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DEADLINE PRESSURE? WORKLOAD HEADACHES?
TAKE ONE AND CALL US IMMEDIATELY
When down -sized staffs meet up -sized workloads, call
Accountemps... for right -sized help.
Were the accounting specialists, at every level, from
Bookkeeper to Controller. In an independent survey, personnel
executives rated Accountemps as the specialized firm with the

a

most qualified temporaries, by an 8 to 1 margin.
For fast relief, call Accountemps. For permanent positions,
call our Robert Half division.
Prevent workload headaches... Call today for a FREEcopy of
STRATEGIC STAFFING FOR THE '90s. It's an indispensable
guide to cost effective hiring for today's leaner times.
Call one of the 160 Accountemps or Robert Half offices
nearest you, or call toll free:

1-800-562-7654, Ext.41

t 1,?91 Robert Half'lntemalumal Inc

